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Presiding
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Michael G. Pierce
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1019
Cascade, Idaho 83611
Telephone: (208) 382-3929
Facsimile: (208) 382-3783
Email: Michael(u.michacipicrcciaw.com
Idaho State Bar Number: 1470
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants

Case~

FlIed -.Y2: I. ~

Inst.No_ __
.A,u
m'_ _ _-'.m
pu

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF V ALLEY
STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, husband and wife,

)
)

Case No. CV-2009-S49C

)

Plaintiffs,

)

vs.

)
)

RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY
A. ARNOLD, husband and wife,

)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL
G. PIERCE

)

Defendants.

)
)
)

RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY
A. ARNOLD, Husband and Wife,

)
)
)

Counterciaimants,

)
)
)

vs.

)

STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, Husband and Wife,

)
)
)

Counterdefendants.

)
)

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Valley

:Ss.
)

Michael G. Pierce. being first duly s\vorn, on oath. deposes and says:

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL G. PIERCE - I

I am the attorney for Steven J. Snider and Mary A. Snider in the above-

1.

entitled matter and make this atlidavit in response to the Atlidavits of Ronald D. Arnold
and Christ T. Troupis. Each of the facts set forth herein are known to me of my own
personal knowledge and if sworn as a witness, I could testify competently thereto.
2.

On or about June 10, 2010, I served Plaintiffs First I nterrogatories and

Request for Production of Documents on counsel for the defendants.
On or about July 12, 20 to, defendants served their responses. Among the

3.

documents served with defendants' responses is a two-page summary of the expenses for
the cabin, broken down among electric bills, Valley County taxes, insurance and permit
fees. Those pages are attached hereto as Exhibit ·'A".
4.

Also included in defendants' responses was a summary of the Idaho

Power bills for the cabin since electricity was first supplied beginning in June of 1996.
Those pages are attached hereto as Exhibit "B".
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a copy of a tax record from the Valley

County Assessor showing the assessed value of the improvements on the subject parcel.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "0" is a copy of an additional check written by

Mary A. Snider on April 10, 2006. The check was just discovered.

//1 " ;7,L--.~J

//1
//~.f"
/

Michael G. Pierce

7·/.)~/6)
Date

/

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this _ _ day of September, 20 I O.

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL G. PIERCE - 2

..,..,.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ZY day of September, 2010, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document by U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid,
addressed as follows:

Christ T. Troupis
TROUPIS LAW OFFICE. PA
1299 E. Iron Eagle, Suite 130
P. O. Box 2408
Eagle, Idaho 83616
~t rl).!-Jvi.s ,ci' trQ.lIp isI a~' .C~2m

.,-j

/.

. /

/ / '/

~/( ~
/

(I' / //,7
J./-

)

./!~
/

Attorney for Plaintiffs!
C ounterdefendants

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL G. PIERCE - 3

.,."

Total of regular cabin bills paid 1984-2010 by the Arnolds (some 1983 bills not
included).
Idaho Power

$1734.18

(Exhibit R39 pg. 97)
Valley County Taxes

$8175.48

(Exhibit R40 pg. 98)
Cabin Insurance

$8036.00

(Exhibit R41 pg. 99)
Special Use Permit

$8391.25

(Exhibit R42 pg. 100)
Total

See itemized lists on following pages.

I'

,r~tt t
/

y< I

A

I

YEAR

•

I 1984

PERMIT
90.00

•

TAXES
175.00

---- f----

INSURANCE
138.00

•

c------- f---

•
125.00
190.00
86
165.00
198.52
87
• 179.00
207.90
1---------1------• 194.00
88
•
220.00
89
• 208.00
238.98
90
237.00
240.22
•
91
261.00
300.00
------- . _ - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - f-------285.00
375.10
-- 92
93
292.00
350.94
94
300.00
•
335.00
95
305.00
•
325.00
96
310.00
316.92
--••
97
317.00
310.76 + $24.00
- - - - - t------------.-----.--------.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ .
98
325.00
315.20
99
326.00
396.78
2000
330.00
406.92
01
336.84
418.00
02
344.92
438.78
03
348.71
426.68
04
353.94
426.44
361.73
386.88
05
06
373.31
265.14
07
387.87
260.70
08
266.73
295.94
09
678.67
329.68
10
689.53
85

__

•
•

•
•

•
•

.-

142.00
146.00
150.00
155.00
160.00
165.00
171.00
211.00
252.00
259.00
276.00
332.00
341.00
393.00
407.00
429.00
415.00
252.00
304.00
370.00
393.00
462.00
422.00
420.00
415.00
456.00

-----

------'---.

Totals

$8391.25

$8175.48

$8036.00

·Estimated payments
··Landfill charges added for 1997 - after this the landfill charges were added to the tax bill
Idaho power bills total - $1734.18

--

Additional Idaho Power Bills
2/25/10 -

$4.19

3/26/10 -

$4.19

4/27 /10 -

$4.19

5/26/10 - $4.19

r,

'(If\( - 4,'f' , - 'I'.; In"

Premise Billing History
1

1 31/2010
Ronald 0 Arnold
12581 W Cedarvvood Dr
BOise. 1083709
Re

103 Paradise Valley Rd/Cascade,ld 83611
Read Code

Read Date

$Amount

Usage

- ... ·t

. . _ . j - - _....
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..
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o +-...
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.........
-.... _.._-_
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o
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I

- t

5/20/2009
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ER·RS

$17~O-~
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- _.-
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.. __..+_! .32100 KWH

o

Arnold, Ronald 0

ER RS

$23 78 i 30600 KWH

o

Arnold, Ronald 0

.-~---

--~----

6/19/2008
-

200.00 KWH

$41O+2~QQ.~VYH.

~-----

o ! Arnold. Ronald D

-.---

ER-RS

- -- -----

.

-

3/20/2009

---

l

-~

00 KWH

4/21/2009
I

Arnold, Ronald D

O~~rnolc!,_Rona!d D
.-~

I

D

()f Arnol~:..~()!,.ald D

....
!

Customer

1-.

o +Arn.()~.!.R.()!,_~ld
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, 0.00
KWH
-.. . r··
_. "....
- ..
$4 19 0.00 KWH

i

1-.

r

De~-and

·t

--------~---~-

4/2 Y2008 • ERRS

t

$4.06 . 000 KWH

ER RS

5/20/2008

19800 KWH·.

t

32
29

t ERRS

29

ER RS

33

j

2120/2008
1/22.12008
12/20/2007

+
t

11/2012007

ERRS

32

10/ 19/2 00 7 , ERR S

30

9/19/2007

ER RS

j.

o

V

$4.06

l

Arnold, Ronald D

L

$406

. a 00 KWH

a
oj

L

$4 06 ! 000 KWH

o

Arnold. Ronald D
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i

t
l
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Ronald 0
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Y

$1624 . 21200 KWH
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L
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ER RS
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!
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L

I
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o

1
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$11 .l8 +. 129.00 KWH
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t
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•

8/20/2007
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31

Y

$22 93 ; 3-2500·KWH

7/20/2007
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30

R

$20.04

t
I

27800 KWH

i

t
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20500 KWH

$15.43
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6/20/2007
-~-
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---~-

5/21/2007
-- '---..
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4/20/2007
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3/21/2007

ER-RS

--30900 KWH--

$1890

---------

~.-~-~.~-

[

5/18/2006 : ER-RS

0_~~~.r:'9i~~or1~~d I
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$406

000 KWH

-

2/20/2007 , ER-RS

29 : L

1/2212007

33

$406 ~ 000 KWH

t

j

ER-RS
t

i

r

L

$406

000 KWH
000 KWH

L

$406

11/20/2006 r ER-RS

32

L

$4_06 : 000 KWH

30

V

$21 66 ' 36200 KWH

32 . R

$1554
: 224_00 KWH
.-.-

29 1 R

$!??J

R

19.89

10/19/2006
-

f

ER-RS

ER-RS
8/18/2006 i-ER - RS

I

9/19/2006

+--

!

t-

7/20/2006
, ER-RS
- --------+--_ .. -

....

t

~

-

-~-

t -

t

30

-~ ~~-

t

t

I

i

•

[27500 KWH
326.00 KWH

t

o ! Arnold, Ronald I
o. :t ---Arnold, Ronald [
- . --o i Arnold, Ronald I
o . Arnold, Ronald I
o , Arnold,-----Ronald I
------t---o
Arnold,
Ronald
I
-

4/20/2006 - ER-RS

-- t

3/21/2006 r ER-RS
2/17/2006

ER-RS

1)t9/2006

r ER-RS

$3 35 . 0.00 KWH

I

$3.35 ; 0.00 KWH
-------------+--- - - ------$3.35 : 0_00 KWH
$3.35

0.00 KWH

----- -.- -

.-.

$11.19
32
29-

R
R -

t
- -+-- -- -

6/20/2005-····-t-: ER-RS
-,------.--

5/19/2005
-_._4/20/2005
.--

ER-RS

-- -

+

32

M~

_ _ _ • ___~

-~.

131.00KWH

$1720
, 230.00
KWH
-.
r
-- ---. --.-

o..·t

520.57 •

9~~~~!d.c.J~ona~~ I

Arnold, Ronald I
--.------

_0 t_Arnold, ~~nald I

30 : R
--+-

RRS

-.- - - - - ..------

_

- ---------+--- -----

"-.---"--... _ - _ . -

-

t

------------j---- --------

-

o+~rnold--,--Ronal9

6/20/2006 : ER-RS

$4_06

12/20/2006 , [R-RS

~-

[

o t• Arnold,
Ronald l
- - .
o . Arnold, Ronald [
o ; ArrlOld,_Ronald [
o . Arnold, Ronald [
o Arnold, Ronald l
o • Arnold, Ronald I
o Arnold. Ronald [
o t Arnold,- -Ronald (
o t--Arnold, Ronald I
--o +Arn.9ld!~9_n_al_d (
o t: --Arnold,
Ronald I
--- -.-------- ------

-

-

o 1~nol~'.Ro_nald

0t~~~~_~_on~l~ I
I Arnold, Ronald I

246.00 KWH

R

-

----~

-j"

o
o

5300 KWH

. 000 KWH

ER-RS

----.--~

.~

••

____M

__

Arnold, Ronald I

3/21/2005

-

ER-RS
------ t---------

2/17/2005 ; ER-RS
33 . L

1/19/2005 . ER-RS
.
-- -12/17/2004 : ER-RS

30 i L

r ER-RS

29 ' V

~

11/17/2004

t ERRS------- - - +

10/19/2004

9/1 7 /2004 . ERRS

+------

32

I

!

~
-

-t

R

. 316.00 KWH

-f-- __

30 . R

$1627

1

t

22400 KWH

8/18/2004 ; ERRS

29 • R

$1684
• 24000 KWH
--.- ---

7/20/2004 -1--• ER-RS

32 ; R

$22 41

6/18/2004 I ER RS

30

R

$17 19

$13 38 • 21600 KWH

j

t

!

I

j

+-

-

29

R

4/20/2004

I

ER RS

32

.L

$2 81

3/19,2004

j

ER RS

29

L

$2 81

FR RS

5,'19/2004 ' ERRS

2/19/200·1

t

11 19/2004

ERRS

31 , L
32 ; L

12/18; 2003

t R-RS

29

t

11/19/2003
10/20/2003
9/18/2003

I

[RRS

30

ER RS

32

ER-RS

30

.L
I
j

i
- j

34200 KWH
27900 KWH

,

000 KWH
000 KWH

$2 81 , 000 KWH
$2 81 000 KWH
$2 81

000 KWH
I

R

$2.81 , 000 KWH
$19 16 298.00 K\VH

R

$20.35

L

o ArnoldL~onald I
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.l

,-

t

---

"

31"" 00 KWH

+

o
o

,Imold, Ronald [
Arnold, Ronald [
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a . Arnold, ROllald l

I

.
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7[2-!/2QO~-t~R- RS

$ 17.80

6/19/2003 ! ERRS

$11.57

f17~.09KWH

a

Arnold, Ronald C

5.

$10.40 ~ 123~00 KWH

a

Arnold, Ronald [

$.2~~!t 0.00 KWH

0

Arnold, Ronald

$2.81

0.00 KWH
-$2.81 . 0 00 KWH

a

Arnold, Ronald [

0

Arnold, Ronald [

$2.81

0.00 KWH

a

Arnold, Ronald l

$2.81

0.00 KWH

8/19/2003

i

ER-RS

$ 18.82

/20/2()O 3TER~RS
-- .

• _.-

t-- .. _....

: ER-RS .
.. 4/21/2003
_.. --- --.._=-+._.3/20/2003
i ER·RS
--"-t2/19/2003
1/21/2003

----"---,--

! ER·RS
r ER.RS

12/19/2002

..

304.00 KWH

I

I

I

;.

C

Arnold, Ronald l
Arnold, Ronald l

_~l?59 t 2209Q KWH

Arnold, Ronald [

i

Arnold, Ronald

9/20/2002 . ER·RS

$1902
---

8/21/2002 ' ERRS

52160 . 284 00 KWH

Arnold. Ronald [

?L~.Y!:'QO?;.E R·RS
6/20/2002 ' ER·RS

..... ~_2~?3.ti,!5. 00 KW H
$17.82 240.00KWH

Arnold, Ronald [

·--·_··--·f·- ... -....

-~

... _

4/22/2002
~ ..- .... -ti _ER·RS
.. _ ...
i

$7.78
$251

---

Q_+_',\.r:nold.. __RonaI9 [

I 9'<?QQ.~~H

_g~nold,_Rona~9[
a I Arnold, Ronald [
---. - alArnold~R~~~lci [
_.---.. _.- t· - - - - - - - -.. °L!,rn.ol<:l.'~°rtald [
a I Arnold, Ronald [

0.00 KWH
---,~.

$2.51
. 0.00 KWH
_._._. __
._1;:--_
.. _.
$2.51

ER-RS

.-._.

---.~t--

1/18/2002

236.00 KWH

---~

3/22/2002
• ER-RS
-.-_..... +-...
_--_.
2/20/2002
---

t

--

ER·RS

0.00_ .
KWH
.- _.

.l-._..

-r~g~~ti~~:~

ER·RS

-+.
I

$5.04 i ..
42.00
_._._.-+
__ .--

_

.

KWH
- ... -

t·

+- ... _ $~5.80 ~1'?~:'<?9 !<IN_H. +_.

· . -1 -~-~~~':~~Li;t~~ ~:_:~j

.~.-~~. -:~!~:L~:!~~~;~j
+_.

.. -.
Y
32 Y
31

31

$19.:.Q~_t-!4200 KWH

$2.51 +.
! 0.00 KWH
- ....._._jI

i

$2 51 . 0.00 KWH

+

52.51~990 KWH

---.-

t·

V
R

$10.87

170.00 KWH

29 ; R

$16.76

28400 KWH

32. ,-' R

$1285 . 206.00 KWH

29

$1661

I·
I

0.00 KWH
,..
i

t

- +

9/11/2000

;

ER·RS

8/10/2000 . ER RS
t< -

12/2000

~

R

i

--

-1

28100 KWH

.

30 • R

517.36 . 296.00 KWH

6/12/2000 • ERRS

32

5 16 35 ' 27 8 00 KWH

5/11;2000 , ER RS

29

I

ERRS

I

t

R

E
.
30 E

$2.51 . 000 KWH

2/11/2000 , ER-RS

31 , E
30 jI E

$251 , 000 KWH
$2 51 . 000 KWH

1/12/2000

29

4/12/2000 ,.. ER RS
3/13/2000

ER-RS

I

··t

ER·RS
.

.

.. E

!

$ 2 51 .

$2 51

12/14/1999 . ER-RS
-

29 ,. E

$2 51

ER·RS

32 ~ R

$4.02
.

--------

t-

11/15/1999
. _______ "

_

l

_

-

-

a 09 KWH
. a 00- KWH
I

[
Ronald
.... --.J--. Arnold,
.__ .- ... _.._..[

. _ .... Q~~~Ic!-.R~!1.~ld t
a i Arnold, Ronald
..._---+---_._-_
.._--- . (

a Arnold, Ronald [
a ~Ar.n.c>l~ R0.'.1a_ld [
a Arnold, Ronald [
.--.---=-1"------ .
a i Arnold,
Ronald [
--+-.
__..
I

->-- - - - -~-

-~-------

I

0J.~rno

Ronald I
Arnold,
[
---._._Ronald
.._...._.

_,

a!

a . Arnold, Ronald
a +--tArnold,
Ron·ald
.. - - -

j ....

[
[

a . Arnold, Ronald
......
a ' Arnold, Ronald
-.

a Arnold, Ronald 1
a Arnold, Ronald [
o ,• Arnold, Ronald
o Arnold, Ronald
a . Arnold, Ronald l
a Arnold,
Ronald l
-o Arnold, Ronald
o , Arnold, Ronalei
-l-

-.

---~

I

~

a 00 KWH

!

1

...---.. . -~Qlo Ar~~~-'~~n.ald

.•..

52.51 I• 0.00 KWH
.
$2
51
_._.

28

l

(-I

·-t

-

C

$16.47+ 206.00 KWH

11/20/2002
10/21/2002
• ER·RS
. . . ._).

276.00 KWH

3200 KWH

a

Arnold, Ronald [

a t. Arnold, Ronald
L
.
o , Arnold, Ronald'
a .Arnold, Ronald 1

Cabin Power Activated 6/5/96

(Exhibit E..

Years of power expenses for 1996 through part of 1999 are estimated as the Idaho Power
records do not go back that far.

Estimated Paymentl
1999 (minus 2 months shown on records)

$137.00

1998

137.04

1997

132.54

1996 (partial year Aug. - Dec.)

59.00
Total

$465.54

Estimation Notes
2009 - $146.04
2000 - 106.04
Going backward, power cost decreased an average of $4.50 per year. Estimated
calculations based on this figure.

- ,QuesUons7 Conlacl us al
PO BOX 70, Boise, 1083707
Or call (208) 388·2323 (Treasure Valley)
Se habia espallol
For faster ser;ice please call
Tuesday - FrIday, 7 30 a m 10630 P m

www.idahopower.com

Customer Name
Account Number

RONALD DARNOLD
2989461273

Billing Date
Print Date

02125/2010
02/25/2010

--"--"" -1

Meter

Ser-vlce Period

Number

From

50;:' A'7029235

01 ':610

"J"

To

~"

I

Number

"'"'' - - -

022310

Meter

Type

,

28

Meter Readings

Reading

of DEtyS

~-

03/24 /2010

Next Read Date:

Service Agreement No: 1422042104
Service Location: 12581 W CEDARWOOD DR/BOISE, 10

Regular

-.-.~.

BLC

o
Residential
Rate Schedule

101

01:26/2010-021231201028 days
Service Charge
Non·Summer Energy Charge 0-800 kWh @ $0056953 per kWh
peA @ $0,014022 per kWh
_~nergy Efficie~~Y,,~ervices ____ ' _ __
Current Charges - Electric Service

$4 00
$21 07

$5 19
$1 39

.. $31.65
=:

346

Your Electric
Use Pattern
Feb·09

Mar-Q9

Apr-09

Service Agreement No: 3~?R1Akg"k
Service Location: 10~RADISE VALLEY
Meter

vt::1 Vlv" '''''vu

Number

From

002110468581

01121 10

To

I

May·Q9

ReaCllng
Type

1DAHO
POUVER.

www.idahopower.com

Verified

Questions? Conlacl us at
PO BOX 70 Borse 1083707
Or call (208, 388-2323 ,Treasure Valleyl
Se habla espallol
For rasler ser'lice please call
Tuesday - Friday, 730 a In 10630 p In

Sep-09

Ocl·09

Nov·Q9

Dec-09

Next Read Date:
Meter Readings
Previous
Current

Jon-10

Feb-10

03/19/2010

Meter

kWh

Constant

Used

19345

I

19345

-

~ ~~.......
4~

Customer Name
Account Number

RONALD DARNOLD
2989461273

BIlling Date
Print Date

02/25/2010
02/25/2010

PCA = Power Cost

0

1

Service Charge
Energy Efficiency Services ....
...... . . . ...... ' __' ._.'_:'_'_'",:,,__._._.,_..._ _ _.
",-"'-'" --'''-,-,,-._-- -, .. -", .._ - - Current Charges - Electric Service
CR = Credit k\Nh = K>iov.althour

Your Electric
Use Pattern

Aug·09

,

28

1I....................II....................~~....~44~

Rate Schedule
101

Jul·09

RD/CASCAD~

Nurnoer
I of Days

! 02.:18110 I

Jun-09

01/21/2010 - 02/18/2010 28 days

Residential

..l

Generation

BLC

00

=:

BasIC Load

00

00

-

$4 00

iQHL.,.

C $4;~.

,
www.idahopower.com

Questions? Contact us at
PO BOX 70, BOIse, 10 83707
Or call (208) 388·2323 (Treasure Valley)
Se habla espallol
Fo. faster se'';lce please call
Tuesday· Friday, 7 30 a m to 6 30 pm

Customer Name
Account Number

RONALD DARNOLD

Btlilng Date
Pnnt Date

02/25/2010
02125/2010

Due Date
03/12/2010
Account
Activity

'\

2989461213

Please Pay
$35.84
$52
$52
$0
$35

Previous Balance
Payments - Thank You
Balance Forward
Current Charges

-----

Account Balance

$35

Please Note: A.nv unpaid balances will be .lssessed a monthly charge of one percent (Pol for Idaho customers A.ny credit due to a
rebilling ~Iill be aprlied to lutur,> billings or call I)e 'Hfunded upon cuslom"r request RClurnt'd checks may be leslJbmtlted elecltonlc·"lly
pd1rnent Ched<'_-; remaining unpaId NIII be (~hdrgpd ,) $:'0 fr-e

View Your
Bill
Online

Become an Account Manager Today!
Access your account information 2417 view your bill. request service, set up Budget Pay.
complete an ENERGY Tools Profile to understand how you're using energy and more' Visit
wwwidahopowercom and click "Reg!ster Now" in the Account Manager box.

Preferred

Save time with PreferredPay and have your Idaho Power bill automatically deducted from YOll
checking account. That's one less check to write each month, and you still receive a statemen
for your records, Call our Customer Service Center for an application or visit our Web site at
www.idahopower.com.

Pay

Questions? Contac! us al
PO BOX 70 Boise. 1083707
Or ,:all (208) 388·2323 ,Tfnds",,, V,III.ey'
AO 'DACO~P Comoon"

Sf'! habla espanol
For laslar StHvlCH please call
Tuesday F"dilY 7)0 a In 10630 P fTl

www.idahopower.com

Rate Schedule
101

Customer Name
Account Number

RONALD 0 ARNOLD
2989461273

Billing Date
Print Date

03/26/2010
03126/2010

Service Charge
EnNgy EfficIency Services

$40(
$0 1

Current Charges - Electric Service
..

-~-~---.

CR : (rt'dll

kWh: Kilowatt hour

....

. -".

BLC

~

BasIc Load

-.-- .....:...

L
_1IiL.L . 1 ______1"'---0_0__
SO

Your Electric
Use Pattern

L

"'~IDAHO

..

-

k'N = KiI",~att

PC A = po,',ef Cust AdJustrnent

$4.1 ~

66

70

69

67

00

--,--00, _ _ _ _ _ "

I, .
·':)W:SIHH1S ~ C()fltacl us 11

POWER

PC BOX 70 Bo,se 10 SrO?
Or ::dll 1208· 388-2323 Tlt'd:;Uft~ V;\lk'~
St~

F U!

hdbla esp<1il01
td<-;It~! ~;t~f'/!Cl~ pit-!dSt:"

,;.111

T\lt":;.dclY - Frlddv 730 ,} m to 6 JO P III

www.idahopower.com

~Ja!1'e

ustomer

RC)~~ALD [i t>.,R~~OLD

Ac'.·cunt ~Junlber

I

2989461273

BIII!ng Date

03126/2010

Prtnt Date

031'26/2010

Service Agreement No: 1422042104
Service Location: 12581 W CEDARWOOD DR/BOISE ID

Next Read Date:
Meter Readings

04/23/2010

Meter

PrevIous

Current

3226

3604

Constant

~-'--t"-

Bltll~ kW

[ __

Residential
Rate Schedule

101

--f

BLC

o

02/23/2010 - 03/24/2010 29 days
Service Charge
Non-Summer Energy Charge 0-800 kWh @ $0056953 per kWh
PCA @ $0014022 per kWh

$40C
$21 53
$S 30
$1 41

- - - - " - - - - - - - , , ... _ - - . - ' C : : " - - -

Current Charges - Electric Service
= Credit kWr

~

L ,~

Your Electric
Use Pattern

$32.24

K,lowatt·hour PCA = PC'lier CDS!

j

i i i j i ",

n,

"

-_ _ _. _ _ _ _ __ . J_____ .___
~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _
1 -_
13_
4_ _ _
14_
0 ___
95

Maf09

Apr·09

May·09

Jun·09

Jul·09

Aug·09

Sep·09

Service Agreement No: 3826145875
Service Location: 103 PARADISE VALLEY RD/CASCADE. ID
----r
~

Meter~'Ser.i/ce Period
Number
From
To

00211 0468581

Ocl·09

Nm·09

Oec·09

Jan·IO

Next Read Date:

I

F.eb·l0

Mar;o

04/20 12010

----.-.-------------,--------.--------~"----~r_----~

I'

Number

Reading

of Days

Type

02i 18/10'-0-3-.-18-,'1-0--11r---2-8..:-+..·---F-<:;....:hrc:.n"'·-t-Pri----·~+~

Meter Readings

Previous
I Q14"i

Current

I

1 Q14"i

Meter

Constant

I

k Wf)
Used
n

,:l,

.....;;IDAHO

ri

PCMIeR

www.idahopower.com

Question.? Contact us dt
PO BOX 70. Boise. to 83707
Or call (208) 388-2323 (Treasure Valley)
Se habla "patio I.
For falfer service please ':0,11
Tueaday· FrrdlY. 7 30 Q m to 6 30 p m

Customer Name
Account Number

RONALD DARNOLD

Date
Print Date

04/27/2010
04/27/2010

Billtng

2989461273

Due Date
05/12/2010
Account
Activity

Please Pay

Previous Balance
Payments - Thank You
Balance Forward "",,"
Current Charges ..... ,

Account Balance

$37.54
$36
$36
$0
$37.
$31.

Please Nota: Any unPQid balances will be tlssasMd a monthly charge of one percent (1%) for tdaho Gllstomel1! Any Cledll due to II
rebilling wilt be ilppUad to future billings or can he refunded upon customer request Returned checks may be resUbmitted etectronically I
paym"n' ::;hecka ,e!nammg unpaid Will be charged" $20 fee.

Don't miSS the ENERGY STAR® homes at the BCA of Southwestern Idaho Parade of Homes 1\
1 through May 16.

Green Power

Help Make Our Future a Little Greener
Join your neighbors and businesses who are supporting the growth and development of cer'tifie,
environmentally-sound wind and solar power. Sign up at www.idahopower.com/greenpower or
call OUf Customer Service Center .

..

1 t' H

'd'

r

;

~'1IMHO

•

Questions? ContllCt UII

POWER

.t:

PO BOX 10, BoiM, 10 83701

a. call (208) 388-232S (Trelsure Valley)
Sa habla "pallo!.
FOf faster se",1ce plelse cIII
Tuesday· Friday, 7 30 a m 10630 P m.

www.idahopower.com

Customer Name
Account Number

RONALD 0 ARNOLD
2989461273

Billing Date
Print Date

04/2712010
04/27/2010

Next Read Date:

Service Agreement No: 1422042104
Service Location: 12581 W CEDARWOOD DR/BOISE. 10
ServICe PerIOd
To
From

MeIer
Number

502A 770:29235

Residential
Rate Schedule
101

03/24110

'.

Number
of Days

Reading

30

Regular

I 04123110

Meter Readings
Current
PrevIous

Type

I

3S04

Billing kW

BlC

5

o

kWh
Used

1

3997

39

$4 01
$223
$5.5

Energy Efficiency Services .......................... ,....................................... .

$1.41

Current Charges· Electric Service

$33.3l

Your Electric
Use Pattern

=Power Cost AdJustment

• •

13."

14.0

Apt-OlJ

MIIy-OlJ

9.5

•

Ju,,-OIJ

34.6

30.5

215

I I

Jul-OlJ

Aug-09

kW:: Kilowatt BLe

I

Sep-OlJ

27.2

26$1

Service Period
From
To

Meter
Number

002110468581

03118110

2U

Nov-OS

nec-OlJ

17.8

• • •

I

Jan-10

13.2

13.0

131

Feb-l0

Mar-10

Apr· 10

Next Read Date:

Number

Rsedlng

ofD~

Type

Prevloutl

33

Verified

19345

I Q.4I2OJ10

= Basic Load Capacity G:: Generall

I I I

Oct-09

Service Agreement No: 3825145875
Service Location: 103 PARADISE VALLEY RD/CASCADE, 10

kWh
Used

Meter

Meter Readings

I

05/19/2010

Current

Constant

19345

1

03/18/2010·04/20/201033 days

IDAHO
POUVER.
www.idahopower.com

Rate Schedule
101

Meter
Constant

03/24/2010 - 04/23/2010 30 days
Service Charge
.......... " ............ " ..... .
Non-Summer Energy Charge 0·800 kWh ~ $0.056953 per kWh ............ .
PeA @ $0 014022 per kWh
..................................... .

CR "Credit kWh:: Kilowatt-hour peA

ReSidential

05/24/2010

P,ltz,c
Oueslrons? Contact us at.

PO BOX 10. BoIM, 10 83707
Or call (208) 388-232S (Treasure V'liley)
Se heble "spaf\ol.
For fasler service pIe4IH call
Tuesday - Friday. 730 a.m. to 6 30 pm

Service Charge ......... ..

Customer Name
Account Number

RONALD 0 ARNOLD
2989461273

Billing Date
Print Date.

04/27/2010
04/27/2010

.. .. ... ................................

$4

Energy Efficiency Services.......... .............. ......................................

O(

$0 H

--.=..;....----=---------c..,..u-r-r-e-nt-C-h-ar-g-e-s-.-E"""'I=-e-ct-r.,-jc-S-e-rv-ic·-e--------:::-$4:19
CR "Credit kWh. Kilowatt-hour peA" Power Cost Adlustment kW" Kilowatt BlC" Basic Load Capacity G" Generall(

Your Electric
Use Pattern
lA-lI\I_(\Q

ItlnJ\Q

I.,I .. M

A'Ul~no

~tN-nG

(),..tJlO

P\JnlJ_na

0.0

00

00

0.0

1"U:.f'.()Q

lan_1n

~Ah._1n

Ma,.~ 10

Anr.ln

www.ldahopower.com

Quesllon,? Conlacl us al'
PO sox 70. Boise, ID 83707.
Or cell (208) 388-2323 (Trenure Velley)
Se heble "pallo!.
For faater service pfeate call
Tuesdey • Friday. 7 30 a m. to 30 p m

e

Customer Name
Account Number

RONALD 0 ARNOLD

Billing Date
Print Date

05/26/2010
05/26/2010

2989461273

Due Date

06/11/2010
Account
Activity

Please Pay
$37.62

Previous Balance
Payments· Thank You
Balance Forward ....... .
Current Charges .......................... ..

$3754
$3754
$0.00
Account Balance

$3762
$37.62

Ptease Note: Any unpaid balancetl will be as_sed II monlhly charge of one parcent \ 1%) for Idaho 0uatomenl Any credit due to a
rebilling Will be applied to future billings Of 08n be refunded upon customer request Returned checks may be resubmitted electronically for
payment Checks remaining unpaid will be c"arged a $20 fee.

Summer
Rates Reminder

Please note that higher summer rates are in effect each year during the months of June, July, an
August. These rates reflect the increased costs of meeting summer energy demands. For more
information on your electricity rates please visit www.idahopower.comJratesl.
Don't miss the ENERGY STAR® homes at the Canyon County Parade of Homes, June 11 - 27.
More info at www.ldahopower.com/energystarhomes.

Make the

cool choice

Join the AlC Cool Credit programl
Act now to receive up to $21.00 in bill credits every summer!

www.idahopower.comlaccoo!credit or 1-866-865-COOL (2665).

")~I

au..liona? Conteet ua at:

PO BOX 70. Bolw. 10 83707
Or 04111 (208) 388-2121 (Treaaure Valley)
S. hatM. npe/lol.
For raater Mrvice pl_ 04111
Tuesday· Friday, 730 am

www.idahopower.com

Customer Name
Account Number

RONALD DARNOLD
2989461273

Billing Date
Print Date

05/26/2010
05/26/2010

to 6 30 p.m.

Service Agreement No: 1422042104
Service Location: 12581 W CEDARWOOD DR/BOISE, 10

I

I
I

Servi~

Meter
Number

From

502A 77029235

04123/10

Residential
Rate Schedule
101

Period
To

105124110

Next Read Date:

Number
of Oaya

Reading

31

Regular

Meter Readings
Prevtous
Current

Type

I

3997

Billing kW

Ble

5

o

06/23/2010

Meter
Constant

--

1

4391

kWh

used
394

04/23/2010·05/24/201031 days
Service Charge .... .............................................................. . ..... .
Non-Summer Energy Charge 0-800 kWh @4 $0.056953 per kWh ............ .
PCA @ $0.014022 per kWh ......................................................... .
Energy Efficiency Services ...................................................... ,........... .
Current Charges - Electric Service

$4 00
$22.44
$5.52
$147
$33.43

CR "Credit kWh" Kilowatt·hour PCA" POMr Cost Adjustment kW,. Kilowatt BlC::: Basic load Capacity '3" Generatlo

Your Electric
Use Pattern

Service Agreement No: 3826145875
Service Location: 103 PARADISE VALLEY RD/CASCADE 10

Next Read Date:

.

Meter

Service Period
To
From

Number

002110468581

Residential

Q.4I2OI10

I 05118110

Reeding

Type

Previous

28

Estimated

19345

company

www.idahopower.com

Rate Schedule

101

1

Current
19345

Meter
Constant

kWh
Used

1

0

04/20/2010 - 05/18/2010 28 days

Questions? Coolact us at:
PO BOX 70, BoIse, 10 83707
An ·OllCOl!P

Meter Readings

Number
ofOays

06118/2010

Or call (208) 388-2121 (Tronuro Va/ley)
Se hatM. npalloi.

For Inter ..",ice pffta. . call
TlMItIdey • Flldav. 730 a.m. to 6:30 pm.

Customer Name
Account Number'

RONALD DARNOLD
2989461273

Billing Date
Print Date

05/26/2010

0512612010

Service Charge .......... "...........
. ...... ............. ................... ..
Energy Efficiency Services ................. , .......... ,... ",. ...., ...
Current Charges - Electric Service

$4.00
$0.19

e

CR .. Credit kWh " Kilowatt·hour PCA .. Power Cost Adjustment kW" Kilowatt Ble .. Basic Load Capacity G ,. Generalior

Your Electric
Use Pattern

66

~!

Ert

1.9

I

8.0

I

70

U

I I

6 T

•
45

I

-'
.'''!~l'

W

Card \:0.

I)?
;..

BOISE,
"-"':~.

Pnnted 09 27 20 I0

~r~~:,r..":

j" . _j

:/p .

Transfer of Ownership

~

.,,:"

:..

STATE OF IDAHO. County of VaHey} ss.
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true
copy of the original on file in this office.

';r

,I

.

.. '.

<J

- ,:..

;'<

1---

Dated: '1/;; 7// 6

"

~

ASSESSOR

.

'

BYffj~ ~

I"'~

\ \--1

Valuation Record
Description

Sjt~

r
,
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I.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Plaintiffs must prove by clear and convincing evidence that Ron Arnold agreed to
hold the Permit, cabin and appurtenances in trust for the mutual benefit of the Arnolds and
Sniders for the term of the Special Use Permit, twenty-seven (27) years to date. The only
evidence they have presented that bears directly on this issue is the testimony of Mary Snider
who recounts a phone conversation \vith Ron Arnold in February 1983 in which he allegedly
entered into that verbal agreement. Ron denies this ever took place. He testified that he told
Mary Snider that he and Dorothy Arnold o\'med the Permit and cabin, but would allow the
Sniders to use it. Apart from Mary Snider's testimony, there is no evidence to support her story.
The PlaintitTs claims are also barred by the Statute of Frauds and the Statute of Limitations.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
The Snider's Opposition admits the following material facts.
1. Bette F. Arnold inherited the title to the Permit, cabin and appurtenances when
her husband, Doyle Arnold, died in 1982. PI. Memo., p. 3.
2. The "Request for Termination and Application" C'RT A") states that the Permittee
(Bette M. Arnold) "have conveyed all my (our) right, title and interest in and to
the improvements ..... PI. Memo., p. 3.
3. Sniders admit that Bette Arnold did not intend to transfer the Permit, cabin and
appurtenances into a Trust. The Sniders claim that the idea to create a Trust tirst
came up after the Permit was issued in the names of Ron and Dorothy Arnold
alone. PI. Memo, p. 4.
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4. In Fcbruary, 1983, Ron Arnold informed Sniders of the lettcr writtcn by Ranger
Charles Jones. PI. Memo., p. 4. (The lctter states "Pcrhaps you can solve the
problem with some type of legal document which shows that more than one
person has an interest in the cabin. ")
5. Sniders admit that in February, 1983, Ron Arnold told them they could draw up a
wTitten agreement regarding ovmership, hut Mary Snider declined because she
didn't think it was necessary. Mary Snider AfT., ~7, line 9.
6. Even though Mary Snider stated that she didn't need a wTitten agreement because
she trusted Ron Arnold. she and Steven Snider still met with Forest Service
representatives several times since 1983 to talk about getting their names on the
lease. including a conversation in 2004 or 2005 with Mark Bingman, the Cascade
Forest Service employee.

~1ary

Snider AtT,

~

13.

7. Ron Arnold showed Mary Snider the document signed on June 9, 2005 by Bette
F. Arnold that stated, "I, Bette F. Arnold, sign over and relinquish all ownership
and interest of all structures and buildings at 103 Paradise Valley Rd., lot #2,
Warm Lake. Idaho, to Ronald D. Arnold, who is legal lease holder of the
property." Mary Snider Aff..

~

14.

8. Sniders have not produced any document that refers to the creation of a trust by
which Ron and Dorothy Arnold would hold title to the Permit, cabin and
appurtenanccs for thcir bcnctit. or any witness other than Toni Snider with
kno\vledgc of the alleged agreement.
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9. Sniders admit that the Arnolds have allowed them to use the cabin Y2 of the
availahle time, or about 12 weeks a year, for the past 26 years. Mary Snider AfT.,
'20.

to.

Although Sniders claim to have contributed

1/2

of the cabin expenses over the past

26 years, they can only document contributions of $4,614.08 compared with the
Arnold's documented expenses of$35,100.65.

D.
ANALYSIS
A. Summary Judgment Standard
The Sniders, as Plaintiffs in this lawsuit, bear the burden 0 f proo f and persuasion now
and at trial on each of the elements of their claims. They are attempting to establish their interest
as donee beneficiaries ofan oral express trust, the corpus of which being a U.S. Forest Service
Term Special Use Permit first issued for a period of ten (10) years, and currently issued for a
period of eighteen (18) years.
As we have previously noted, Sniders must establish their claims by "clear, cogent and
convincing evidence."

Estate (if Ashe. 117 Idaho 266, 787 P.2d 252 (Idaho 1990) (donative

intent must be established by clear and convincing evidence)
See also Watson v. Watson. 144 Idaho 214, 159 P.3d 851 (Idaho 2007)(failure to
prove alleged oral agreement to convey interest in real property by clear and convincing
evidence)
In £rh v. Kohnke. 121 Idaho 328, 336, 824 P.2d 903 (Idaho App.1992), the Court
stated:
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" ... the rule that "[t]here must be clear, cogent, convincing evidence to give rise to a
resulting or constructive trust." Mollendorf v. Derry, 95 Idaho 1,5, 50 I P.2d 199,203
(1972) (citing Shurrum v. Watts, supra)."
In addition to this extremely heavy burden ofprooC this case is to be tried to the court
without ajury. Therefore, the court may make the "most probable inferences" from the
undisputed evidence before it. Thus, the Idaho Supreme Court noted in Flying Elk Investment
LLC v. Cornwall, 149 Idaho 9,232 P.3d 330 (Idaho 2010):
When an action will be tried before the court without a jury, the trial court as the trier
of fact is entitled to arrive at the most probable inferences based upon the undisputed
evidence properly before it and grant the summary judgment despite the possibility of
contlicting inferences." Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates, L.L.C, 140 Idaho 354, 36061, 93 P.3d 685,691-92 (2004).
There is no '.VTiting documenting the creation or existence of a trust to hold title to the
Term Special Use Pern1it, cabin and appurtenances. In several \\Titten statements from 2005
to now, Bette Arnold has consistently denied that she ever intended to give Mary Snider any
ownership interest in the property. Ron Arnold has denied that he ever agreed to create an
oral trust. Snider's knew the Permit was issued in Ron and Dorothy Arnold's name alone,
and in February, 1983. Ron discussed the Forest Service letter with Mary Snider.
Sniders' sole evidence for the proposition that Ron Arnold agreed to create an oral
trust for their benefit is Mary ("Toni") Snider's testimony. But, there are serious
inconsistencies with that story. The Sniders have not and cannot carry their burden of proof
with clear, cogent and convincing evidence. For this reason alone, summary judgment should
be granted to the Arnolds.

B. Sniden cannot establish their claims by clear and convincing evidence because their
story is entirely contradicted by the two purported trustor/don on.
Sniders make the following claims in their Opposition that are wholly contradicted by
the testimony of Bette F. Arnold and Ronald Arnold.
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1. Sniders claim that they met Bette, Ron and Dorothy Arnold at the Forest Service
onice in Cascade to sign the "Request for Termination and Application."
Contradicted by Bette Arnold's testimony:
''The statement of Mary Snider (who I refer to as "Toni") indicating that I, Ron and
Dorothy and the Sniders all met with the Forest Service personnel in Cascade to jointly
sign the application for transfer of the permit is an outright lie. It absolutely never
happened, I have not been to Cascade since the death of my husband in 1982. We never
met as a group anywhere or anytime." Second AtT. Bette Arnold, ~ 3.
"The application for a new permit (me releasing my interest) was done in my home
between Ron and me with the understanding only Ron and Dorothy would be permit
holders." Second AiT. Bette Arnold, ~ 4.
Ron Arnold also testified:
"Dorothy and I never met with the Sniders and Bette F. Arnold at the Forest Service
office in Cascade on January 6, 1983 or any other time to sign a Special Use Permit
Application. We have never even been in the Forest Service office at the same time as
Bette. We have never met the Sniders at the Forest Service office for any sort of meeting
involving the application for a Special Use Permit." Second AtT. Ron Arnold, ~ 2.
"This is what actually occurred with respect to the Permit Application:
a) The Permit Application was mailed to us with a work copy and a clean copy. The
work copy had some blanks written in by the Forest Service to guide us and help
us complete the form. A true and accurate copy of that work copy is attached
hereto, marked Exhibit A, and incorporated herein by this reference.
b) From the work copy. after we added information, we completed the final copy of
the application. Bette had signed the final clean copy before other names were
added. She signed it in her home on January 6, 1983. The Sniders were not
present when she signed it.
c) Sniders' names were added only as an accommodation and to keep some peace in
the family. We intended to allow Sniders use of the cabin. The Sniders insisted
that their names be added onto the application. We had some apprehension in
adding their names to the application. because Betty wanted to transfer the cabin
and permit to us alone. But we agreed to add the Sniders names to the application
only after being assured by the Forest Service that our names would be the only
names on the permit and that adding their names was "insignificant." I told the
Sniders that the Permit was going to be issued in our name alone and adding their
names to the application would not change that because the Forest Service said it
was "insigniticant." The Sniders still insisted that their names be put on the
application. We put their names on the application because we wanted the Forest
Service to know that we would be letting them use the cabin.
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d) There was no reason to travel to Cascade to sign the application for pennit.
especially in Winter time. It was January 6. The application was mailed to us and
returned hy mail.
e) January 6, 1983 was a Thursday. Toni and Steve were public school educators
and I was principal at Fainnont Jr. High School in Boise on that date. Dorothy
taught at a preschool and Bette was working as an LPN at St. Luke's Hospital.
She worked the day shift and would have to miss work. For Toni and Steve and
me, this was right after Christmas break. The trip to Cascade would have required
all of us to take time 0 tT from work to get to Cascade by the time the Forest
Service ot1ice closed at 4:30 p.m. I would never have taken time off work for this
alleged "signing" trip so close to the prior Christmas break when a personal
appearance at the Forest Service ot1ice was not necessary. Ifit was, we could
have taken care of it during Christmas break. In January, 1983, the "new" road
over Horseshoe Bend hill was not in existence making the trip to Cascade longer
than it is today. Second Aff. Ron Arnold, fl3.
2. Sniders claim that the document was typed at the Forest Service office on its
typewriter and invites the Court to compare the document with Exhibit C, the
February 7, 1983 letter written by Ranger Charles O. Jones. PI. Memo, p. 11.
Contradicted by Ron Arnold's testimony, and the physical evidence:
'The Request for Termination and Application" ("RTA") was typed at our home on our
typewriter. Attached to this At1idavit, marked Exhibit A, is a draft RT A fonn typed on
that type\vTiter. We were provided two blank RTA fonns, one of which had Forest
Service \VTiting on it to guide us in filling out the other fonn. We typed a draft on the
copy with \VTiting on it. Contrary to the PlaintitTs' claims on pg. 11 of their Memo, the
type face proves that we typed the RT A on our typewriter. Comparison of the type face
on the four documents, the RT A, the draft RT A, the Ranger Jones 1983 letter, and the
Tenn Special Use Pennit (prepared by the Forest Service) shows that the RTA and the
draft RT A were prepared on one type\vTiter, ours, and the Jones letter and Tenn Special
Use Pennit \vere prepared on another typewriter, the Forest Services. The most obvious
difTerences are apparent in comparing the numbers "4, 2, and r on the documents.
Second AtT. Ron Arnold, fI 4.
3. Sniders claim that the document had all five names on it when Bette signed it.
Contradicted by Bette Arnold's testimony:
"On August 21, 2009, I signed a document confinning the fact that v,,'hen I signed the
Application for Transfer ofthe Special Use Pennit in January, 1983, the only names on the
pennit were Ronald D. Arnold and Dorothy A. Arnold. Apparently, the Snider's names
were added to the document after I signed it. A true and accurate copy of that document is
attached hereto, marked Exhibit B, .U1d incorporated herein by this reference." AtT. Bette
Arnold, ~9.
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Ron Arnold also testified:
"On or about January 6, 1983, Bette Arnold signed an Application to the U.S. Forest
Service requesting that all of her right, title and interest in the Special Use Pennit be
transferred to me and my wife, Dorothy Arnold. At the time that she signed the application,
the Sniders' names were not on the document." AtI Ron Arnold ~ 4.
4. Sniders claim that Ron Arnold agreed to hold title to the Pernlit in trust for their
mutual benefit.
Contradicted by Ron Arnold's testimony:
"Neither Dorothy nor I have ever entered any agreement with Steven J. Snider and Mary
A. Snider to create a trust for co-o\\Ol1ership of the Pennit and cabin. We have never
advised them that they would be CO-O\\l1erS of the Pennit and cabin, and at all times
since our meeting in February, 1983 after the Pennit was issued to us, the Sniders have
kno\\o11 that we are the sole owners of the Pennit and the cabin and that we have allowed
them the use of the cabin at our discretion and without any legal obligation to them."
"We have never executed any legal document that purported to grant to or memorialized
in the Plaintiffs any common ownership interest in the premises. Moreover, until just
prior to the tiling of this lawsuit, the Sniders have never asked us to enter into any
agreement granting to them or memorializing in them such an interest." AfT. Ron
Arnold, ~ 10-11.
"Sniders' names were added only as an accommodation and to keep some peace in the
family. We intended to allow Sniders use of the cabin. The Sniders insisted that their
names be added onto the application. We had some apprehension in adding their names
to the application, because Betty wanted to transfer the cabin and pennit to us alone.
But we agreed to add the Sniders names to the application only after being assured by
the Forest Service that our names would be the only names on the pennit and that
adding their names was "insignificant." I told the Sniders that the Penn it was going to
be issued in our name alone and adding their names to the application would not change
that because the Forest Service said it was "insignificant." The Sniders still insisted that
their names be put on the application. We put their names on the application because
we wanted the Forest Service to know that we would be letting them use the cabin."
Second AfI. Ron Arnold, ~ 3.c.

5. Sniders claim that they visited Bette two weeks later to thank her for signing over the
cabin to them and she told them she "always intended to sign it over to "Toni and
Ron."
Contradicted by Bette Arnold's testimony:
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"In reference to paragraph 8 of Mary Snider's atlidavit, Toni and Steve never came to
see me in 1983 to thank me for anything nor did I ever make any comments to them
about signing the cabin over to "Toni and Ron". Toni has a habit of thinking she is
entitled to things, even though I never wanted her to have ownership of the cabin."
Second Aff. Bette Arnold, ~ 8.
6. Sniders claim that they weren't concerned when they saw Bette's 2005 signed
statement confirming that she transferred her interest in the cabin to Ron Arnold
alone and deny that Ron told them in 2005 that the Arnolds considered themselves
sole owners of the cabin.
Contradicted by Bette Arnold's testimony:
"At some time in July or August 0[2005 after I had signed a statement reatlirming 1 had
given Ron ownership of the cabin, I was approached by Toni Snider. who asked me to
sign another document about ownership of the permit and cabin. I refused to sign that
document because 1 had transferred the ownership of the cabin and property to Ron and
Ron only. After this meeting, in which Toni was rude and obnoxious, I contacted Ron
and Dorothy Arnold and asked them to come over to talk to me about the meeting. 1 told
them if Toni came back I would not let her in my house," Second AfT. Bette Arnold, ~ 11.
"At some time shortly after 1 signed the statement attached as Exhibit A, 1 was approached
by Mary Snider, who asked me to sign another document about o\vnership of the Pernlit and
cabin. I refused to sign that document because I transferred the ownership of the Permit,
cabin and personal property solely to Ronald D. Arnold." AtT. Bette Arnold, ~ 8.
Ron Arnold also testified:
"I provided a copy of Bette's statement to the Forest Service for placement in our Permit
file. Thereafter, in July. 2005, within a few weeks after Bette Arnold signed the
statement, 1 met with Steven and Mary Snider at their home. After meeting with them, 1
sent them a copy of Bette Arnold's signed statement the next day. At that meeting, I told
Steven and Mary Snider that Bette said she didn't understand why any document was
necessary because she thought everything had been transferred to me in 1983. I told the
Sniders that Dorothy Arnold and I \vere the sole owners of the Permit, the cabin and the
personal property, but that we intended to continue to give permission to Sniders to use
the cabin."
"Shortly after my meeting with the Sniders, in or about July, 2005, Mary Snider
approached Bette F. Arnold and asked her to sign a document stating that Mary Snider
had an O\vl1ership interest in the Pernlit and cabin. Bette F. Arnold refused to sign the
document." Aff. Ron Arnold, ~~ \9-20.
7. Sniders claim that they didn't visit Bette Arnold in 2005, but tirst saw her in August.
2009.
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As set out above, Bette Arnold testitied that the Sniders came to see her in July or
August, 2005 atter Ron Arnold gave them a copy of Bette's signed statement confirming the
transfer of the cabin to Ron.
8. Sniders claim that Bette told them in 2009 that she considered the cabin to belong to
'you kids' and that she didn't think what Ron was doing was right.
Contradicted by Bette Arnold's testimony:
"In reference to paragraph 17 of Toni Snider's affidavit, evidently Toni is claiming she
and Steve came to see me in 2009. They never came to see me 2009. I know nothing
about the conversation Toni claims took place. Toni had called me on the phone to get
her father's social security number saying she needed it to get information on his
military record. This information was not shared in a personal meeting at my home as
Toni claims." Second AtT. Bette Arnold, ~ 12.
9. Toni Snider claims she took Bette to lunch in October, 2009 and Bette told Toni she
had signed the cabin over to 'you kids.'
Contradicted by Bette Arnold's testimony:
"In reference to Paragraph 18 of Toni's affidavit, Bette Jean, Toni and I all went to
lunch about a year ago. Toni was very nice to start with, but on the way home, in the car
Toni began asking me about my intent in signing the cabin over to Ron. It became
obvious that she had planned all along to "use" me and I didn't appreciate it. I was
angry when [ realized Toni was trying to manipulate me and the situation. I never said
anything about Toni being an owner of the cabin. I wanted Ron to have the cabin and
would not have said anything else." Second Aff. Bette Arnold, ~ 14.
Conflicts in the evidence on material facts typically preclude summary judgment
because the nonmoving party may prevail on those issues of fact at trial. However, in this
case, the Plaintitf must establish each element by clear and convincing evidence. As a result,
the existence of these substantial conflicts means that the Plaintiff will never be able to
sustain that burden, now or at trial. Viewed in the light most favorable to the PlaintitT, the
evidence will never be "clear. cogent and convincing." Therefore. summary judgment is
appropriate and should be granted to the Arnolds.
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C. The most probable inCerences Crom Snlden' purported Cacts and the undisputed

Cacts completely undercut their claims.
As the trier of fact, the Court is authorized to draw the most probable inferences from
undisputed evidence in the record. Those inferences do not support the Sniders' contentions.
First, they claim that all the parties met at the Forest Service office to sign the RT A,
which was typed there. PI. Memo, p. 11. Ifso, wouldn't they have learned of the Forest
Service policy limiting the Permit holders to one couple at that meeting, instead of a month
later. Wouldn't the Ranger have signed the application at that meeting instead of eight (8)
days later. Wouldn't the type face on the RIA match the Ranger's letter or the Term Special
Use Permit? If so, \vhy was a draft RIA typed that matches the RT A type face?
Second, how probable is it that all of these people drove up to the Forest Service
office to sign papers that were sent to the Arnolds to till out and return, when January 6, 1983
was a Thursday, which was a work day for the Arnolds and the Sniders. Bette Arnold was
working as a nurse in 1983. Ron Arnold and Toni and Steve Snider all worked at public
schools. School would have reconvened the prior Monday, January 3, 1983. Moreover, it was
winter and a longer drive because Horseshoe Bend hill was not yet completed until 1988.
Third, we are supposed to believe that Toni was interested enough in getting on title
to the cabin to go up to the forest service office with everyone and sign the application, but
that \vhen she was told on the phone that the permit \vas only in Ron and Dorothy's name and
that he had received a letter explaining this, that Ron didn't read her the letter, and she wasn't
interested enough to even want to see the letter,
Fourth. Toni and her husband wanted to be on title badly enough to take off work and
drive to Cascade to till out the Application. They made a special trip to Bette Arnold's two
weeks later to thank her for signing the RT A. When their plan to get on title was frustrated,
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isn't it reasonable to assume that if Ron made an offer to put an agreement in writing. that
Toni Snider would at least continn the agreement by a letter? Especially given the fact that,
she and her husband travelled back to Cascade several times to ask the Ranger if there was a
way for them to be added onto the title, and. after talking to Ranger Bingham, expressed
concern to Ron about having Bette sign a document about ownership of the cabin. If, as Toni
testitied, Ron offered to put an agreement in \\Titing, why would the Sniders go to see the
Ranger several times instead of just going back to Ron to draw up an agreement, or write him
a letter at any time in the past 27 years continning the alleged oral agreement?
Fifth, Sniders claim that they didn't know their options in 1983 does not make sense.
On the one hand, they claim that they didn't know that the Ranger's letter said they could
prepare a legal document if they wanted to have multiple parties co-own the property; but,
they also claim that Ron Arnold told them "we could draw up an agreement" to do that exact
thing, and in the face of that offer, Sniders declined to do an)1hing because they say they
were satisfied leaving the title in Ron and Dorothy Arnold's names alone. Then. inexplicably,
they admit that they made several trips to the Cascade Ranger's office from 1983 to 2004 or
2005 to ask the Rangers how to add their names to the title. They did that without ever
talking to the Arnolds about their concerns. And all that time, the February 7. 1983 letter was
in the Ranger's tile. Isn't it probable that they discussed its contents with the Ranger at one
or more of their visits, since they \vere concerned with being on title and it was the subject of
their visit?
Sixth, Mary Snider's testimony is at odds with the facts she alleged in her Complaint.
She testified, "We agreed that the penn it would be placed in the names of Ronald D.
Arnold and Dorothy A. Arnold, \vith the understanding that it was being held for the mutual
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bene tit of all of us ... " Snider AfT., Par. 7. Ilowever, at the time this agreement was allegedly
made, during a phone conversation between Ron Arnold and Mary Snider, the permit was
already in the Arnolds' names.
Seventh, Sniders admit that they have had a poor relationship with Bette Arnold since
1983, but claim she still wanted to give Toni half interest in the cabin and Permit, and
thought what Ron did to Toni wasn't right. Bette testified that the way Toni treated her is one
of the reasons she decided not to give her any interest in the cabin.
"Toni Snider said in Paragraph 13 of her Affidavit that she stayed away from me after
1983 because she was told she hurt my feelings. I don't know what she was told, but
Toni did not hurt my feelings. She irritated me and made me angry right after Doyle
passed away in 1982. Toni thought she \vas entitled to everything we had. She would
call all the time saying I want this and I want that. Toni and Steve would come over at
times they knew I was working. I would notice things missing here and there. They
would haul things otT without my permission. She wanted a motorcycle. I eventually
sold it to her." Second Aff. Bette Arnold, , 9.
"Toni was rude to my daughter about some things including a cement mixer I wasn't
about to let her have. I reached a point where I was not going to give her anything. She
was going on about some lamps Doyle and I had given my daughter some time before he
passed away. maybe a couple years before he passed away. I finally told my daughter to
tell her not to call me any more. Because of Toni's rude behavior after Doyle's death,
(Toni and Ron's dad), I did not want her to have another thing. These things all
happened and I made that decision before I signed the release of my interest in the cabin
to Ron in 1983." Second AfT. Bette Arnold, ~ 10.
Eighth, Sniders admit that in July, 2005, Ron provided them with a copy of Bette
Arnold's \\Titten statement, Toni claims she wasn't concerned about it, even though she
admits they had talked to Ranger Bingman about the need to get a "bill of sale" from Bette,
and in the document, Bette confirmed that she transferred her entire legal interest in the cabin
to Ron and Dorothy Arnold. The Sniders did not even draft a letter to the Arnolds to clarify
their "co-o\\nership" of the cabin in light of the "bill of sale." Isn't the most probable
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inference that Sniders knew they did not have a legal claim to the property, and so, didn't
respond in \"Titing?
The Plainti tTs' burden of proof is "clear, cogent and convincing." Given all of the facts
and the most probable inferences from them, they cannot possibly meet that burden and have
not done so here. Summary judgment should be entered in favor of the Arnolds.

m
THERE IS NO LEGAL OR FACTUAL BASIS
FOR IMPOSmON OF A TRUST
IN FAVOR OF THE PLAINTIFFS'
Although the Plaintiffs argue that the Court should impose a Resulting Tmst or
Constmctive Tmst, the allegations of the Plaintiffs' verified complaint, and the Affidavit of
Mary Snider, allege only that Ron Arnold created an express oral tmst for the benefit of the
Sniders during a phone conversation with Mary Snider in 1983. The issue for summary
judgment is whether there is sufficient evidence to establish the creation of an express tmst,
and whether there is any legal basis for enforcement of it.

A. Any purported oral express trust failed for lack of certainty.
The Complaint and the Affidavit recite only the bare bones of an

'agreement~'

that

Ron agreed to hold the property in trust for the mutual benefit of the Arnolds and Sniders.
According to Ms. Snider, no other terms were ever discussed or established. If so, the alleged
express trust fails for lack of certainty in its terms.
As the Court noted in Bliss v. Bliss. in order to create an express voluntary tmst, there
must be certainty as to its tenns. Even if we accept the Complaint and Mary Snider's
affidavit at face value. no legally binding tmst was ever created because no terms were ever
agreed upon.
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In Young v. Young. 80 N.Y. 437, 36 Am. Rep. 634, the court said: "A voluntary trust
must be created by the donor, and not by the court." And again. in the same case, the
court said: "Three things. it has been said. must concur to raise a trust: 'Sufficient
words to create it, a definite subject. and a definite object: and to these requisites may
be added another, namely, that the terms of the trust should be sufficiently declared."
(See Pitts v. Weakley. 155 Mo. 109,55 S.W. 1062.) A voluntary trust could not be
complete unless there be certainty as to the property to be subjected to the trust, nor
would it be complete unless there be certainty as to the cestuis que trust. nor would it
be complete unless there be certainty as to the terms of the trust, or, in other words, as
to the use to which the trust fund is to be applied and the manner in which it is to be
used.
When the alleged trust was created, there was no agreement as to decision-making
authority over the use of the cabin, its maintenance. payment of its expenses, insurance, sharing
of the contractual liabilities imposed on the Pern1it holders, or any other matters pertinent to use
and oV\nership. The purported simple agreement that "I will hold the property in Trust for us,"
is insufficient to create a binding oral trust for lack of certainty as to its terms.

B. Sniden cannot prove the intention to create a trust by clear and convincing
evidence.
According to the Sniders' version of the facts, the idea to create a Trust did not come up
until after the Permit was issued in Ron and Dorothy Arnold's names alone. So, it is conceded
that Bette Arnold never intended to transfer her interest in the Permit, cabin and appurtenances
to a Trust for the mutual benefit of Arnolds and Sniders.
There is also no clear and convincing evidence that Ron Arnold intended to create a
trust. Whether or not Toni Snider saw the February 7, 1983 letter from Ranger Jones is a
disputed fact. But it is undisputed that Ron Arnold saw the February 7. 1983 letter fi'om Ranger
Jones. He knew that the only way to legally provide for co-oV\nership of the Permit was to have
a legal document prepared as stated in the letter. But he never offered to do that. and it \vas
newr done, because he never had the intent to make the Sniders co-oV\ners. In fact. he talked to
the Forest Service representative before the Pennit Application was sent in, and knew that
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adding the Sniders' names to the application would not result in their names being on the
Permit, but did so only to keep peace in the family. Second Aft~ Ron Arnold, ~ 3.c.
There is also no clear, cogent and convincing evidence that Ron Arnold held the
Permit and cabin in a trust. Sniders list a number of extraneous facts they claim constitute
"clear, cogent and convincing" evidence, but in fact, none of those facts prove the only
important one, whether Ron Arnold made an agreement with Toni Snider to hold the
property in trust for them. The evidence for that proposition is limited to the conflicting
testimony of Toni Snider and Ron Arnold. Whether the Court accepts one or the other's

story. under no circumstances could the evidence he called "clear, cogent, and convincing."
There is no wTiting to corroborate Toni Snider's story, and no other witnesses or facts to
support it. Because the Plaintiffs have the burden of proof on this issue, summary judgment
is appropriate and should be granted to the Arnolds.
1. The permit application is not evidence that Ron Arnold entered into a subsequent
oral agreement with Sniders to hold the property in trust for them, let alone clear
and convincing evidence. Moreover, the RTA is only questionable evidence that
the parties intended the Sniders to be on the Permit at all. Bette Arnold testified
that the Sniders' names were not on the Application when she signed it. She also
testified that her intent was to transfer sole interest in the Permit and cabin to Ron
and Dorothy Arnold. Ron Arnold testified that he had previously talked to the
Forest Service representative and knew that adding the Sniders' names to the
RTA was insignificant, and that the Permit would be issued only to the Arnolds as
the Applicants. In fact, he told this to the Sniders, but they insisted that their
names still be put on the application, and the Arnolds acquiesced only to keep
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peace in the family. In addition, the application became moot when the Permit
\vas issued solely in the names of Ron and Dorothy Arnold. At that point, the
RT A was no longer relevant to anything. Sniders knew in February, 1983 that
their names were not on the Permit which was the only operable instrument. They
had no ownership interest in the Permit and were not recognized as co-owners by
the Forest Service. They had no legal rights in the property at that point in time
and they knew it.
2. The Sniders' argument that the February 7,1983 letter is evidence ofan
agreement between the Arnolds and Sniders is also specious, because Ron Arnold
knew before submitting the RT A that the Permit could only be issued to the
Arnolds as the applicant. He had talked to the Forest Service about it.
3. The fact that Ron allowed Sniders usc of the cabin and accepted voluntary
contributions from them for expenses is equivocal at best because Ron always
said that he was willing to allow Sniders use of the cabin, but not ownership.
There are other problems with Sniders' claims including the fact that their $4,600
contribution is hardly V2 of the Arnolds' $35,000 in expenses.
4. Sniders bootstrap from the RTA to make the claim that the Arnolds intended to
hold the property for their joint benefit with Sniders, and for that reason, the
argument has no merit. Ron and Bette Arnold have testified unequivocally that
they never had such intent, and the RT A doesn't evidence such intent. Doyle
Arnold's intent is immaterial, \vhether found in letters or in his will, because he
didn't transfer title to the Permit during his life, and on his death, title passed to
his wife, Bette Arnold. She intended to transfer the property to the Arnolds alone.
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Sniders' intent is likewise irrelevant ,md immaterial because they didn't have the
power to change the beneficiary of Bctte Arnold's gift or to force Ron and
Dorothy Arnold to make a gift to them of a V2 interest in the property.

IV

THE PLAINTIFFS' EXPRESS AND IMPLIED
ORAL CONTRACT CLAIMS

ARE BARRED BY THE STATUrE OF FRAUDS
The Sniders claim that the agreement between Ron Arnold and Toni Snider doesn't
violate the Statute of Frauds as, "An agreement that by its terms is not to be performed within
a year from the making thereof... ,. because it was an agreement to "create a trust:' not one to
hold the property in trust during the term of the lease. That argument simply does not make
sense. It does not make sense because when the alleged phone conversation took place, the
property was already in the names of Ron and Dorothy Arnold. The Pennit had already been
issued to them in their names alone. The purported agreement was not to create a trust by
transferring property into the names of Ron and Dorothy Arnold. The purported agreement was
for the Arnold's to hold the property already in their names for the parties' mutual benefit
during the ten year term of the lease, and during subsequent lease terms, including the current
eighteen (18) year term. 'That agreement. if there was one, violates the Statute of Frauds because
it must extend beyond a one year term.
Moreover, if the purported agreement was just to "create a trust", then that agreement
contemplated and required a second subsequent agreement, i.e. the trust itself. The Plaintitls'
argument does not make sense. Nor does Ms. Snider's testimony about the purported
agreement. Ifher testimony is accurate, the purported agreement contemplated future action by
the Arnolds to put the Pennit into their nan1es. In fact, that had already occurred. Ms. Snider
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appears to be testifying as though her conversation with Ron Arnold occurred before the Permit
was issued. She said:
"We agreed that the permit would be placed in the names of Ronald D. Arnold and
Dorothy A. Arnold, with the understanding that it was being held for the mutual benefit
of all of us, including my husband and me." AtT. Mary Snider, Par. 7.
What Toni Snider is tacitly admitting with this statement is that she knew v,,'hen their
names were added to the Application, that they would not be on the Permit, just as Ron Arnold
advised them. What she is not admitting here is that Ron told her at the same time that she was
never intended to be an owner of the Pernlit and cabin. The conversation took place prior to the
Permit Application being submitted, as set out in Ron Arnold's Second Affidavit ~ 3.e., but in
that conversation, Ron Arnold never told the Sniders they would have any ownership interest in
the cabin and permit.
The purported oral trust agreement can only be interpreted as requiring ongoing
performance by the Arnolds as trustees for a period longer than a year, since the initial lease
term was ten (10) years and the current one is eighteen (18) years. That violates the Statute of
Frauds. Nor, as Sniders' contend, does 'part performance' take the purported oral trust
agreement out of the operation of the Statute of Frauds. See Burton v. Atomic Workers

Federal Credit Union, 119 Idaho 17, 20, 803 P.2d 518 (1990).

v
PLAINTIFFS' CLAIMS ARE BARRED
BY THE APPLICABLE STATUTES OF LIMITATION
The Sniders' have attempted to create disputed material facts by simply denying that
they v,,'ere aware that the Arnolds claimed to be the sole owners of the cabin and Permit for
26 of the past 27 years. That contention is simply outlandish. To support their argument of
blissful ignorance, Sniders have had to recast themselves as utterly disinterested and
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unconcerned about the state of the title to the Permit and cabin, and portray themselves as
naYve innocents wholly trusting in a handshake verbal agreement and the good will of Ron
Arnold.
The biggest ditliculty with this scenario is its utter inconsistency with the rest of their
conduct over the past 27 years. Sniders were very interested in getting on title to the Permit.
They claim to have traveled up to Cascade to fill out the Application, and made a special visit
to Bette Arnold to thank her for transferring it to them. They also didn't trust Ron that much
either because they made several trips to Cascade to talk to the Ranger about getting their
names on the title to the Permit. They deny meeting with Bette Arnold in 2005 and deny that
Ron explained his understanding of Bette's June, 2005 written statement when he gave it to
them in July, 2005. But they were the ones who asked Ron to get a "bill of sale" from her for
the cabin. Their testimony is not merely improbable, but also completely at odds with that of
Ron and Bette Arnold on these facts.
There is substantial persuasive evidence that Sniders knew that the Arnolds disputed
their claim of ownership as early as 1983, and certainly no later than July, 2005 when they
met with both Ron and Bette Arnold.

CONCLUSION
For all of the reasons set out above, summary judgment should be entered in favor of
the Defendants, Ronald Arnold and Dorothy Arnold and against the Plaintiffs Steven J.
Snider and Mary A. Snider.
Dated: October I 2--, 2010

TROUPIS LAW OFFICE, P.A.

Attorney for Defendants
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thifday of October, 2010, I served a true and
correct copy of Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment by U.S. Mail. tirst class postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
Michael G. Pierce
Attorney At Law
P.O. Box 1019
Cascade, Idaho 83611
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Christ T. Troupis
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CHRIST T. TROUPIS
TROUPIS LAW OFFICE, PA
1299 E. Iron Eagle, Ste 130
PO Box 2408
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: 2081938-5584
Facsimile:
2081938-5482
Email: ctroupis@troupislaw.com
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Attorney/or Defendants Ronald D. Arnold
And Dorothy A. Arnold

DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, Husband and Wife,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,

) CV - 2009-549C

vs.

)
)

RONALD D. ARNOLD and
DOROTHY A. ARNOLD, Husband
and Wife,

)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

SECOND AFFIDAVIT
OF RONALD ARNOLD
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

)

)

RONALD D. ARNOLD and
DOROTHY A. ARNOLD, Husband
and Wife,
Counterclaimant,
VI.

STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, Husband and Wife,
Counterdefendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Second Affidavit of Ronald D. Arnold in Support
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State of Idaho
) ss.
County of Ada

)

Ronald Arnold, first duly sworn. deposes and states:
I. I am one of the Defendants in the above-entitled action. Each of the facts set forth herein are
knmm to me of my O\\TI personal knowledge and if sworn as a witness, I could testilY competently
thereto. This atfIdavit is made in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.
2. Dorothy and I never met with the Sniders and Bette F. Arnold at the Forest Service otlice in
Cascade on January 6, 1983 or any other time to sign a Special Use Permit Application. We
have never even been in the Forest Service otlice at the same time as Bette. We have never met
the Sniders at the Forest Service otfIce for any sort of meeting involving the application for a
Special Use Permit.
3. This is what actually occurred with respect to the Permit Application:
a) The Permit Application was mailed to us with a work copy and a clean copy. The work copy
had some blanks \\Titten in by the Forest Service to guide us and help us complete the form.
A true and accurate copy of that work copy is attached hereto, marked Exhibit A. and
incorporated herein by this reference.
b) From the work copy. after we added information, we completed the final copy of the
application. Bette had signed the final clean copy before other names were added. She signed
it in her home on January 6, 1983. The Sniders \vere not present when she signed it.
c) Sniders' names were added only as an accommodation and to keep some peace in the family.
We intended to allow Sniders use of the cabin. The Sniders insisted that their names be added
onto the application. We had some apprehension in adding their names to the application,
because Betty wanted to transfer the cabin and pemlit to us alone. But \ve agreed to add the
Sniders names to the application only after being assured by the Forest Service that our
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names would be the only names on the pennit and that adding their names was
"insignificant." I told the Sniders that the Pennit was going to be issued in our name alone
and adding their names to the application would not change that because the Forest Service
said it was "insignificant." The Sniders still insisted that their names be put on the
application. We put their names on the application because we wanted the Forest Service to
know that we would be letting them use the cabin.
d) There was no reason to travel to Cascade to sign the application for pennit, especially in
Winter time. It was January 6. The application was mailed to us and returned by mail.
e) January 6, 1983 \vas a Thursday. Toni and Steve \vere public school educators and I was
principal at Fainnont Jr. High School in Boise on that date. Dorothy taught at a preschool and
Bette was working as an LPN at St. Luke's Hospital. She worked the day shift and would
have to miss work. For Toni and Steve and me, this was right after Christmas break. The trip
to Cascade would have required all of us to take time off from work to get to Cascade by the
time the Forest Service omce closed at 4:30 p.m. I would never have taken time off work for
this alleged "signing" trip so close to the prior Christmas break \vhen a personal appearance
at the Forest Service omce was not necessary. If it was, we could have taken care of it during
Christmas break. In January, 1983, the "new" road over Horseshoe Bend hill was not in
existence making the trip to Cascade longer than it is today.
4. The Request for T ennination and Application" ("R T A ") was typed at our home on our
typewriter. We \vere provided two blank RT A forms, one of which had Forest Service v.Titing
on it to guide us in filling out the other fonn. We typed a draft on the copy with \\Titing on it.
Contrary to the Plainti ffs' claims on pg. II of their Memo, the type face proves that we typed
the RTA on our typewriter. Comparison of the type face on the four documents, the RTA, the
draft RTA. the Ranger Jones 1983 letter. and the Tenn Special Pse Permit (prepared by the
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Forest Service) shows that the RT A and the drat! RT A were prepared on one typewriter, ours,
and the Jones letter and Term Special Use Permit were prepared on another typewriter. the
Forest Services. The most obvious ditTerences are apparent in comparing the numbers "4, 2, and

3" on the documents. Attached to this Atlidavit. marked Exhibit A, is the draft RTA fonn typed
on our typevvTiter. Attached as Exhibits B, C. and D, respectively, are true and accurate copies
of the RTA, Ranger Jones February 7, 1983 letter and the Term Special Use Permit.
5. In July, 2005, shortly after I met with the Sniders to share Bette's notarized letter reatlinning
she had given ownership of the cabin to us, Bette asked us to come over to see her about Toni
coming to her house. She indicated Toni had come to her home and was angry when she refused
to sign a document for her regarding ownership of the cabin. She said she never wanted Toni to
come back to her home. We apologized for Toni's behavior and told her to call us if there were
any more Issues.
FURTHER, AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

State of Idaho
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public in and for the State of Idaho
on this 12th day of October, 20 I O.

N~*

My commission expires:
Residing At: Boise, Idaho
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 111h day of October, 2010, I served a true and correct
copy of Second Anidavit of Ronald Arnold in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment by U.S. Mail. first class postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
\lichael G. Pierce
Attorney At Law
P.O. Box 1019
Cascade, Idaho 83611

Christ T. Troupi;7'
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Approwd OWl No. 05~1; Expires 8/31/82
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• ted States Ol!partment of Agricu1tun

f

.estServioe

REQUEST FOR TERMINATION OF AND APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL USE PERMIT
(Ref: FSM 2716)

ThiS reoon 1"utlloriZeG by
thl. form I, completed.

P~RT I· REQUEST

tlle,6~IC: ~-;f'June4,
\...,;;---~---.-

1I9fOO" the ourOOM of ...,.hutlnt 1111 r"utel" lCtIoni and no permit may be I",," unl_

-.•..'

FOR TERMINATION (To b. complftrld b~ P,rmitTN)

I (WE). THE UNOERSIGNED PERMITTEE(S) UNDER THAT CERTAIN SPECIAL. USE PERMIT, DATED _ _ _ _ _;..,,.__;;;..._ _ _ _ _ __

19_.

AUTHORI ZING ME (US) TO _ _ _ _ _...4:::;;:.._.-: ___....:.._..-:.:...._..t./:.....-·_.-:..1-_____.-:..:....__...;:.._________________

_____
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(CONVEYeO AL..L. MV lOUR) RIGHT. TITUi, ANO INTEREST IN ANO TO THE IMPROVEMENTS I.OCATED ON THE PARCEl.. COVERED BV SAIO

PERMIT.)
OR
{ENTERED INTO A CONTRACT FOR THE SALE SF 'l'HEtMPROVEMENTS LOCATED-oHIl-tE PARCEL COVEREO BV SAID PERMIT BUT HAVE
RETAINED TITl-E TO SAIO IMPROVEMENTS UNTIl.. COMPLETION 0,. PAVMENTS UNDER SAID CONTRACT} WITH,

/

c'//"/lJ//

./
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3nd i3ette Fe Arnold
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-

Feridian. ,.l.d.afte ''72642

4 355 Castleiofood Cr.

.~--

ACCORDINGl.Y. I (WE) REQUEST THAT SAID SPECIAl.·USE PERMIT BIE TERMINATED. THIE REMAINING BALANCE OF ANY FEES PRIEVIOUSI..V
PAID SHOUl.D BE CREDITED TO THE APfOI..ICANT NAMED BEL.OW.
OATE: ________~J_a_n_U
__9_r~y__(_·____________
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(SIQNATURES OF ALL PERMITTEES l.ISTED ON PERMIT)

PART II· APPLICATION (TolHcomplllmd(,y AppIant~'
1

c::::::s

APPt..ICATION IS HEREBV MADE FOR A SPECIAL·USE PERMIT TO COVER THE SAME PARCEL OF !..AND COVERED ay THE PERMIT REF!:RRED TO
IN THE ABOVE FlEQUEST. AND FOR THE SAME PURPOSE OF SAID PERMIT, SUBJECT, HOWEVER, TO SUCH NEW CONDITIONS AND STIPUl.A.
TlONS AS THE CIRCUMSTANCES MAV WARRANT.
I (WE) ACKNOWLEDGE THAT WHEN A NEW PERMIT 15 ISSUED, A TRANS .. ER "E! OF ......
<..;.._ _ _ _ IS CHARQ!:D. IT WIL.L BE INCLUDED IN TH&:
INITIAl. PAYMENT FOR THE NEW PERMIT.

DATEI ____"'~~~'~·t~l~\____'_,~,____________________
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RonAld~.

.fl;

or D9rothy Arnold
Steven~or&~AryRSnider

(TYPE IN NAMES 0" ~O~SED PE RMITTEES)
BY ____________________~~~~~--------------------(SIGNATURIE)

4435 Cedarwood Jr. Meridi~n, IdAho ?3~42
(ADDRESS)

lad ress)
(0Nr}
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D. ArnoJd
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1. IS SITE NEEDED FOR HIGt-iER USE? DESCRIBE TENURE RECOMMENDATION. IF TERMINATION IS RECOMMENDED, ATTACt-i JUSTIFICATION
PE R FSM 2721.23 •.

2. WHAT IS THE CONDITION OF EXISTING IMPROVEMENTS?

3. IS THE FEE FOR THE PERMIT APPROPRIATE? IAttaclt fflfl eomputaHcIl1 ,ltnt If

r~q .. lrvd)

4. IS THE PERMITTED AREA PROPERLY DESCRIBED? IF NOT, SHOW PROPER DESCRIPTIDN.

5. IS CURRENT MAP OF THE USE ATTACHED? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IS IT ADEQUATE? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IF NOT. EXPl..AIN

6. DESCRIBE UNDESIRABLE SITUATIONS TO 8E CORRECTED.

7. LIST MANDATORY AND SUGGESTED SPECIAL Cl..AUSES NOT PRINTED ON THE PERMIT FORM.

-~---

--- "-----

--~.--~--

REMARKS:

SUBMITTED (Sll/natuNl'
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FOREST
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\
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~ TERMINATION OF AN~"'OR SPECIAL use PERMIT

Service

(Ref: FSM 2716)
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Boise National Forest
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ NATI ON.a.L.
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HAVE

[CONVEYEO AL.1. MY (OUR) RIGl;IT. TITU:, AND INT!tREST IN ANO TO THE IMPROVEMENTS L.OCATED Ot~ THE PARCEL. COVI!R!O BY SAID

PERMIT.}
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F. D. Arnold and Bette F. Arnold
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.-.- .--
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-~ ..

ACCOROINGLY,I (WE) REQUEST THAT SAID SPECIAL-USE PERMIT aE TERMINATEO. THE REMAINING BALANCE 0 .. ANY FEES PREVIOUSLY
PAlO SHOUL.D BE CREDITEO TO THE APPL.ICANT NAMED BELOW.
OATEI ____~J~a~n==u~a~r~y~6~

_______________
F. D. Arnold - see attached death cart.
by ..

-STRIKE OUT INAPPL.ICABU! ALTERNATIVES

ri.dJ:!J

01 a~elL

}- 6-1 S

(SIGNATURES OF Au.. PI!RMITTI!ES L.1STEO ON PERMIT)

AP?t.ICATION IS HERESY MACe: FOR A SPECIAL·USE PERMIT TO COVER THE SAME PARCEL. OF i.ANO COVERED BY THE PERMIT REFERRED
IN THE ABOVE REQUEST. AND FOR THE SAME PURPOS.E OF SAIO PERMIT, SUBJECT, HOWf;VER, To SUCH NEW CONOITIONS AND STIPUl.ATIONS AS THE CI~CUMSTANCES MAY WARRANT.
.
I (WE) ACKNOWt.:EOGE THAT WHEN A NEW PERMIT IS ISSUEO, A TRANSFe:R FEE OF
INITIAL. PAYMENT FOR THE NEW PERMIT.

OATEI _______J~a~n~u~a~r~y~6~

s

25.00

IS CHARGEO. ITWIL.L. BE INCLUDED IN T

Ronald D. or Dorothy A. Arnold
&

_____________

Idaho
(Owr}

Please send all correspondence to Ronald D. Arnold
4435 Cedarwood
Meiidian, Idaho 83642
FXHIBIT B

D;.

8)64~

FS-27~(a/S

1. IS SITE NEEDED FOR HIGHER USC" DESCRISe: TENURE RECOMMENDATION. IF TERMINATION IS RECOMMENDED, ATTACH JUSTIFICATION
PE R FSM 2121.231.

No
2. WHAT 15 THE CONDITION OF EXIS riNG IMPROVEMENTSl

Good
3. IS THE FEE FOR THE PERMIT APPROt>RIATEl (Attach ttl computatlo" ,hilt If requlrrd)

Yes
4. 'IS THE PIiRMITTEO AREA PROPERl.Y O!tSCRISEOt'IF NOT, SHOW PRDPIiR DESCRIPTION,

Yes
5. IS CURRENT MAP OFTHE USE An'ACHED? _ ......N.\,lQ"-______ IS IT AOEQUATe:r _....:y~e:.!s~_____ IF NOT, EXPlAIN
6. De:5CRISe:. UNDES\ RABl.E SITUATIONS TO se: CORRe:CTEO.

None - Compl'ete construction of addition.

_ 7. !..lsT MANDATORY AND SUGGESTED SPECIAl... CI...AUSES NOT PRINn:,o ON THE PERMIT, FORM.

-

---

Same as existins-pa.rnd~ plus amendment.

..-:----

REMARKS.

Recommend approval.

ltJ

TITt..E

DISTRICT RANGER
TIT!..E

FOREST SUPERVISOR

--..

------

~'-

UNITEO STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGR

RE

FORJtST SERVICE

Cascade Ranger District
Cascade, Idaho 83611

2720
February 7, 1983

r
Mr. Ronald Arnold
4435 Cedarwood Drive
Meridian, ID 83642
L

Dear M.r. .A.rn.o ld:
I ha:ve not been able to contact yon 'by phone so I thought I had

better write and let you know why the permit only had your name
on it.
.
In the past the policy concerni,ng having more than one person
on a permit has been rather vague.

New direction states. "A. special use permit naming more than one
person or legal entity will no~ be issued except where requested
by a husband and wife." .
Perij.aps you can solve the problem with some type of legal document
which shows that more than one p~rson has an interest in the cabin.
You can line out the storage shed on the permit before you return
it to tbe Forest Supervisor.
If you still have questions about the permit, give me a call.

Sincerely,

,District Ranger

S2il()-\ I (\ /59

EXHIBIT C

FOR RECREATION RESIDENCE
g. Stata (16-17)

• CQunty (18.20)

• Card No. (21)

Act oC March 4, 19 U," amtnded July 'la, 1956
(

_ .....R::.::o:;.;u=a:.=l""d:-::,D..:,..-=.an~d=-=D;..;:o,"",r...::.6..;;;t..:.::.hY"--,A.;.;;;..,---,,A.;;:;.;r_n;..;;o...;;:1_d,--___ 0 f

4435 Ce daNaa d Dr. 2 . Meridian 1 ID

(Na",e)

(Poat

oak.

83642

Add .... arld Zip Code)

(h ere a her called the permi ttee)i s hereby outhori1:ed to use No tional Forest londs, for the constructLon and
maintenance of a recreation residence for personal recreatibnal use on the _________.......,._ __
National Forest~ subject to th.e provisions of this parmi

Boise
including items..iL through 46
This

, on poge(s)

through __5_ __

3

permit covers __O_·,_S___ acres.

.;..2__.,...,.,.".,.. of the
Described as: (l} Lot_H
(1\

OR

plat or which

(2)

t.

Paradise Valley Summer Home
on

lilt lli

tho otlla

trac1

or the ilorast supervisor.)
as shown on the

(L.&a( Ducrll't!on)

ottached map

The following improvem,ents ore authorized in addition to the residence structure:

Storage Shed

Construction oraccupancy under this permit shall begin within
within

N/A (N.fmbar)

months. This use sholl
.•

be exercised at 'leGIst
'

NtA and construction shall be complete,

6;te>nt .)

.90.~

.

days eac;h yeor t unle.ssotherwise

authorized in writing. It sholl not be used as a full time residenc'e to the exclusion of a home
elsewhere.

~i:exxxI.xd~m~lm:~lk~x_It"'XIj(liQOtX

~){l<lC_XXXX~
.IOImt~;o;;~~
~~~~~~RIlplClboCJICobIPC:tIxIlEltCI:s:eoac

~~~I!;'G;~~~~tqj~m_~'~~tM-9qcxxxxxxuxNcuu.x.uXXM{m.

~::

This permit is accepted subiect

to all of its terms and conditions:

Fe:~MITre:e:'S -'lAM!!: .. SIGNATUP.e:

ACCEPTED

RONALD D. ARNOLD and
DOROTHY A. ARNOLD

(y"YL

~

APPROVED
e:~1

2100.18

(I' /

.-'11 ......... ....

..,. ...

CHRIST T. TROUPIS
TROUPIS LAW OFFICE, PA
1299 E. Iron Eagle, Ste 130
PO Box 2408
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: 2081938-5584
208/938-5482
Facsimile:
Email: ctroupis@troupislaw.com

Case No

\nstNniA..._--Filed [0 ~~ A.M _ _ _...JP.~

Attorney for Defendants Ronald D. Arnold
And Dorothy A. Arnold

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR VALLEY COUNTY
STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, Husband and Wife,

)

)
)

Plaintiffs,

)
)
)

vs.

) CV - 2009- 549C
RONALD D. ARNOLD and
DOROTHY A. ARNOLD, Husband
and Wife,
Defendants.

)

)
)
)
)

SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF BETTE
ARNOLD IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

--------------------------~))
RONALD D. ARNOLD and
DOROTHY A. ARNOLD, Husband
and Wife,
Counterclaimant,
vs.
STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, Husband and Wife,
CounterdeCendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

--------------------------~)

Second Affidavit of Bette M. Arnold In Support of
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

.........

State of Idaho

)

County of Ada

)

) ss.

Bette Arnold, first duly sworn, deposes and states:
1. I am not a party to the above-entitled action. Each of the facts set forth herein are known to
me of my o\\n personal knowledge and if sworn as a witness, I could testifY competently
thereto. This affidavit is made in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.
2. After my husband's death in 1982, I became the sole owner of the cabin and holder of
the permit. In 1983, I gave the cabin to my stepson, Ron Arnold, with no obligations to
share use with anyone. Any comments other than that, by anyone, are not true or are
taken out of context.
3. The statement of Mary Snider (who I refer to as "Toni") indicating that I, Ron and
Dorothy and the Sniders all met with the Forest Service personnel in Cascade to jointly
sign the application for transfer of the permit is an outright lie. It absolutely never
happened. I have not been to Cascade since the death of my husband in 1982. We never
met as a group anywhere or anytime.
4. The application for a new permit (me releasing my interest) was done in my home
between Ron and me with the understanding only Ron and Dorothy would be permit
holders.
5. Any decisions made giving anything other than sole ownership of the Warm Lake cabin
to anyone other than Ron and Dorothy Arnold would be contrary to my wishes and
intent.
6. I have never entered into any agreements with the Sniders that gave them any o\\nership
rights in the Warm Lake property.
Second Affidavit of Bette M. Arnold In Support of
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

2

7. In reference to paragraph 19 of Mary Snider's affidavit, my husband had talked to me
and Ron several times before his death, about signing the cabin over to Ron. I am
convinced that is what he wanted me to do with the cabin, and that is what I did.
8. In reference to paragraph 8 of Mary Snider's's affidavit, Toni and Steve never came to
see me in 1983 to thank me for anything nor did I ever make any comments to them
about signing the cabin over to "Toni and Ron". Toni has a habit of thinking she is
entitled to things, even though I never wanted her to have ownership of the cabin.
9. Toni Snider said in Paragraph 13 of her Affidavit that she stayed away from me after
1983 because she was told she hurt my feelings. I don't know what she was told, but
Toni did not hurt my feelings. She irritated me and made me angry right after Doyle
passed away in 1982. Toni thought she was entitled to everything we had. She would
call all the time saying I want this and I want that.

Toni and Steve would come over at

times they knew I was working. I would notice things missing here and there. They
would haul things off without my permission. She wanted a motorcycle. I eventually
sold it to her.
10. Toni was rude to my daughter about some things including a cement mixer I wasn't
about to let her have. I reached a point where I was not going to give her anything. She
was going on about some lamps Doyle and I had given my daughter some time before he
passed away, maybe a couple years before he passed away. I finally told my daughter to
tell her not to call me any more. Because of Toni's rude behavior after Doyle's death,
(Toni and Ron's dad), 1 did not want her to have another thing. These things all
happened and I made that decision before I signed the release of my interest in the cabin
to Ron in 1983.

Second Affidavit of Bette M. Arnold In Support of
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

3

')71

II. At some time in July or August of 2005 after I had signed a statement reamrming I had
given Ron o\\l1ership of the cabin, I was approached by Toni Snider, who asked me to
sign another document about o\vnership of the permit and cabin. I refused to sign that
document because I had transferred the ownership of the cabin and property to Ron and
Ron only. After this meeting, in which Toni was rude and obnoxious, I contacted Ron
and Dorothy Arnold and asked them to come over to talk to me about the meeting. I
told them if Toni came back I would not let her in my house.
12. In reference to paragraph 17 of Toni Snider's affidavit, evidently Toni is claiming she
and Steve came to see me in 2009. They never came to see me 2009. I know nothing
about the conversation Toni claims took place. Toni had called me on the phone to get
her father's social security number saying she needed it to get information on his
military record. This information was not shared in a personal meeting at my home as
Toni claims.
13. In reference to Earlene Taylor's affidavit, Earlene and Shirley may have been at my
home to work on hobbies. I deny making any statements at any time saying Toni was an
oW11er of the cabin. I would never have made such a statement because I have never
wanted her to be an O\\l1er of the cabin. Any other statement would a twisted version of
\vhat I actually said.
14. In reference to Paragraph 18 of Toni's affidavit, Bette Jean, Toni and I all went to lunch
about a year ago. Toni was very nice to start with, but on the way home, in the car Toni
began asking me about my intent in signing the cabin over to Ron. It became obvious
that she had planned all along to "use" me and I didn't appreciate it. I was angry \vhen I
realized Toni was trying to manipulate me and the situation.

r never said anything about

Second Atlidavit of Bette M. Amold In Support of
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

"'7

Toni being an owner of the cabin. I wanted Ron to have the cabin and would not have
said anything else.

FURTHER, AFFIANT SA YETH NOT.
Bette F. Arnold
State of Idaho
COtUlty of Ada

)
) ss.
)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public in and for the State ofldaho
on this 8 day of October, 2010.
th

Notary Public
My commission expires:
Residing At: Boise, Idaho

Second Affidavit of Bette M. Arnold In Support of
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

r-~ \ 2

u

\

L
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Bday of October, 20 I 0, I served a true and
correct copy of Second Affidavit of Bette F. Arnold in Support of Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment by U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
Michael O. Pierce
Attorney At Law
P.O. Box 1019
Cascade, Idaho 83611

c~

Second Affidavit of Bette M. Arnold [n Support of
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

5

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

6

7

8

STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, husband and wife,

9

Case No. CV-2009-549C

Plaintiffs,

10

vs.
11

12

RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY A.
ARNOLD, husband and wife,

13

MEMORANDUM DECISION RE:
DEFENDANTS' MOTION SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.

14

15

RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY A.
ARNOLD, husband and wife,

16

Counterclaimants,
17

vs.
18

19

20

STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, husband and wife,
Counterdefendants.

21

22
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23

For Plaintiff: Michael G. Pierce, Attorney at Law

24

For Defendant: Christ T. Troupis of Troupis Law Office, PA

25
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"" .......

PROCEEDINGS
2

3

This matter came before the Court on the Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment. After hearing oral argument, the Court took the matter under advisement.
BACKGROUND

4

5

This case involves the ownership of a Term Special Use Permit ("Permit"),

6

together with a cabin and other improvements, situated on .50 acres of land owned by

7

the United States Forest Service. The Permit was held by Frances Arnold and Bette

8

Arnold as husband and wife until Frances Arnold died on October 24, 1982.

Upon

9

Frances Arnold's death, ownership of the Permit and the cabin passed to Bette Arnold.
10
11

On January 6, 1983, Ronald Arnold, Dorothy Arnold, Bette Arnold, Mary Snider,

12

and Steven Snider met together at the Forest Service office in Cascade, Idaho. At that

13

time, the five of them all signed a "Request for Termination of and Application for

14

Special Use Permit" stating that all right, title and interest of Bette Arnold and Frances

15

Arnold had been conveyed, and requesting that the Permit be transferred into the

16

names of "Ronald D. or Dorothy A. Arnold and Steven J. or Mary A. Snider." The

17

18

contact person for correspondence was to be Ronald Arnold. The application was left
with the District Ranger, who signed it on January 14, 1983, recommending approval of

19

the request.
20

On February 1, 1983, the District Ranger sent a special use permit containing
21
22

only the names of Ronald and Dorothy Arnold to Ronald Arnold with instructions to sign

23

the Permit and pay the fee to the Supervisor's office in Boise, Idaho. On February 7,

24

1983, the District Ranger sent a letter to Ronald Arnold explaining that the reason for

25

including only the names of Ronald and Dorothy Arnold on the special use permit was

26
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that a new Forest Service Policy had been implemented which stated that "[a] special
2

3

use permit naming more than one person or legal entity will not be issued except where
requested by husband and wife."
LEGAL STANDARDS

4

5

Summary judgment will be granted only "if the pleadings, depositions, and

6

admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine

7

8

issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). When considering a summary judgment motion, the trial

9

court must construe the record liberally in favor of the non-moving party and draw all
10

reasonable factual inferences in favor of such party. Bear Lake West Homeowner's
11

12

Ass'n. v. Bear Lake County, 118 Idaho 343, 346, 796 P.2d 1016, 1019 (1990). The

13

motion will be denied if conflicting inferences may be drawn from the evidence or if

14

reasonable people might reach different conclusions. Parker v. Kokot, 117 Idaho 963,

15

793 P.2d 195 (1990). Where the evidentiary facts are not disputed and the court will be

16

the trier of fact, the trial judge is free to arrive at the most probable inferences to be

17

18

drawn from the uncontroverted evidentiary facts. Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho
434,807 P.2d 1272 (1991).

19

The initial burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact
20

rests with the moving party. Thomson v. Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho 527, 531,
21

22

887 P.2d 1034, 1038 (1994).

If the moving party meets that burden. the party who

23

resists summary judgment has the responsibility to place in the record before the court

24

the existence of controverted material facts that require resolution at trial. Sparks v. St.

25

Luke's Reg'l Med. Ctr., Ltd., 115 Idaho 505, 508, 768 P.2d 768, 771 (1988). The non-

26
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moving party may not rely on his pleadings or merely assert the existence of facts which
2

might support his legal theory. Id. The existence of those facts by deposition. affidavit.

3

or otherwise. Id.; I.R.C.P. 56(e). Supporting and opposing affidavits must be made on

4

personal knowledge and must set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence.

5

I.R.C.P.56(e).

6
7

8

A mere scintilla of evidence or a slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to
withstand summary judgment. Corbridge v. Clark Equip. Co., 112 Idaho 85, 87, 730
P.2d 1005, 1007 (1986). Moreover, the existence of disputed facts will not defeat

9

summary judgment when the plaintiff fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the
10

existence of an element essential to his case, and on which he will bear the burden of
11
12

13

proof at trial. Pounds v. Denison. 120 Idaho 425,426, 816 P.2d 982, 983 (1991).
DISCUSSION

14

"There must be clear, cogent, convincing evidence to give rise to a resulting or

15

constructive trust." Mollendorfv. Derry, 95 Idaho 1, 5. 501 P.2d 199,203 (1972) (citing

16

Shurrum v. Watts, 80 Idaho 44,324 P.2d 380 (1958). The Sniders claim that either a

17

resulting, express, or constructive trust was created based on the claim set forth in the

18

Affidavit of Mary Snider that Ronald Arnold agreed to hold the Permit and the cabin in
19

trust for the mutual benefit of the Arnolds and the Sniders. The Arnolds argue that
20
21

22

summary judgment should be granted because the only evidence that the Sniders
"have presented that bears directly on this issue is the testimony of Mary Snider who

23

recounts a phone conversation with Ron Arnold in February 1983 in which he allegedly

24

entered into that verbal agreement." Ronald Arnold denies that this phone conversation

25

ever took place and asserts that U[a1part from Mary Snider's testimony, there is no

26
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evidence to support her story."
2

Although there must be clear, cogent, convincing evidence to establish that a

3

resulting or constructive trust was formed, the Sniders have established through

4

affidavits that there is a genuine issue of material fact as to whether a trust was formed.

5

A resulting trust "arises by implication of law from their acts and conduct apart from any

6

contract, the law implying a trust where the acts of the party to be charged as trustee

7

8

have been such as are in honesty and fair dealing consistent only with a purpose to
hold the property in trust, notwithstanding such party may never have agreed to the

9

trust and may have really intended to resist it." Shepherd v. Dougan, 58 Idaho 543, 76
10

P.2d 442, 445 (1937).

"An express trust is created only if the settlor manifests an

11
12

intention to create a trust. This manifestation of intention requires no particular words or

13

conduct; the settlor simply must evidence his intention, upon transferring the property,

14

or res, to the trustee, that the trustee will hold the res for the benefit of a third person,

15

the beneficiary." Gamer v. Andreasen, 96 Idaho 306,308,527 P.2d 1264, 1266 (1974)

16

(internal citations omitted). "Constructive trusts are created by courts of equity

17

whenever title to property is found in one who in fairness ought not to be allowed to

18

retain it." Klein v. Shaw, 109 Idaho 237, 240, 706 P.2d 1348, 1351 (Ct. App. 1985)

19

(citing G.G. Bogert & G.T. Bogert, The Law of Trusts & Trustees § 471 (1978».
20

Here, the Plaintiffs have presented evidence that the Permit application was
21

22
23

signed by both the Arnolds and the Sniders and that at least some of the costs of
maintaining the Permit and the cabin were shared by the two parties.

Although the

24

permit application was ultimately denied by the Forest Service based on a new policy

25

that had been implemented, the Plaintiffs have also presented evidence that there was

26
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an oral agreement between the Arnolds and the Sniders that the Permit could remain in
2

the names of Ronald D. Arnold and Dorothy A. Arnold, as the Forest Service had done,

3

with the understanding that it was being held for the mutual benefit of both families.

4

There is evidence in the record to support the Plaintiffs' assertion that their use of the

5

cabin during the year was approximately half based on the seasonal occupancy of the

6

cabin.

7

genuine issue of material fact as to whether a resulting, express, or implied trust was

8

In summary, the Plaintiffs have submitted sufficient evidence to create a

created.

There are substantial and significant controverted evidentiary facts in the

9

record and the Court will not determine issues of credibility on a motion for summary
10

judgment. Therefore, the Court denies the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.
11

12

The Defendants also argue that they are entitled to summary judgment based on

13

the statute of frauds and the applicable statute of limitations.

14

argument based on the statute of frauds, there are different standards regarding

15

whether the statute of frauds applies depending on the type of trust that is at issue. A

16

resulting or implied trust, arising by operation of law in favor of persons entitled to the

17

beneficial interest in land is not within the statute of frauds and may be established by

18

With respect to the

parol evidence notwithstanding the existence of documentary evidence designating the

19

owner of the legal title. Bengoechea v. Bengoechea, 106 Idaho 188, 193, 677 P.2d
20

501,506 (Ct. App. 1984). An express trust in personal property may be established by
21
22
23

expression of parties either orally or in writing, but a trust is created only if settlor
properly manifests an intention to create trust. Estate of Hull v. Williams, 126 Idaho 437,

24

444,885 P.2d 1153, 1160 (Ct. App. 1994). A constructive trust upon an interest in land

25

conveyed by absolute deed under an oral agreement that the transferee will reconvey

26
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to the transferor is not within the statute of frauds where the transferee was in a
2

3

"confidential relationship" to transferor at the time of transfer. Klein v. Shaw, 109 Idaho
237,240,706 P.2d 1348,1351 (Ct. App. 1985).

4

Here, the Plaintiffs have made claims that there was either a resulting. express,

5

or constructive trust and it appears that at least some of their claims may not be barred

6

by the statute of frauds depending on the evidence that is presented to the Court at

7

8

trial.

Similarly. the arguments made by the Defendants regarding the statute of

limitations depend on the outcome of some of the factual disputes between the parties.

9

The Defendants argue that the statute of limitations began to run in 1983 or 2005 and
10

the Plaintiffs argue that the statute of limitations began to run in 2009 when they allege
11

12

that Ronald Arnold first told them of the Arnolds' intention of claiming full ownership of

13

the Permit and the cabin. Therefore. the Court cannot find as a matter of law that any

14

of the Plaintiffs' claims are barred by the statute of frauds or the statute of limitations at

15

this point in time.

16
17
18

CONCLUSION

The Court DENIES the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.

DATEDthis~dayOfNovember2010. /07.

~~-,

<{~f/ / ·

19

20

c.

21
22

23
24

25
26
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
2

I hereby certify that on the
3

~ of November 2010, I mailed (served) a true

and correct copy of the within instrument to:
4

5
6

7

Michael G. Pierce
ATTORNEY AT LAW
489 W Mountain Rd
PO Box 1019
Cascade, ID 83611
Fax: (208) 382-3783

8
9

10
11

Christ T. Troupis
Attorney at Law
PO Box 2408
Eagle, ID 83616
Fax: (208) 938-5482

12
13
14

ARCHIE N. BANBURY
Clerk of the District Court

15

16

By:---=-C_)Ih_'ZJ_ _
Deputy Clerk

17

18

19

20
21

22
23

24
25
26
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Michael G. Pierce
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1019
Cascade, Idaho 83611
Telephone: (208) 382-3929
Facsimile: (208) 382-3783
Email: \lichacl:dmidulcipil.rcl.iaw.com
Idaho State Bar Number: 1470
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdcfendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, husband and wife,

)
)

Case No. CV-2009-549C

)

Plaintiffs,

)
)

vs.
RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY
A. ARt~OLD, husband and wife,

)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

)
)
)

RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY
A. ARNOLD, Husband and \Vife,
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PLAINTIFFS' PRETRIAL
MEMORANDUM

A.

Elements of Plaintiffs' Case:

The subject of this dispute is a certain cabin, together \vith a storage shed.
outhouse. septic system. stone walkway. rock retaining wall, driveway. furnishings and
other improvements situated on .50 acres of land owned by the United States Department
of Agriculture. Forest Service. described as Lot 2 of the Paradise Valley Tract. Valley
County, Idaho.
The above-described personal property is currently the subject of a Term Special
Use Permit for Recreational Residences issued in the name of defendants Ronald and
Dorothy Arnold, expiring December 31, 2028.
Plaintiff ~1ary A. ("Toni" Snider) and defendant Ronald D. Arnold, are sister and
brother.
Their father, Francis Doyle Arnold, originally obtained a Special Use Permit from
the Forest Service on June 22. 1957, to occupy the subject parcel and construct a summer
home thereon.
He subsequently constructed the cabin which was used by the family until the
death of Francis Doyle Arnold on October 24, 1982.
At the time of his death, Francis Doyle Arnold was married to Bette Marie
Arnold. According to the terms of his Last Will and Testament, all property owned at the
time of his death was given to Bette Marie Arnold. if she survived him. In the event she
did not survive, the Special Use Permit, cabin and appurtenances were to be given to his
children, Ronald D. Arnold and Mary A. Snider. "share and share alike." Bette did
survive and was awarded the property.
In an effort to honor her husband's wishes, on January 6, 1983, Bette F. Arnold
executed a "Request for Termination of and Application for Special LIse Permit" stating
that all right. title and interest of her and Mr. Arnold had been conveyed. and requesting
that the Special Use Pem1it be transferred into the names of "Ronald D. or Dorothy A.
Arnold and Steven 1. or Mary A Snider". The contact person for correspondence was to
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be Ronald D. Arnold.
In response. on February I, 1983. the Forest Service prepared a Special Use
Permit only in the names of Ronald D. Arnold and Dorothy A. Arnold.
On February 7. 1983, the District Ranger sent a letter to Ronald Arnold indicating
that a new Forest Service policy had been instituted, as follows:
"A special use permit naming more than one person or legal entity will not be
issued except where requested by a husband and wife."
Toni never actually saw the letter or the Special Use Permit until recently when
she obtained a copy from the Forest Service under the Freedom of Information Act.
When Ronald received that letter he called Toni to discuss it. In the phone
conversation, Ron told Toni that the Forest Service could not put the permit in both
families' names, because of a new policy. He did not mention anything to her about them
being able to form some type of legal entity to put it into.
In that conversation, Ron and Toni agreed that the permit could remain in the
names of Ronald D. Arnold and Dorothy A. Arnold, as the Forest Ranger had done, with
the understanding that it was being held for the mutual benefit of both families. Ron told
Mary they could draw up some kind of an agreement between them if she wanted, but he
didn't think it was necessary. Mary completely trusted him and did not believe a written
agreement \vas necessary at the time.
Since signing over the Special Use Permit in 1983, Bette F. Arnold has not been
involved in the use of the property and has not contributed anything to the expenses of
the lease. maintenance. improvements or up keep. Nevertheless. in 2005, because the
Forest Service records did not reveal any documents transferring ownershi p of the cabin
and other personal property, at the urging of the plaintiffs. defendant Ronald D. Arnold
obtained a statement from Bette F. Arnold purporting to relinquish O\vnership of all
structures and buildings on the property to defendant Ronald D. Arnold. to match the
style in which the Special Use Permit has been held. but specifically reaffirming that the
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cabin and property is to be shared with plaintiffs.
Since 1983 the course of conduct between the parties has been consistent with
that of common ownership of the Special Use Permit and the personal property. The two
families have shared the use and have shared the expenses, including but not limited to
lease payments to the Forest Service. personal property taxes to Valley County, Idaho,
utilities, membership dues to the homeowners association, and maintenance expenses.
In addition, the parties have shared the labor and expense of improvements to the
property. including but not limited to construction of a new porch with a bedroom above.
construction of a wood shed. installation of new rooting, installation of a new water
system, installation of electricity. installation of new appliances. chimney repair. and
purchase of certain new furnishings and equipment. In addition. each party has made
certain improvements on their own.
In 2009, Defendants Ronald D. Arnold and Dorothy A. Arnold began to take the
position that the Special Use Permit and all the personal property belong exclusively to
them, and that plaintiffs merely have the right to continue to share the use of the premises
during their lifetimes, but have no ownership interest therein.
Only after obtaining copies of the records from the Forest Service in 2009. and
after consultation with their attorney, did Sniders realize that they could haw formed
some type of legal entity with the Arnolds to own the permit and the cabin. They then
approached Ron and Dorothy about the idea and they refused.
This lawsuit followed.

B.

Contested Facts:

As was pointed out in the materials submitted to the Court in response to
defendants' Summary Judgment

~totion.

nearly all the facts are contested in some

degree. including the facts surrounding the execution of the documents transferring the
permit from Doyle and Betty Arnold. the conversations between the parties regarding
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their intentions and the creation of a trust, and substance and the meaning of the course of
conduct followed by the parties since 1983.
Defendants also assert that the plaintiffs were put on notice prior to 2009 that
defendants claimed sole ownership of the property, and are barred by the statute of
limitations. Plaintiffs assert that the first time they learned of defendants claim to sole
ownership was in 2009.

C.

Contested Issues of Law:

Plaintiffs are asking for the Court to hear the evidence and declare the rights of
the parties, and to lind that the Sniders and Arnolds are joint o\vners of the subject
property.
Plaintiffs assert several theories, which are all contested by defendants, including
resulting trust, constructive trust, quasi-estoppeL unjust enrichment and implied contract.
In addition, defendants challenge the formation of a trust on the basis of failure to
comply with the statute of frauds, and assert that plaintiffs' claims are time-barred.

D.

Evidentiary Issues:

Defendants will challenge the admission of the Last

Will and Testament of Doyle Arnold on the grounds set forth in defendants' Pre-Trial
Memorandum.

E.

Agreed or Stipulated Facts:

The parties haw agreed that all

documents obtained from the Forest Service tiles may be admitted without the testimony
of the custodian of the records.
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F.

Memorandum of Points and Authorities on Issues of Law:

Plaintiffs refer the Court to the Memorandum submitted by plaintiffs in response
to the defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, where the contentions and legal
arguments of plaintiffs were set forth extensively. The points of law are as follows:
A resulting trust has been created whereby the Special Use Permit and the
improvements on the property have been and are held by defendants for the mutual
benefit of plaintiffs and defendants.

"Generally. a resulting trust can arise either (I) where title to property is
transferred to one party, the trustee, although another party, the beneficiary of the trust,
paid the purchase price for that property; or (2) where legal title to property is transferred
by gift or devise, \vith an apparent intent that the donee or devisee is to hold legal title as
a trustee in order for the beneticiary of the trust to enjoy the beneficial interest in that
property. flettinga v. Sybrandy, 126 Idaho -16"', 886 P.2d 772
A resulting trust "arises by implication of law from their acts and conduct apart
from any contract, the law implying a trust where the acts of the party to be charged as
trustee have been such as are in honesty and fair dealing consistent only with a purpose to
hold the property in trust, notwithstanding such party may never have agreed to the trust
and may have really intended to resist it. Shepherd v. Dougan, 58 Idaho 543, 76 P.2d 442,
445 (1937)

Express Trust
An express trust is created only if the settlor
manifests an intention to create a trust. This manifestation of intention requires no
particular words or conduct; the settlor simply must evidence his intention, upon
transferring the property, or res, to the trustee, that the trustee will hold the res for the
benetit of a third person, the beneficiary. Garner v. Andreasen, 96 Idaho 306, 308, 527
P.2d 1264, 1266 (1974)
Constructive trusts are created by courts of equity whenever title to property is
found in one who in fairness ought not to be allowed to retain it. Klein \'. Shaw, 109
Idaho 237, 240,706 P.2d 1348, 1351 (Ct. App. 1985)
"A constructive trust arises where legal title to property has been obtained through
actual fraud, misrepresentations, concealments, taking advantage of one's necessities, or
under circumstances otherwise rendering it unconscionable for the holder of legal title to
retain beneticial interest in property." Will v, Jones, 111 Idaho 165, ""22 P:ld -1""-1 (1986)
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Implied Contract/ trnjust Enrichment.

An implied contract existed whereby

the parties jointly contributed to the cost of improvement, maintenance, lease payments,
taxes and other expenses of the property in exchange for equal ownership of the property.
Defendants have breached the agreement by refusing to grant plaintitTs an equal
ownership.

Basically the courts have recognized three types of contractual arrangements.
Restatement of Contracts, § 5, comment a, at p. 7 (1932); 3 Corbin on Contracts, § 562 at
p. 283 (1960). First is the express contract wherein the parties expressly agree regarding a
transaction. Alexander v. O'Neil, 77 Ariz. 316, 267 P2d 730 ( 1954 ). Secondly, there is
the implied in fact contract wherein there is no express agreement but the conduct of the
parties implies an agreement from which an obligation in contract exists. Clements v.
.fungat, 90 Idaho 143. 408 P.2d 810 (1965). The third category is called an implied in
law contract, or quasi contract. However, a contract implied in law is not a contract at all.
but an obligation imposed by law for the purpose of bringing about justice and equity
without reference to the intent or the agreement of the parties and, in some cases, in spite
of an agreement between the parties. Hixon v. Allphin, 76 Idaho 327, 281 P.2d 1042
(1955); JkShane v. QUillin, 47 Idaho 542, 277 P 554 (1929); 3 Corbin on Contracts. §
561. at p. 276 (1960). It is a non-contractual obligation that is to be treated procedurally
as if it were a contract, and is often referred to as quasi contract, unjust enrichment,
implied in law contract or restitution. In discussing a quasi contract or an action founded
on unjust enrichment, the California Supreme Court stated in Ward v. Taggart, 51 Ca1.2d
736, 336 P.2d 534 (1959):
'The promise is purely fictitious and unintentional, originally implied to circumvent rigid
common-law pleading. It was invoked not to deny a remedy. but to create one 'for the
purpose of bringing about justice without reference to the intention of the parties.' 1
Williston. Contracts (rev. ed.) p. 9: .. .' 336 P.2d at 538.
Similarly. in Roberts v. Roberts, 64 Wyo. 433, 196 P.2d 361 (1948), the court stated
at p. 367:
'This brings us to the question as to an implied or quasi-contract pleaded in the second
cause of action. Black's Lavi Dictionary defines it thus:
'A quasi-contract is what \vas formerly known as the contract implied in law; it has no
reference to the intentions or expressions of the parties. The obligation is imposed despite
and frequently in frustration of their intention." 196 P.2d at 367.
See also, Trollope l'. Koerner, 106 Ariz. 164.470 P.2d 91 (1970). and 1 Williston on
Contracts (3d Ed.). § 3A at p. 13 (1957).
The defendants would be unjustly enriched by keeping the benefit of the effort
and funds expended by plaintitT-; on the property without acknowledging their equal
ownership interest.
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As the essence of a contract implied in law lies in the fact that the defendant has
received a bene tit which it would be inequitable for him to retain, it necessarily follows
that the measure of recovery in a quasi-contractual action is not the actual amount of the
enrichment, but the amount of the enrichment which, as between the two parties it would
be unjust for one party to retain. Hixon v. Allphin, supra; 66 AmJur.2d, Restitution and
Implied Contracts, at p. 946 (1973); .\feehan v. Cheltenham, 410 Pa. 446 189 A.2d [95
Idaho 744] Continental Forest fmdllds \'. ('handler Supply Co., 95 Idaho 739, 743, 518
P.2d 1201 (1974):

Quasi-Estoppel:

In reliance upon the written and oral assertions of

defendants Ronald D. Arnold, Dorothy A. Arnold, and of Bette F. Arnold, plaintiffs have
expended thousands of dollars in the past 26 years for their share of the lease payments.
taxes, maintenance and improvements to the property. The doctrine of quasi-estoppel
should operate to prevent the defendants from now changing their prior position and
attempting to exclude plaintiffs from equal ownership of the Special Use Permit and the
improvements and personal property on the premises.

"The doctrine of quasi-estoppel applies when: (I) the otTending party took a
different position than his or her original position, and (2) either (a) the offending party
gained an advantage or caused a disadvantage to the other party; (b) the other party was
induced to change positions; or (c) it would be unconscionable to permit the offending
party to maintain an inconsistent position from the one he or she has already derived a
benefit or acquiesced in. Allen v. ReYl1o/d\', 145 Idaho 807, 812,186 P. 3d 663. 668
(2008)

Remedy;
Upon a finding that plaintiffs are entitled to a one-half interest in the
property, the Court should invoke its equitable powers to create some type of entity
suitable to the parties to hold title for the mutual benefit of the parties and their heirs.
In the alternative, the Court should order that the Special Use Permit and
property he sold at auction. and the proceeds he equally divided between plaintiffs and
defendants.
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Plaintiff's Claims Under These Theories Are Not Barred:
Counsel for the defendants argues that if an implied contract exists. the plaintiffs
cannot assert it because the claims are barred by the Statute of Frauds and the Statute of
Limitations.

(I)
(a)

Statute of Frauds:

(Idaho Code 9-505)

I fa \\Titing is required. the application signed January 6. 1983, signed by

a1l the parties, satisfies this requirement.
(b)

The Special Use Permit, by its express terms, is not an interest in real

property and is not a lease. It is a federal license. Also. the cabin and other improvements
to the property are treated by Valley County as personal property, not real property.
Therefore. no \\Titing is necessary.
(c)

The statute of frauds is taken out of play based on the fact that there has

been partial performance of the agreement of the parties, over the course of the past 26
years.
(d)

A resulting or impl ied trust, arising by operation of law in favor of persons

entitled to the beneficial interest in land is not within the statute of frauds and may be
established by parole evidence notwithstanding the existence of documentary evidence
designating the owner of the legal title. BenKoec.:hea \'. Bengoechea. 106 Idaho 188, 193,
677 P. 2d 501, 506 (Ct. App. 1984)

(2)

Statute of Limitations:

It appears that the applicable statute

of limitations is four years. either under Idaho Code 5-217 or 5-224.
However. the period does not begin to run until the trustee has clearly and
unequivocally repudiated the trust and given notice to the beneficiary. Olympia J/ininK &
.\!i/linKCo. r. Kerns. 241dah0481. 135 P. 255 (1913): Brasch \'. Brasch, 55 Idaho 777,
47 P.2d 676 ( 1935).
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Plaintiffs maintain that no such notice was given until the summer of 2009, when
Ron told Toni for the first time, of his intention.

// /1

//

/". &4~
t,..
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!!~

Michael G. Pierce
Attorney for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I IIERl';:BY CERTIFY that on this ') day of November, 20 I 0, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document by U.S. !\1ail, tirst class postage prepaid,
addressed as follows:

Christ T. Troupis
TROUPIS LAW OFFICE, PA
1299 E. Iron Eagle, Suite 130
P. O. Box 2408
Eagle, Idaho 83616
~U~Q.~IJ~i~iDI~)_llQL~lill~,~ll!D

Attorney for PlaintitTsl
Counterdefendants
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TROUPIS LAW OFFICE, PA
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Ronald D. Arnold and Dorothy A. Arnold

DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, Husband and Wife,

)

) Case No. CV-2009-549C
)

Plaintiffs,
vs.
RONALD D. ARNOLD and
DOROTHY A. ARNOLD, Husband
and Wife,
Defendants.

RONALD D. ARNOLD and
DOROTHY A. ARNOLD, Husband
and Wife,
Counterclaimant,
vs.
STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, Husband and Wife,
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) DEFENDANTS/COUNTERCLAIMANTS
) PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDA
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

P.M

A. Defenses of Defendant's Case
The Defendants deny all of the allegations in the Plaintiffs Complaint and have
aflirmati vely alleged the following facts in defense of their claim of sole o\vnership of the
cabin and Forest Service Permit.
a.

Bette Arnold \vas the sole owner of the cabin and Forest Service Permit in
January, 1983.

b. Bette Arnold decided to transfer her interest in the cabin and Forest Service
Pern1it to her step son, Ronald Arnold. She did not intend to transfer any portion
of her interest to the Sniders.
c.

Bette Arnold transferred her entire interest in the cabin and Forest Service Permit
solely to the Arnolds in January, 1983.

d. The Arnolds added the Sniders name to the Application for issuance of a Special
Use Permit only as an accommodation, and did so with the understanding that the
Permit would be issued solely in the Arnolds' names.
e.

As the Arnolds anticipated, the Forest Service issued the Permit solely to them in
February, 1983, and they have held it exclusively in their names since that date.

f.

Ron Arnold did not enter into any agreement to create a trust or in any other
manner to hold title to the cabin and Forest Service Lease for the benefit of the
Plainti tTs.

g. Any purported trust agreement failed for lack of certainty as to its terms.
h. There is no legal or factual basis for imposition of a constructive or resulting trust.
Arnolds received title to the cabin directly from Bette F. Arnold, the prior owner,

and received title to the Pern1it from the U.S. Forest Service in accordance with
the actual intention of Bette F. Arnold. the prior owner. to transfer it to the
Arnolds alone. Arnolds have not acted fraudulently or inequitably towards
Sniders ,"vith respect to their acquisition of title to the cabin or Pem1it, nor have
they acted fraudulently or inequitably with respect to their o\\nership of the cabin
and Pennit.
1.

Sniders have made only minimal contributions to payment of cabin expenses.
Arnolds have never required that they make any payments in exchange for
pern1itting the Sniders to have use of the cabin over the past 27 years.

J.

Arnolds have not been unjustly enriched by Sniders' contributions to payment of
some of the cabin expenses. Sniders have had permissive use of the cabin on an
equal basis for the past 27 years, and their contributions are far less than the value
of that use. Moreover, their contributions have not increased the value of the
cabin or the lease.

k. Sniders' claims are barred by the Statute of Frauds.
\.

Sniders' claims are barred by the Statute of Limitations.

B. Contested Facts
\.

The Tem1 Special Use Pem1it was held by Frances D. Arnold and Bette F.

Arnold, husband and wife prior to October 22, 1982, when Frances D. Arnold died.
2

On Frances D. Arnold's death. ownership of the cabin and Tem1 Special Use

Pem1it passed to Bette F. Arnold. his surviving spouse. Thereatter, until February 15. 1983. Bette
F. Arnold was the sole holder of the Tem1 Special lise Pern1it.

4.

On January 6. 1983. Bette F. Arnold signed a Request for Tennination of the

special use pennit previously issued to herself and Frances D. Arnold. and Application for
issuance of a new Tenn Special Use Pennit for the premises to Ronald Arnold and Dorothy
Arnold.
5.

When Bette F. Arnold signed the Request for Ternlination of special use pennit

and Application for issuance of a new Tenn Special lIse Pernlit, the names of the PlaintifTs,
Steven and Mary Snider. were not on the document.
6.

The Arnolds added the Sniders' names to the Application after Bette Arnold

signed it, tmly as an accommodation and to keep peace in the family. Arnolds intended to allow
Sniders use of the cabin. The Sniders insisted that their names be added onto the application.
Arnolds had some apprehension in adding their names to the application, because Bette wanted
to transfer the cabin and pennit to the Arnolds alone. But Arnolds agreed to add the Sniders
names to the application only after being assured by the Forest Service that the Arnolds' names
would be the only names on the pennit and that adding the Sniders' names was "insignificant."
7.

Prior to adding their names to the Application, Ron Arnold told the Sniders that

the Pennit was going to be issued in the Arnolds' name alone and adding their names to the
application would not change that because the Forest Service said it was "insignificant." The
Sniders still insisted that their names be put on the application. Arnolds put the Sniders' names
on the application because they \vanted the Forest Service to know that they would be letting the
Sniders use the cabin.
8.

At the time she executed the Request for Tennination of the Special Use Pennit

and Application for issuance of a new Term Special Use Permit. Bette F. Arnold intended to

convey her interest in the premises solely to her step-son. Ronald Arnold, without any legal
obligation to his sister Mary A. Snider. as to its use.
9.

When she relinquished her interest in the Term Special Use Permit and authorized

the conveyance of her interest to Ronald Arnold, Bette F. Arnold intended that Ronald Arnold
would not have any legal obligation or requirement to share use of the premises with anyone, but
that the decision as to whether use would be shared. and if so. under what conditions. would be
entirely within Ronald Arnold's discretion and judgment.
10.

Ron Arnold did not inherit the Permit and cabin and personal property. but

acquired them from his step-mother, Bette F. Arnold, after Frances D. Arnold's death.
11.

The Forest Service mailed the Application for Special Use Permit to the Arnolds

together with a cover letter and a partially completed form of Application as a \vork copy to
guide Arnolds in filling out the form.
12.

The Arnolds tilled out the Application for Special Use Permit at their home on

their typewriter. None of the parties went to Cascade to the Ranger's office to till out and sign
the form.
13.

The Arnolds did not meet with the Sniders and Bette F. Arnold at the Forest

Service office in Cascade on January 6, 1983 or any other time to sign a Special Use Permit
Application. They have never even been in the Forest Service office at the same time as Bette.
They have never met the Sniders at the Forest Service oftice for any sort of meeting involving
the application for a Special Use Permit.
14.

The U.S. Forest Service issued the Term Special Use Permit solely to Ronald

Arnold and Dorothy Arnold on or about February 7. 1983. which was accepted by Ronald and

Dorothy Arnold on Fl!bruary 9. 1983. and appn)\l!d by the ll.S. Forest Ser\'il!e on February 15.

198.1

15.

When he received the February 7. 1983 letter from District Ranger Charles G.

Jones and the Pennit issued in the names of Ronald Arnold and Dorothy Arnold, Ronald Arnold
inforn1ed Steven and Mary Snider. He did not have any discussion with the Sniders about
creating a legal document as suggested by the Ranger, nor have the Arnolds ever had such a
conversation since then. The Sniders did not ask Ron Arnold to draft up any document.
However. when he met with the Sniders, he told them that, even though the Arnolds were the
sole owners of the Pern1it and cabin, that thl!Y I would gin! the Sniders permission to continue to
use the cabin.

16.

Ronald Arnold and Dorothy Arnold did not enter into any agreement with the

Steven J. Snider and Mary A. Snider hold the Permit for their mutual beneHt or to create a trust.
17.

Ronald Arnold and Dorothy Arnold have continuously held the Tenn Special Use

Pennit for the premises from February 15, 1983 to the present date, and are the current holders of
the Tenn Special Use Pennit for the premises issued by the U.S. Forest Service, expiring
December 31. 2028."

18.

Ronald Arnold and Dorothy Arnold have never executed any legal document that

purported to grant to or memorialized in the Plaintiffs any common ownership interest in the
premises. The Plaintiffs have never. prior to the institution of this lawsuit. asked Ronald and
Dorothy Arnold to execute any legal document granting to or memorializing such an interest in
the Plaintiffs.

19.

At various times from February 15. 1983 to the present date. Ronald and Dorothy

Arnold have given the Sniders pennission to use the premises. The Arnolds have set the times

and conditions of the Sniders' llse. The Sniders have always lIsed the cabin in accordance with
the schedule and conditions imposed by the Arnolds.
20.

Since 1983 and up to the present date. Arnolds have allowed Sniders to lise the

cabin approximately twelve weeks every year, without charging rent. The reasonable rental value
of that use is at least $50/day. for a yearly total of $4.200.
21.

Sniders have voluntarily contributed to payment of some of the maintenance

expenses of the cabin, although the Arnolds have never required such payments as a condition to
granting them permission to use the premises on occasion ..
Arnolds have dowmented cabin expenses from 1983 to the present date totaling
$35, I 00.65. Sniders have documented contributions to those cabin expenses from 1983 to the
present date totaling $4,614.08.
23.

At some time prior to June, 2005, Steven Snider informed Ronald Arnold that

Sniders met with Mark Bingman, a U.S. Forest Service Ranger and asked him questions about
the ownership of the cabin and Permit. Steven Snider advised Ronald Arnold that Bingman told
him that the Forest Service had no record in its tile of the cabin being transferred from Bette
Arnold. Steven Snider advised Ronald Arnold that he should ask Bette Arnold to provide a
document that confirmed that the cabin had been transferred with the Permit.
24. Following that conversation with Steven Snider, Ronald D. Arnold met \vith Ranger
Bingman. lie said it would be a good idea to have something in the tile that showed that Bette
Arnold \vas no longer the owner of the cabin. He also asked Ron Arnold if there was a dispute
between the Arnolds and the Sniders over our ownership of the cabin. Ron told him he didn't
think so.

25.

Following his conversation with Steven Snider and Ranger Bingman, Ronald

Arnold asked Bette Arnold to provide a document memorializing the transfer of the cabin and
personal property. On June 9, 2005, Bette F. Arnold executed a written document that confirmed
the transfer of the cabin and other personal property located on the premises to Ronald D.
Arnold. That document stated, "I, Bette F. Arnold, sign over and relinquish all ownership and
interest of all structures and buildings at 103 Paradise Valley Rd., lot #2, Warm lake, Idaho, to
Ronald D. Arnold, who is legal lease holder of the property."
26.

In July, 2005, within a couple of weeks after Bette Arnold signed the document

regarding transfer of the cabin and personal property to Ronald Arnold. Steven Snider called and
asked Ron Arnold if he had obtained a document from Bette. Ron acknowledged that he Bette
had signed a document. Shortly thereafter, Ron met with Steven and Mary Snider at their home.
A day later, he sent them a copy of Bette Arnold's signed statement. At that meeting. Ron
Arnold reiterated to Steven and Mary Snider that he and Dorothy Arnold were the sole owners of
the Permit, the cabin and the personal property. and that Bette's statement did not alter the
Arnold's intention to continue to give permission to Sniders to use the cabin.
27.

Later in July, 2005. atter the meeting with Ronald Arnold. Mary Snider

approached Bette F. Arnold and asked her to sign a second statement stating that Mary Snider
had an ownership interest in the Permit and cabin as well. Bette F. Arnold refused to sign the
document.
28.

The document executed by Bette F. Arnold on June 9. 2005 included certain

precatory language that followed the statement set out above. It stated. "This transfer is in
agreement with the intentions of my late husband. Francis Doyle Arnold. Further. his intent was
that the cabin and property be shared with Mary A. Snider (sister of Ronald D. Arnold.) That

precatory language does not impose any legal obligation on Ronald and Dorothy Arnold. When
Bette Arnold transferred her interest in the Permit, cabin and property to Ron Arnold, she did not
i rnpose any legal obligation or requirement that he share the use of the Permit, cabin and
property with the Sniders.

C. Contested Issues of Law

1. Whether there is clear, cogent and convincing evidence that an express trust was created
by Ron Arno ld for the bene tit of the Sniders.
2. Whether there is any basis for imposition of a resulting or constructive trust.
3. Whether Arnolds have been unjustly enriched by receipt of voluntary contributions by
Sniders to defray a portion of the Arnolds' cabin expenses over the past 27 years.
4. Whether the Plaintiffs' claims are barred by the Statute of Frauds.
5. Whether the Plaintiffs' claims are barred by the Statute of Limitations.

D. Evidentiary Issues
PlaintitTs may attempt to introduce into evidence a copy of the purported Last Will of
Frances D. Arnold, and letters purportedly written to the decedent for the purpose of showing his
intention with respect to devising his interest in the Special Use Permit and Cabin. Defendants
object to the introduction of that evidence or any testimony regarding the Last Will or letters
\Hitten to the decedent on the grounds that such evidence is irrelevant and immaterial to the
issues, claims or defenses in this case, is hearsay, and violates the best evidence rule.

E. Agreed or Stipulated Facts

1.

This case involves the ownership of a Tern1 Special Use Permit, together \vith a

cabin and other improvements, situated "on .50 acres of land owned by the United States

Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. descrihed as Lot::! of the Paradise Valley Tract.
Valley County. Idaho." ("the premises")
2.

Bette F. Arnold was the sole owner of the cabin and Special Use Pennit aHer the

death of Frances D. Arnold.
3.

The Special Use Pennit for the subject property was issued on February 15. 1983

in the sole names of Ronald and Dorothy Arnold.
4.

Ronald and Dorothy Arnold have held title to the Special Use Pennit from

February 15. 1983 continuously up to the present date. They are the current Pennit holders. The
first Pennit covered the period from February 15, 1983 to December 31, 1993. That pcrn1it was
replaced \\lith a second permit issued to the Arnolds on January 24. 1989 for the period through
December 31. 2008. That pennit was replaced with the current permit issued on January 8, 2009
for the period through December 3 I, 2028.
5.

On or about February 7, 1983, Charles G. Jones, District Ranger for the U.S.

Forest Service, Cascade Ranger District. sent a letter to Ronald Arnold in which he explained
that the U.S. Forest Service had adopted a policy that. "A special use pennit naming more than
one person or legal entity will not be issued except where requested by a husband and wife."
6.

The District Ranger stated in his letter that "Perhaps you can solve the problem

with some type of legal document which shows that more than one person has an interest in the
cabin:'
7.

At some time prior to June, 2005, Steven Snider infonned Ronald Arnold that

Sniders met with ~1ark Bingman. a l r .S. Forest Service Ranger and asked him questions about
the ownership of the cabin and Permit. Steven Snider advised Ronald Arnold that Bingman told
him that the Forest Service had no record in its tile of the cabin being transferred from Bette

.... n.

Arnold. Steven Snider advised Ronald Arnold that he should ask Bette Arnold to provide a
document that confirmed that the cabin had been transferred with the Permit.
8.

The Arnolds have never signed a legal document that purports to create a trust,

grant to or memorializes any ownership interest of the Sniders in the cabin or Special Use
Permit.
9.

This lawsuit was instituted on November 27.2009 by the tiling of a Complaint by

Steven 1. Snider and Mary A. Snider.

F. Points and Authorities
FACTS
This case involves the ownership of a Term Special Use Pennit. together with a cabin and
other improvements, situated "on .50 acres of land owned by the United States Department of
Agriculture. Forest Service. described as Lot 2 of the Paradise VaHey Tract. VaHey County,
Idaho." ("the premises") The Term Special Use Permit was held by Frances D. Arnold and Bette
F. Arnold, husband and wife, prior to October 22, 1982, \vhen Frances D. Arnold died. On
Frances D. Arnold's death. ownership of the cabin and Term Special Use Permit passed to Bette
F. Arnold, his surviving spouse. On January 6, 1983, Bette F. Arnold signed a Re4uest for
Termination of the special use permit previously issued to herself and Frances D. Arnold, and
Application for issuance of a new Term Special LTse Permit for the premises to Ronald Arnold
and Dorothy Arnold. Bette Arnold intended to transfer her interest in the Permit and cabin
exclusively to Ron Arnold. without any legal obligation to share in its ownership or use with the
Sniders.
Sniders insisted that their names be added to the Application for Special Use Permit. Ron
Arnold talked to a representative of the Forest Service and was advised that the Pennit would

... ",.

only be issued in the Arnolds' names. and that adding other names would be treated as
"insignificant" by the Forest Service. Ron Arnold infonned the Sniders of this fact, but they
persisted in their demand to have their names added to the Application. To keep peace in the
family. and with the knowledge that it wouldn't make any ditTerence to the names placed on the
Pennit. Ron added the Sniders' names to the Permit Application as an accommodation.
As expected. the Forest Service issued the Pennit solely to Ron and Dorothy Arnold in
February. 1983, even though the Application had Sniders' names on it as well. At that time,
Ranger Charles Jones \\Tote a letter to the Arnolds advising them that if they wanted to show that
the Sniders also had an interest in the cabin. they should prepare a legal document to that effect.
The Arnolds infonned Sniders of the issuance of the Pennit in their names and the Ranger's
letter. Notwithstanding this infonnation, the parties did not enter into any agreement to share
ownership with the Sniders or show that Sniders had any interest in the Permit and cabin.
The Arnolds have continuously held the Tenn Special Use Pennit for the premises from
February 15, 1983 to the present date, and are the current holders of the Tenn Special Use Pennit
for the premises issued by the U.S. Forest Service. expiring December 31. 2028." At various
times from February 15. 1983 to the present date. Ronald and Dorothy Arnold have given the
Sniders pennission to use the premises. The Arnolds have set the times and conditions of the
Sniders' use. The Sniders have always used the cabin in accordance with the schedule and
conditions imposed by the Arnolds. Sniders have had twelve (12) weeks use of the cabin each
year for the past 27 years. That amount of use is approximately half of the available time each
year for use of the cabin.
The Sniders have voluntarily contributed to payment of some of the maintenance
expenses of the cabin. although the Arnolds have never required such payments as a condition to

granting them permission to use the premises on occasion. Sniders have documented
contributions to cabin expenses totaling $4,614.08. The Arnolds have documented cabin
expenses of $35, 100.65.
At some time prior to June, 2005. Steven Snider informed Ronald Arnold that Sniders
had met with Mark Bingman. a U.S. Forest Service Ranger and asked him questions about the
o\\11ership of the cabin and Permit. Steven Snider advised Ronald Arnold that Bingman told him
that the Forest Service had no record in its tile of the cabin being transferred from Bette Arnold.
Steven Snider advised Ronald Arnold that he should ask Bette Arnold to provide a document that
confirmed that the cabin had been transferred with the Pern1it.
Following that conversation with Steven Snider. Ronald D. Arnold met with Ranger
Bingman. He said it \vould be a good idea to have something in the tile that showed that Bette
Arnold was no longer the owner of the cabin. He also asked Ron Arnold if there was a dispute
between the Arnolds and the Sniders over our ownership of the cabin. Ron told him he didn't
think so.
Ronald Arnold asked Bette Arnold to provide a document memorializing the transfer of
the cabin and personal property. On June 9, 2005, Bette F. Arnold executed a written document
that contirmed the transfer of the cabin and other personal property located on the premises to
Ronald D. Arnold. That document stated. "I. Bette F. Arnold, sign over and relinquish all
ownership and interest of all structures and buildings at 103 Paradise Valley Rd .. lot #2, Warm
Lake, Idaho, to Ronald D. Arnold, who is legal lease holder of the property."
In July, 2005, within a couple of weeks after Bette Arnold signed that document, Steven
Snider called and asked Ron Arnold if he had obtained a document from Bette. Ron
acknowledged that Bette had signed a document. Shortly thereafter. Ron met with Steven and

Mary Snider at their home. A day later. he sent them a copy of Bette Arnold's signed statement.
At that meeting, Ron Arnold reiterated to Steven and \tary Snider that he and Dorothy Arnold
were the sole owners of the Permit. the cabin and the personal property. and that Bette's
statement did not alter the Arnold's intention to continue to give permission to Sniders to use the
cabin.
Later in July. 2005. atter the meeting with Ronald Arnold, Mary Snider approached Bette
F. Arnold and asked her to sign a second statement stating that Mary Snider had an o'Wnership
interest in the Permit and cabin as well. Bette F. Arnold refused to sign the document.
This lawsuit was instituted on November 27.2009, almost 27 years after the Arnolds
received sole title to the Permit and cabin, and four and Y:! years atter Bette Arnold executed a
written statement declaring that she conveyed the Permit and cabin solely to the Arnolds.

u
THERE IS NO LEGAL OR FACTUAL BASIS
FOR IMPOSmON OF A TRUST
IN FAVOR OF THE PLAINTIFFS'
Sniders argue that the Application for Special Use Permit was tilled out with their names on
it because Bette F. Arnold. Ronald Arnold. and Dorothy Arnold had agreed that they would jointly
o"WTI the cabin with the Sniders. However. the Permit was subsequently issued only to the Arnolds.
Sniders claim that after the Pern1it was issued. Ron Arnold met with Mary Snider. and verbally
agreed that Ron and Dorothy Arnold would hold the title to the Permit in their name as trustees tor
the Sniders and Arnolds.
Neither the facts nor the law support the Sniders' claim that any trust was created, or that
one should be imposed at law by the Court.

A. The Arnolds did not create a trust to hold the Pennit and cabin for the benefit of

the Sniden.

In Erb v. Kohnke. 121 Idaho 328, 824 P.2d 903 (Idaho App.1992). the Court noted that a
resulting trust arises only where the parties intent to create a trust may be reasonably presumed. The
Sniders' burden of proof is a heavy one. In Erb v. Kohnke. supra. at 336. the Court noted:
..... the rule that "[t]here must be clear, cogent, convincing evidence to give rise to a
resulting or constructive trust." Mollendorfv. Derry, 95 Idaho 1,5, SOl P.2d 199,203
(1972) {citing Shurrum v. Watts, supra)."
The Sniders' names on the Application for Special Use Permit is not evidence that
Arnolds intended to create a trust for joint ownership of the property. In fact, it is proof that there
was no such agreement. The Arnolds added Sniders' names to the Application as a gesture of
good faith. If Arnolds had originally intended to take title to the Permit solely in their own
names, but hold it in trust for the benefit of themselves and the Sniders, the Permit Application
would not have named the Sniders at all, but only the Arnolds.
The Sniders' claim that Arnolds established a trust for their benefit is based entirely on
the purported meeting between Ron Arnold and Mary Snider that occurred after the Permit was

issued. Apart from Mary Snider's testimony, there is no evidence to support that claim.
The content of the Ranger's letter and Sniders' response to it don't support the Sniders'
trust claim either. The letter stated that if they wanted to have mUltiple owners of the Permit and
cabin they should create a legal document. Sniders knew that the Permit had been issued solely
in the Arnolds' nan1es. Sniders' knew the Ranger wrote a letter about it. But Sniders never
pursued the creation or execution of such a document and none was ever signed.
The only other evidence Sniders assert in support of their trust claim is the fact that
Arnolds have allo\ved them to use the cabin regularly. But Arnolds have never said that they
wouldn't let Sniders use the cabin. They only have said they would not share ownership of the
cabin with them. Arnolds actions in allowing Sniders to use the cabin is consistent with the
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position they have taken since 1983 and is not proof of ownership. At best, this evidence is
equivocal because the Arnolds' explanation is plausible. Pennissive use of the cabin or
acceptance of voluntary contributions to reimburse cabin expenses is not 'clear, cogent.
convincing evidence' of the existence of an express trust agreement to grant O\\TIership.
As the Court noted in Bliss v. Bliss. 20 Idaho 467, 119 P. 451 (1911), "The proof of
intention to establish the trust must be unequivocal." The clear and convincing evidence
standard required to establish the existence of such a trust is the same standard required to prove
a claim of fraud. In Matthews v. Boise Cily .Valional Bank. 40 Idaho 437,233 P. 998 (1925). the
Court dedared that equivocal evidence is not sufticient to carry that heavy burden.
"Slight circumstances or circumstances of an equivocal tendency. or circumstances of
mere sllspicion, leading to no certain results, are not sufficient to establish fraud. They
must not be, when taken together and aggregated. consistent with an honest intent. If they
are, the proof of fraud is wanting." (Foster v. AkA lester. 114 F. 145,52 C. C. A. 107;
Citizens' Bank v. Wi!jimg. 66 W.Va. 470, 66 S.W. 636; Tischler v. Robinson. 79 Fla. 638,
84 So. 914.)

B. There is no legal basis to imply a constructive trust in favor of the Sniders.
As the Supreme Court noted in Erb v. Kohnke. supra. at 336, \VTongful conduct by the
Detendant must be present in order to apply the constructive trust doctrine.
"A constructive trust arises where legal title to property has been obtained through actual
fraud. misrepresentations, concealments, taking advantage of one's necessities. or under
circumstances otherwise rendering it unconscionable for the holder of legal title to retain
beneficial interest in the property. Davenport v. Burke, 30 Idaho 599,167 P. 481 (1917).
111 Idaho at 168. 722 P.2d at 477."
In January, 1983, Bette F. Arnold was the sole owner of the cabin and Pennit. She could
do with it what she \vanted. She was under no legal obligation to give it to \Olary Snider. or to
divide it between Mary Snider and Ron Arnold. She did not want to give any portion of the
property to Mary Snider. She wanted to give it to Ron Arnold. She freely and voluntarily
transferred her entire property interest to Ronald Arnold and Dorothy Arnold.

~
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Arnolds did not engage in any \\Tongful or unconscionable conduct in acquiring the cabin
or Permit from Bette F. Arnold. Arnolds had no ohligation to share ovmership of the cabin and
Pemlit with ~1ary Snider. She didn't pay anything to Bette F. Arnold for the cabin or Permit. She
had no legal or equitable claim to part ownership of the cabin or Permit from Bette F. Arnold.
Bette F. Arnold's intentions and actions with respect to her own property are entitled to legal
recognition by the Court. She had the legal right to give away her property to whomever she
wanted and she did so.
Arnolds did not act \\Tongfully, inequitably, or unconscionably in retaining their
ownership interest in the cahin and Pernlit. A person who receives a gift from the tnle owner of
the property is entitled to retain it. He has no obligation to share the gift with anyone unless the
grantor makes that a condition of his receipt. Bette F. Arnold did not impose any such condition
on the Arnolds. They were also under no legal obligation to share use of the cabin with the
Sniders. They could have lawfully required Sniders to pay the fair value for the use of the
premises, as a condition to using the cabin. Sniders did not pay any to Ron or Dorothy Arnold to
acquire an ownership interest in the cabin or Permit.

C.

There has been no unjust enrichment.

Likewise, there is no evidence to support Sniders' claim that the Arnolds have been
unjustly enriched by accepting Sniders' contributions to reimburse some of their cabin expenses.
The Sniders do not have any evidence that any contributions that they have made to the cabin
and Permit have increased its value or conferred a benefit upon the Arnolds disproportionate to
the value of the Sniders' use of the cabin over the past 27 years.
A claim for unjust enrichment requires proof of three elements, including that "there was
a henefit conferred upon the defendant by the plaintiff." The randerjiml Co,. Inc. v, Knudson,
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144 Idaho 547. 558,165 PJd ::!61, 272 (2007). As the Court noted in BIIA Investments. Inc. v.
Slale (?lldaho. 138 Idaho 348. 355. 63 P.3d 474 (2003) "The essence ofan unjust enrichment

claim is that a person has received a benefit which it would be inequitable for him to retain. Beco
Construction Co. v. Bannock Paving Co .. 118 Idaho 463,466. 797 P.2d 863, 866 (1990) (quoting

!lertz v. Fiscus. 98 Idaho 456, 457, 567 P.2d 1,2 (1977»."
The Sniders have received at least an equivalent value for their small contributions over
the past 27 years. The Arnolds have allowed Sniders use of the cabin for twelve weeks each year
(84 days) for each of the past 27 years. Cabins in the area rent for at least $50/day. That amounts
to $4.200!year. Sniders can only show the court that they have contributed at total of $4,614.08
over the past 27 years, a very small fraction of the value of their use of the premises. The
Arnolds have documented expenses that they have incurred and paid for the cabin of $35, 100.65.
not including a number of construction projects undertaken by Ron Arnold. There is simply no
proof that Arnolds were unjustly enriched by receipt ofSniders' payments.

D. Any purported oral trust between Arnolds and Sniden is void for lack of
certainty.
The Court in Bliss v. Bliss. 20 Idaho 467, 476, 119 P. 451 (Idaho 1911) noted that in
order to create a trust, there must also be "certainty as to the property to be subjected to the trust .
. . the cestuis que [(beneticiaries of the)] trust ... the ternlS of the trust ... the use to \vhich the
trust fund is to be applied. and the manner in \vhich it is to be used."
The Plaintiffs cannot present evidence sufficient to establish the creation or the required
terms of an express trust. There is no evidence of the ternlS of the trust, the beneficiaries
respective rights to use of the property. or their obligations under the trust. The alleged oral trust
fails for lack of certainty.

E. Plaintiffs' claims tbat botb an express and impUed in fact contract existed are
inconsistent and irreconcilable.
The Idaho Court of Appeals noted in Estate (~lBoyd. 134 Idaho 669, 8 P.3d 664 (Idaho
App.2000):
Where an express contract exists. an implied contract between the same parties for the
same contractual purpose is precluded from enforcement. Triangle Jfining Co. v. Sta/~irer
Chemical Co .. 753 F .2d 734, 742 t 9th Cir.1985)~ Jones v. University of Central
Oklahoma. 910 P.2d 987. 990 (Okla. 1995): see also Idaho Lumher. Inc. v. Buck. 109
Idaho 737. 744, 710 P.2d 647, 654 (CLApp.1985); .\farshall v. Bare. 107 Idaho 201, 205,
687 P .2d 591, 595 t Ct.App.1984).
The PlaintitTs' verified allegation that there was an express oral agreement between the
parties is inconsistent with the daim that a contract arose by reason of their conduct in sharing
expenses in the absence of an express oral agreement. Moreover, if there was an express oral
agreement, it precludes enforcement of an implied in fact contract.

III
PLAINTIFFS' CLAIMS ARE BARRED
A.

Any purported oral agreement is barred by tbe Statute of Frauds.

The Idaho Statute of Frauds provides:

9-505. CERTAIN AGREEMENTS TO BE IN WRITING
In the following cases the agreement is invalid, unless the same or some note or
memorandum thereof. be in writing and subscribed by the party charged. or by his agent.
Evidence. therefore, of the agreement cannot be received without the writing or
secondary evidence of its contents:
I. An agreement that by its terms is not to be perfonned within a year from the making
thereof....
4. An agreement for the leasing, for a longer period than one ( I ) year. or for the sale. of
real property, or of an interest therein, and such agreement. if made by an agent of the
party sought to be charged. is invalid. unless the authority of the agent be in writing,
subscribed by the party sought to be charged.
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The Pennit was issued to Ronald and Dorothy Arnold on Febmary 15, 1983 for a period
of ten years, ending on December 31, 1993. The Sniders allege that Arnolds agreed to hold title
to the Permit, the cabin and personal property for the mutual benefit of the Arnolds and the
Sniders during the initial ten-year term of the Permit, and thereafter, under subsequently issued
Permits up to the present date, a total of twenty seven (27) years. Sniders allege that this
agreement continues for the next eighteen (18) years, during the term of the current Permit issued
January 8, 2009 until it terminates on December 31,2028. The purported agreement is invalid as
violative of the Statute of Frauds because the agreement 'is not to be performed within a year
from the making

then~of.·

Even if the Plaintiffs characterize their voluntary contributions to cabin expenses as 'part
pertormance,' it does not take the purported implied in fact contract out of the operation of the
Statute of Frauds. As the Court declared in Burton v. Atomic Workers Federal Credit Union, 119
Idaho 17,20,803 P.2d 518 (1990)
Burton further argued to the trial court that the statute of frauds did not apply to this case
because Burton had partially performed the contract, i.e., she worked at the Credit Union.
However, in Allen v. Moyle. 84 Idaho 18,367 P.2d 579 (1961), we rejected this
argument.
[T]he equitable doctrine of part performance is not applicable to a contract ... within the
statute of frauds .... The mere part performance of such a contract does not take it out of
the operation of the statute or permit a recovery under the contract for any part of the
contract remaining executory .... [T]o hold that part performance is performance would be
a nullification of the statute. 84 Idaho at 23.367 P.2d at 582 (quoting 49 AM.JUR. § 497,
at 798): Frant: v. Parke. III Idaho 1005, 1009, 729 P.2d 1068. 1072 (1986); see also.
FARNSWORTH, CONTRACTS § 6.9. at 424 (1982).

B. The Application does not take the purported Trust out of the Statute of Frauds.
The Application is not a "note or memorandum" of an agreement to create an oral trust
under which Arnolds would hold title in their sole names for the mutual benefit of themselves
and the Sniders. In fact, the Application supports the opposite conclusion

that the parties

intended for the Pern1it to be issued with all of their names on it. Il' we assume arguendo that is
the case [as opposed to Arnold's contention that Sniders' names were added just as an
accommodation], the Application merely proves that Arnolds intended for Sniders to be named
on the Permit with them, not that they intended to create a trust for Sniders' benefit.
Sniders allege that the parties entered into the oral agreement to create a trust only after
the terms of the Application were rejected by the U.S. Forest Service. Therefore, the Application
could not be a 'note or memorandum' of the alleged trust agreement, because the parties could
not have had a trust agreement in contemplation until they were informed that the Forest Service
had rejected the Application to put all of their names on the Permit.
If the parties had agreed to set up the oral trust when the Application was submitted, the
Application would have only included the Arnold's names on it. The alleged oral agreement only
arose after the Application was rejected as to the Sniders. Therefore. the Application does not
constitute a 'note or memorandum' of the alleged trust agreement, and does not satisfy the
requirement of the Statute of Frauds. The alleged oral trust agreement, whether it is alleged to
have arisen by express agreement, or by the conduct of the parties, violates the Statute of Frauds
and is therefore invalid.

c.

PlaintiffJ' claims are barred by the Statute of Limitations.

The Court in Brasch v. Brasch. 55 Idaho 777, 784,47 P.2d 676 (1935) held that in the
case of an express trust, the four (4) year statute of limitations of Idaho Code §5-224 applies.
Further, in order to start the running of the limitations period, the trust must be terminated or
repudiated by the trustee. In the case of a resulting or constructive trust \vhich is originated not
by agreement, but by the wrongful conduct of a trustee, the statute is three (3) years under Idaho
Code §5-218 and runs from the date of its inception because that is when the fraud or conversion

was committed. An action for breach of an oral contract must be brought within four (4) years.
Idaho Code §5-217.
The statute of limitations for any claim raised by the Sniders began to run on February
15, 1983. On that date, when the Permit was originally issued to Ronald and Dorothy Arnold, the
Arnolds notified the Sniders that the U.S. Forest Service recognized only the Arnolds as the legal
o\mers of the Permit, and that if they intended to make a claim of co-ownership interest in the
Permit, cabin and other personal property, that they and the Arnolds had to sign a legal document
memorializing that interest. Sniders did nothing in response to the information in the Ranger's
Ictter or the issuance of the Permit in Arnolds' names alone. No document was ever prepared or
executed by the parties.
Assuming that the applicable limitations period is the four (4) year statute, it still ran out
on the Sniders' claims over twenty-three (23) years ago. That \vas the date on which the Sniders
knew that the Arnolds did not intend to sign a written agreement granting them co-ownership of
the Permit.
Even if we assume for arguments' sake that Sniders were blissfully unaware of the facts
for the past 27 years of Arnold's exclusive control and title to the Pennit and cabin, the Sniders
cannot deny that in July, 2005, they \vere again informed in no equivocal terms that the Arnolds
rejected their claims. Since the lawsuit \vas not tiled until November 27, 2009, four and a half
years later, Sniders' claims are time-barred.
The following series of events gave rise to the July, 2005 meeting. At some time prior to
June, 2005, Steven Snider informed Ronald Arnold that Snider met with Mark Bingman, a U.S.
Forest Service Ranger, and asked him questions about the ownership of the cabin and Permit.
Steven Snider advised Ronald Arnold that Bingman told him that the Forest Service had no

record in its tile of the cabin being transferred from Bette Arnold. Snider advised Ron Arnold
that he should ask Bette Arnold to provide a document that contirmed that the cabin had been
transferred with the Permit.
After talking with Steve Snider, Ron Arnold talked to Ranger Bingman and asked him if
they needed a statement from Betty in the Forest Service's Pernlit tile to clarify the Arnold's sole
ownership of the cabin. Bingman responded that, "It would be good if you had something."
Ranger Bingman then asked Ron the question, "Is there an o\mership dispute between you and
the SnidersT Ron answered that he didn't think so. In response to his conversation with Ranger
Bingman, Ron ArnolJ had Dorothy ask Bette Arnold to provide a statement clarifying her
transt~r

of the cabin and personal property with the Permit to the Arnolds in 1983.

On June 9,2005, Bette F. Arnold executed a written document that confirmed that she
had transferred the cabin and other personal property located on the premises to Ronald D.
Arnold. That bill of sale stated, "I, Bette F. Arnold, sign over and relinquish all ownership and
interest of all structures and buildings at 103 Paradise Valley Rd., lot #2, Warm Lake, Idaho. to
Ronald D. Arnold, who is legal lease holder of the property."
In July. 2005. within a couple of weeks after Bette Arnold signed the document regarding
transfer of the cabin and personal property to Ronald Arnold. Steve Snider called him and asked
if he had obtained a statement from Bette. In response. Ron Arnold met \vith Steve and Mary
Snider at their home. The next Jay he sent them a copy of Bette Arnold's signed statement. At
that meeting. Ronald Arnold reiterated to them that he and Dorothy Arnold were the sole owners
of the Pernlit. the cabin and the personal property. but notwithstanding Bette's statement, the
Arnolds intended to continue to give pernlission to Sniders to use the cabin.

Shortly after the meeting with Ronald Arnold, in or about July, 2005, Mary Snider
approached Bette F. Arnold and asked her to sign a document stating that Mary Snider had an
ownership interest in the Permit and cabin. Bette F. Arnold refused to sign the document because
she had previously transferred the o\\nership of the premises -- the Permit, cabin, and personal
property - solely to Ronald Arnold.
This lawsuit was commenced on November 27,2009, four (4) years and five (5) months
after Ron Arnold met with Sniders and gave them a copy of Bette Arnold's written statement.
Shortly thereafter, Bette Arnold declined to sign the ov.nership document proposed by Mary
Snider. The claims in this lawsuit are barred by the applicable Statutes of Limitation.
Dated: November 11. 20 I 0
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOtTRTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, husband and wife,

)
)

Case No. CV-2009-549C

)

Plaintiffs,

)
)

vs.
RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY
A. ARNOLD, husband and wife,

)
)
)
)

PLAINTIFFS' CLOSING
ARGUMENT

)
De~ndantL

)
)
)

RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY
A. ARNOLD, Husband and Wife,

)
)
)

CountercIaimants,

)

VL

)
)
)

STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, Husband and Wife,

)
)
)

Counterdefendants.

)
)

The Court has had the benefit of all the documents and arguments submitted as
part of the defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. and has reviewed the Pre-Trial
Memorandums submitted by the parties. Therefore. rather than rehearse all that
information. the plaintiffs ask the Court to consider the following highlights:
PLAINTIFFS' CLOSING ARGUMENT· I

P,M

Plaintiffs' Position and E\'idence:
The plaintitfs are simply asking that their one-half interest in the cabin be
recognized. They are not trying to cut the defendants' out of their share. The essence of
their claim is that after the death of his first wife, Doyle Arnold wanted to give his new
wife, Bette Arnold the cabin if she survived him, and if not, it would go to his children
equally, "share and share alike", as \\ias specifically expressed in his Last Will and
Testament.
At one time, he had apparently thought of transferring it to Ron, but thought better
of it and stated in a letter to the Forest Service (Plaintiffs Exhibit 2(h», that their plan
was to take care of it in their Wills. Bette made a Will with the same language as Doyle's,
proving that their intent was the same.
Bette did survive Doy Ie and the cabin became hers by the terms of that same Will.
Bette was not really interested in the cabin and therefore gave it to Ron and
Dorothy Arnold and Steve and Toni Snider, "just as their father had wanted."
The evidence submitted by the plaintiffs as to how this occurred was that Ron
obtained the necessary forms from the Forest Service to make the transfer. The parties
got together and signed the transfer forms. (Plaintiffs Exhibit 2(d».
Toni remembers that event occurring in Cascade at the Ranger Station, with all
parties present at the same time. Steve remembers it differently, with Bette having signed
first. probably at her home, followed by Ron, Dorothy, Steve and Toni all getting
together at the Arnolds' home to sign. This memory is consistent \\iith the Arnold's
memory for the most part.
Toni's apparently faulty memory as to the location is immaterial. as it did not
change the significance of \\ihat occurred. The parties did meet in the Cascade Ranger
Office on at least one occasion, so the picture in her mind had a valid basis.
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According to the language of Part I of the document. Bette stated that she had
conveyed all right. title and interest to the improvements and to the permit. Bette testified
that she didn't want the responsibility of it any more.
According to plaintiffs' recollection. the Sniders and Arnolds all signed and Ron
sent the application in to the Forest Service. The bottom of the form directed all
correspondence to be sent to Ron Arnold.
The ranger signed recommending approval on January 14. 1983.
On February 1.1983. the new permit was mailed to Ron.
On February 7. 1983. the Cascade Ranger sent a letter to Ron (Plaintiffs Exhibit
2(1)) explaining that the Forest Sen'ke policy had changed and the permit could not be
issued in the names of all the parties, but could only be issued in the names of a husband
and \vife.
When that letter was received, Ron called Toni and explained the situation
(without mentioning that it could be solved by the formation of a legal entity to hold
title). It was agreed that the permit could remain in the names of Ron and Dorothy, with
the understanding that it was being held for the Sniders as well.
Steve remembers a subsequent meeting at the Arnold's house, where that
understanding was contirmed.
(The Sniders did not actually see the pennit or the letters from the Forest Service
until 2009 when they obtained them under the Freedom of Infom1ation Act.)
There was discussion as to the possibility of drawing up some kind of \\Titten
memorandum among themselves to document the understanding. but nothing was done.
Steve wanted to do it. but didn't want to spend the money. and Toni thought it was
unnecessary. because she completely trusted Ron.
There was absolutely no discussion that to the effect that Ron and Dorothy were
to be the owners of the cabin. and that Toni and Steve could share the use.
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A few weeks later. Steve and Toni went to Bette's to thank her for signing over
the cabin. She confirmed that she had never considered it to be hers and that the transfer
was what Doyle wanted.
The subsequent course of conduct was completely in accord with joint ownership.
The annual expenses of ownership. including permit fee. insurance. taxes. and electricity
were shared 50-50. to the penny. Ron kept all the records, because all the permits,
insurance, taxes, etc were in his name. Arnolds \vould call the Sniders and let them know
their

halt~

and checks were sent to the Arnolds.

In addition, the \vork to maintain and improve the cabin, was shared, as were the
costs of the improvements. It is probably true that Ron and Dorothy did somewhat more
than Steve and Toni, because Steve was working for the BLM in the summers and was
not always available. Also, Ron enjoyed the work and his nature dictated that he do it his
way. according to his time schedule.
AI parties participated in the activities and work of the cabin owner's association,
and Steve and Toni both held offices over the years.
The use of the cabin was also shared equally, with both parties participating in all
the decisions.
Based on a conversation with the local ranger in 2005. the parties mistakenly
believed that they needed something more from Bette to transfer ownership of the
impro\'Cments (\'vhich had in fact already been transferred in 1983). Steve offered to go
talk to her. but Ron said he would do it. He drew up a "Bill of Sale" (Plaintiffs Exhibit
3). and took it to Bette for her signature. It confirms that the title was held by Ron, but
that the intention of Doyle Arnold \vas that the cabin be shared.
When Steve and Toni tirst saw the document 14 months later. on approximately
August 22.2006 (See Plaintiffs Exhibit 3(a». they were not concerned because they
interpreted the document as being consistent with joint ownership. notwithstanding that
the legal title was in Ron's name.
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In the past couple of years, the tone of the relationship hegan to change. Ron and
Dorothy were not forthcoming about expenses, and Toni had to ask repeatedly to find out
the Snider's share. The things she hought for the cabin were taken down. Communication
was poor.
Finally, she confronted Ron at a lunch meeting in July or August of 2009. For the
first time, Ron "dropped the bomb" by announcing that he and Dorothy considered the
cabin to be theirs and that Steve and Toni could continue to use it.
Steve and Toni subsequently \vent to Bette's house to get Doyle's Social Security
number, because Toni was researching his military record and needed it. At that time,
Bettc gave Toni Doyle's driver's license. (Plaintiffs Exhibit 9). At the same time, they
asked her about her intentions regarding the cabin. She stated that she had given it to both
of them, just as their father had wanted, and she didn't think what Ron was doing was
right.
Later, Toni took Bette to lunch along with her aunt Betty Jean Arnold. On the
way home, Toni broached the subject again, and Bette got angry. She said, "I signed the
cabin over to you kids, and that is the end of it."
When the Sniders asked the Arnolds to form an entity to own the cabin, and
Arnolds' refused. this litigation ensued.
Corroborating Witnesses:

Earlene Taylor, a cousin of both Ron and Toni. testitied that she had been at
Bette's home in February or March of 1983, shortly after Bette had signed the cabin over,
and heard Bette say that she had signed it over to Ron and Toni, just as their father had
wanted.
Frank Jardine. a friend of both families. testified that in the mid 1980's. while
working as an insurance agent. he had a conversation with Ron wherein Ron inquired
about obtaining insurance for the cabin. Frank's company would not insure jointly owned
properties. Based on his friendship with the parties, and upon having stayed at the cabin
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as a guest on many occasions, he knew that the cabin was jointly o\vned. When he
confronted Ron about that fact, Ron acknowledged the joint ownership.
Betty Jean Arnold, who is an aunt to both Ron and Toni, confinned Bette's
statement to Toni on the way home from their luncheon that the cabin had been signed
over to ''you kids".

Defendants' Position and E"idence:
The defendants maintain that from the very beginning, as early as December of
1982, Ron had spoken with Bette and had been told that she was giving the cabin just to
him.
According to Ron, he got the application form to transfer the permit from the
Forest Ranger. In the conversation, he let the ranger know the situation, i.e., that the
cabin would be his and Dorothy's, but that Toni and Steve would get to use it. He
claimed that he was already aware that the Forest Service policy would prohibit
ownership by Sniders and Arnolds jointly, but that they nevertheless planned to put
Sniders' names on the application to "keep peace in the family" and to make Toni feel
better. He testified that the ranger told him the addition of the Snider's names would be
"insignificant".
According to Ron, he then \vcnt to Bette's house with a transfer form with only
the top portion (Part I) tilled out. She signed and Ron signed (even though his name had
not yet becn typed in Part II). with the understanding that it \vould be filled out to retlect
only Ron and Dorothy as transferees.
Ron and Dorothy both testified that when they got together \\'ith Sniders to sign.
they made it clear that the cabin was to be owned by only Ron and Toni. with Sniders
being graciously allowed to use it.
When the form was sent to the Forest Service. it was with the certain knowledge
that the permit would come back only in the names of the Arnolds.
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They further testi lied that the subsequent course of conduct between the parties
was consistent with their sole ownership. as the Sniders were "allowed" to use the cabin
under the rules and conditions set by the Arnolds. and that their voluntary contributions
to the maintenance. improvements and expense. were not required or expected.

Corroborating Witnesses:
Arnolds called the current president of the cabin owners' association to conlirm
that ovmership of a cabin is not a prerequisite to membership.
Bette Arnold was also called as a witness. As might be expected from a lady of
her advanced age. she had no actual memory of the signing of the form to transfer the
cabin in 1983. She could not remember if it \vas in her home, or whether any other names
were on it at the time. She was quite sure that Doyle's intention was that it should go to
Ron and that she acted in accordance with his desires. She did, however. acknowledge
that she had made a Will identical to Doyle's Will.
She had no memory as to the circumstances of signing the "Bill of Sale" in 2005,
but agreed that it was her signature. She did not remember who prepared it.
She did not recall meeting with the Sniders at all in recent years, except to run
into Toni occasionally about town. and the lunch meeting in 2009. She \vas certain that
Steve and Toni had not come to her house in 2009 to get Doyle's Social Security number,
and that she gave it to Toni over the phone. When questioned about the driver's license.
howe\'er, she realized that they must have gotten it from her at her house.

Discussion:
The testimony presented to the Court was conflicting in many ways. with both
parties insisting that their version \\as the truth. In fact. however. only the Sniders'
version makes any sense.
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Their version is consistent with thc intcntions of Doyle and Bette Arnold as stated
in Doylc's letter of March 10. 1977 to Val Simpson (Plaintiffs Exhibit 2(h)), and in thcir
Wills.
Bettc's statcd intention that the cabin belong to both the Arnolds and Sniders is
also consistent with the memorics and testimony of Earlenc Taylor and Betty Jean
Arnold.
The testimony that the cabin was jointly owned is also consistent with the
testimony of Frank Jardine. who recalled a clear acknowledgment of that fact by Ron
Arnold.
Most importantly, the subsequent course of conduct by the parties is consistcnt
with joint O\vnership. Steve and Toni both testitied that they would never have
contributed the labor and money for improvements, repairs and personal property, would
not have done the things they did. and would never have paid half the expenses if they
did not believe they were joint O\\11ers. If they had known from the beginning that Ron
and Dorothy were claiming sale ownership, they would have had a confrontation back in
1983. No rational person would invest so much in a property that they only had the use

of.
Would they have served faithfully in the cabin owner's association, held oftices,
and worked on the community water system if they \vere merely guests?
The version of the facts presented by the Arnolds is frankly, unbelievable, and
nies in the face of the written documents.
The application for transfer signed in January of 1983 clearly specifics that the
Arnolds and Sniders \\'Cre all transferces. The Sniders' names are actually typed on the
lincs and the Arnolds' names arc typed ab(wc, negating the idea that the Snider's names
were added later.
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The notion that Ron knew in advance that the Forest Service would not accept
both names, and would consider the addition of the Sniders' names "insignificant", is
contrary to the written evidence.
Page two of the appl ication is signed by Charles Jones, recommending approval
of the application as submitted. Would he have done that if he knew in advance that the
application would be rejected'?
The letter of February 7, 1983 to Ron from Charles Jones is overwhelming proof
that none of the players knev.: in advance that the permit would not be issued in the names
of both families. It begins: "Dear Mr. Arnold: I have not been able to reach you by phone
so I thought I had better write to let you know why the permit only had your name on it."
Would he have \vritten such a letter if he had kno\\,TI in advance that the permit
would not be issued in both names'; Of course not.
Ron testified that he put Steve and Toni's names on the application "later" to try
to keep peace in the family and to make Toni feel better, because she insisted on having

her name on the application even though everyone knew in advance that it would be
rejected.
How \vould it have made her feel any better to have her name on the application
under those conditions?
Ron also testified that one of the reasons he put the Sniders' names on the
application was so the Forest Service would know who was using the cabin. IIowever. he
later admitted that the Forest Service does not care about the identity of guests.
If all the parties knew in advance that only the names of one family could be on a
permit. \vhy would they all agree to perform a meaningless gesture by submitting an
application with more names than would be accepted. why would the forest ranger
recommend approval. and why would the forest ranger feel the need later to explain why
it did not happen according to their expectations?
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Conclusion:

The Court is urged to find for the Sniders and declare them to be

joint owners of the permit and improvements.
Upon a tinding that plaintiffs are entitled to a one-half interest in the property. the
Court should invoke its equitable powers to create some type of entity suitable to the
parties to hold title for the mutual benefit of the parties and their heirs. or give the parties
a window of opportunity to create such an entity themselves.
In the alternative. the Court should order that the Special Use Permit and property
be sold at auction, and the proceeds be equally divided between plaintiffs and defendants.
Plaintiffs further request an award of their attorney' s fees and costs.

/Jj /!:!/

'
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Michael G. Pierce

Date

Attorney for Plaintiffs
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I

THE EVIDENCE DID NOT SUPPORT THE PLAINTIFFS' CLAIMS
Resolution of Contested Facts
These facts were established at trial.

1.

The Term Special Use Pern1it was held by Frances D. Arnold and Bette F.

Arnold, husband and wife prior to October 22, 1982, when Frances D. Arnold died.

Evidence:

2

Not disputed. Established by the testimony of all parties and Bette F. Arnold.
On Frances D. Arnold's death, ownership of the cabin and Term Special Use

Permit passed to Bette F. Arnold, his surviving spouse. Thereafter, until Febmary 15, 1983, Bette
F. Arnold was the sole holder of the Term Special Use Pern1it.

Evidence:

Not disputed. Established by the testimony of all parties and Bette F. Arnold, and

Exh. 1, ~ VII, Frances Doyle Arnold Will.
4.

On January 6, 1983, Bette F. Arnold signed a Request for Termination of the

special use permit previously issued to herself and Frances D. Arnold, and Application for
issuance of a new Term Special Use Permit for the premises to Ronald Arnold and Dorothy
Arnold.

Evidence:

The fact that Bette signed the Request for Termination was not disputed. Bette

Arnold testified that she intended to transfer the cabin and permit to Ron Arnold alone. Ron
Arnold and Dorothy Arnold also testified that this was Bette Arnold's intent.
5.

When Bette F. Arnold signed the Request for Termination of special use permit

and Application for issuance ofa new Term Special Use Permit, the names of the Plaintiffs,
Steven and Mary Snider, were not on the document.

Evidence:

Ron Arnold and Dorothy Arnold testified that when Bette Arnold signed the form,

Sniders' names were not typed on it and the Sniders had not signed it.
Bette Arnold testified that she signed the fonn in her home. She signed a notarized
statement in 2009 stating that the Sniders' names were not on the form when she signed it, Exh.
2015, and made that statement again in her January 6, 2010 Atlidavit at ~ 9. At trial, Bette could
not recall whether Sniders' names \vere on the form.

Mary Snider testitied in her Affidavit that Bette signed the form at the Ranger's Office in
Cascade, but admitted that her recall of the event was faulty, and that her husband, Steve Snider,
disputed her recollection of the event.
Steve Snider admitted that neither he nor his wife were present when Bette signed the
form, and therefore did not know whether their names were on the form when they signed it.
6.

The Arnolds added the Sniders' names to the Application after Bette Arnold

signed it, only as an accommodation and to keep peace in the family. Arnolds intended to allow
Sniders use of the cabin. The Sniders insisted that their names be added onto the application.
Arnolds had some apprehension in adding their names to the application, because Bette wanted
to transfer the cabin and permit to the Arnolds alone. But Arnolds agreed to add the Sniders
names to the application only after being assured by the Forest Service that the Arnolds' names
would be the only names on the permit and that adding the Sniders' names was "insigniticant."

Evidence:

Ron testified that when Bette told him that she was going to transfer the cabin and

permit to him, that he called Toni Snider and informed her of that fact. She insisted that their
names be added to the Application. Ron and Dorothy Arnold both testified that Ron talked to the
Ranger at the Forest Service several times before the Request for Termination and Application
for Special Use Permit was signed. Both Ron and Bette A.rnold testified that the Forest Service

existing policy was to issue Permits to only one person or couple. Ron confirmed this fact \vith
the Ranger by asking what efTect, if any, there would be by adding the Sniders' names to the
Application. He was told that adding their names would be "insignificant" and that the Pernlit
would be issued solely in the Arnolds' names. Dorothy Arnold testified that she and Ron argued
about whether to add Sniders' names to the Application because they knew it would not make
any difference and the Permit would be issued solely in the Arnolds' names. Ron decided to add
Sniders' names to the Application to '"keep peace in the family", with the knowledge that the
Permit would only be issued in Arnolds' names.
Ron and Dorothy Arnold both testi fied that they thought issuance of the Permit by the
Forest Service in their names alone would be determinative of title. The Arnolds both testitied
that since the cabin was not titled or transferred by a deed, that they believed the Permit was
equivalent to a legal title. That is also why Bette Arnold thOUght that the 2005 Bill of Sale was
unnecessary. Toni Snider agreed. She said that she told Ron at 1B's Restaurant in 2009 that the
2005 statement \vas meaningless because Bette had transferred her title in 1983.
Ron testified that he explained all of these facts to the Sniders at the Arnold's home
when they signed the application. Toni Snider and Steve Snider disagreed with each other as to
where, when and how their signing of the application took place.
7.

Prior to adding their names to the Application, Ron Arnold told the Sniders that

the Permit was going to be issued in the Arnolds' name alone and adding their names to the
application would not change that because the Forest Service said it was "insignificant." The
Sniders still insisted that their names be put on the application. Arnolds put the Sniders' names
on the application because they \vanted the Forest Service to know that they would be letting the
Sniders use the cabin.

Evidence:

Ron and Dorothy Arnold testified to these facts. Moreover. as Arnolds expected

and consistent vvith what they were told by the Forest Service. the Pennit was issued only in their
names notwithstanding the addition of Sniders' names to the Application.
8.

At the time she executed the Request for Tennination of the Special Use Pennit

and Application for issuance of a new Tenn Special Use Penn it, Bette F. Arnold intended to
convey her interest in the premises solely to her step-son. Ronald Arnold, without any legal
obligation to his sister Mary A. Snider. as to its use.

Evidence:

Bette Arnold was adamant in her testimony that she intended to transfer her

interest solely to Ron Arnold, and not to Toni Snider. She testified that her decision was not due
to the Forest Service policy of issuing pennits only to one person or couple. She said that even if
there was no such policy, she would not have given Toni Snider any ownership interest in the
cabin or Pennit. Bette testified that in two subsequent conversations, she told Toni that she gave
the property to Ron alone.
Sniders presented testimony from two relatives who were also their very close friends,
Betty Jean Arnold and Earlene Taylor. Toni asked Betty Jean to accompany her to lunch with
Bette F. Arnold in 2009. Betty Jean worked for Steve Snider for many years prior to her
retirement. She testified that Toni said something to Bette that made her mad, but she didn't hear
what it was, and Bette responded angrily to Toni's statement. Bette said she had already
transferred the cabin and refused to sign papers for Toni.
Earlene Taylor testified that she was very close friends with Toni Snider. She testified
that she recalled Bette making a statement to her in February or March, 1983. Bette denied
making the statement.

9.

When she relinquished her interest in the Tenn Special Use Pennit and authorized

the conveyance of her interest to Ronald Arnold, Bette F. Arnold intended that Ronald Arnold
would not have any legal obligation or requirement to share use of the premises with anyone. but
that the decision as to whether use would be shared. and if so. under what conditions, would be
entirely within Ronald Arnold's discretion and judgment.

Evidence:

Bette Arnold testified that she didn't impose any conditions or limitations on

Ron's use of the cabin, and that he could share it with Toni in his discretion.
Ron Arnold testified that no conditions or limitations were imposed on him by Bette
when she transferred her interest in the cabin and pennit to him.
10.

Ron Arnold did not inherit the Pern1it and cabin and personal property, but

acquired them from his step-mother, Bette F. Arnold. after Frances D. Arnold's death.

Evidence:

Bette F. Arnold's ownership of the cabin and Pennit was undisputed. Toni Snider

testified that Bette owned it and could do with it whatever she wanted.
Ron Arnold testified that Bette told him she wanted to give him the cabin and pennit. He
said that he asked her whether this was her intent and she repeated that it was. Bette testified that
she transferred this property without any coercion, duress, or pressure of any kind.
11.

The Forest Service mailed the Application for Special Use Pennit to the Arnolds

together with a cover letter and a partially completed fonn of Application as a work copy to
guide Arnolds in tilling out the fonn.

Evidence:

This fact was undisputed. See Exhibits 2000, 2001. and 2002. It was also

supported by the testimony of Ron and Dorothy Arnold. This fact severely undercut Toni
Snider's testimony that the parties went up to Cascade to complete and sign the Application.

12.

The Arnolds tilled out the Application for Special Use Pennit at their home on

their typev.Titer. None of the parties went to Cascade to the Ranger's otTice to till out and sign
the fonn.

Evidence:

In their opposition to Arnolds' motion for summary jUdgment, Sniders claimed

that the Application was prepared in the Ranger's otlice in Cascade. PI. Memo, p. II. In reply to
Sniders' summary judgment opposition and at trial, Arnolds introduced pages from Ron
Arnold's thesis, Exhibit 2016, which proved conclusively that the Application was typed on the
Arnolds' type\\Titer and not at the Ranger's office. Sniders did not respond to this evidence.
However, this may be the reason that at trial, Toni Snider admitted for the tirst time that she
could be mistaken about where the Application was signed. Her husband, Steve, testitied that
they disagreed on this issue from before the time their Complaint was tiled, although he chose to
remain silent in the face of her affidavit to the contrary, until he testified at trial.
13.

The Arnolds did not meet with the Sniders and Bette F. Arnold at the Forest

Service office in Cascade on January 6, 1983 or any other time to sign a Special Use Pennit
Application. They have never even been in the Forest Service office at the same time as Bette.
They have never met the Sniders at the Forest Service otTice for any sort of meeting involving
the appl ication for a Special Use Pennit.

Evidence:

Ron Arnold, Dorothy Arnold and Bette F. Arnold testitied to these facts. Steve

Snider also testified that he and Toni Snider signed the Application at the Arnold's home,
contrary to his wife's testimony. He also testified that Bette's signature was on the fonn when
they signed it. Also see #'s 11 and 12 above.
14.

The U.S. Forest Service issued the Tenn Speciall!se Pern1it solely to Ronald

Arnold and Dorothy Arnold on or about February 7, 1983. which was accepted by Ronald and

...

Dorothy Arnold on February 9, 1983, and approved by the U.S. Forest Service on February 15,
1983.

Evidence:

This fact was undisputed. It was consistent with Ron and Dorothy Arnold's

testimony that Ron was informed by the Ranger that adding Sniders' names to the Application
would be "insignificant" and that the Permit would be issued only in their names.
15.

When he received the February 7,1983 letter from District Ranger Charles G.

Jones and the Permit issued in the names of Ronald Arnold and Dorothy Arnold, Ronald Arnold
informed Steven and Mary Snider. He did not have any discussion with the Sniders about
creating a legal document as suggested by the Ranger. nor have the Arnolds ever had such a
conversation since then. The Sniders did not ask Ron Arnold to draft up any document.
However, when he met with the Sniders, he told them that, even though the Arnolds were the
sole owners of the Permit and cabin, that they would give the Sniders permission to continue to
use the cabin.

Evidence:

Ron and Dorothy Arnold both testified to these facts. The Sniders disputed their

testimony. It is undisputed that there was a phone call, but Arnolds deny that any agreement was
proposed or entered into. The issue must be resolved in favor of the Arnolds because Sniders'
bear the burden of proving these facts by clear, cogent and convincing evidence, and their
testimony was contradictory and improbable.
Toni Snider testified that Ron called her on the phone after the permit was issued to them,
but she claimed he didn't tell her the permit had already been issued. In his direct examination
testimony, Steve Snider contradicted his wife's testimony. First, Steve claimed that he was
present when Ron made the agreement. Second, he said Ron told them that the permit had been
issued in the Arnolds' names alone. On cross-examination, \I,'hen confronted with the fact that his

wi fe had testified that no one else was present when the phone call occurred. Steve amended his
story and stated that Ron repeated his agreement at a subsequent meeting at the Arnolds' home.
Toni Snider did not testify that any later meeting occurred at the Arnolds' home, and did not
testify that Ron ever repeated his alleged agreement.
Steve Snider's trial testimony was the first and only time that a claim of an additional
meeting in person at the Arnolds' home was made. It was not included in Toni Snider's affidavit
in opposition to the Arnolds' summary judgment motion, or her trial testimony, and Steve Snider
didn't file an affidavit in opposition to the summaI)' judgment motion. In addition. he testified
improbably that at this alleged meeting, they didn't ask to see the Permit or the Ranger's letter,
and were not shown either, even though these documents formed the basis of the entire
discussion.
16.

Ronald Arnold and Dorothy Arnold did not enter into any agreement with the

Steven J. Snider and Mary A. Snider hold the Permit for their mutual benefit or to create a trust.

Evidence:

See #'s, 6, 7, and 15 above. In addition, the February 7, 1983 letter, Exhibit 2005,

clearly stated that if it was Arnold's intent to share ownership with Sniders, they could draft a
legal document for that purpose. The fact that Arnolds and Sniders did not do so is material
evidence that Arnolds didn't have any intention of sharing O\vnership. and that there was no
agreement.
Frank Jardine testitied for the Sniders that in the mid-1980's he talked to Ron about
insuring the cabin. He said Ron told him that Sniders were co-owners of the cabin. Ron denied
ever making that statement. The Arnolds insured the cabin under their own names from 1983 to
the present. Exh. 2083. Sniders have never been listed on the insurance policy. and have never
asked Arnolds to be added to the policy. \1r. Jardine was not an impartial witness. He admitted

that he was "very close to Steve and Toni" since 1965. lIe knew Steve from Wells. Nevada and
college. He considered them "very dear friends." Mr. Jardine hunted and fished with Steve, and
stayed several times as their guest at the cabin. On the other hand. his relationship with Ron
Arnold \vas solely business.
17.

Ronald Arnold and Dorothy Arnold have continuously held the Term Special Use

Permit for the premises from February 15, 1983 to the present date. and are the current holders of
the Term SpeciallTse Permit for the premises issued by the U.S. Forest Service, expiring
December 31. 2028."

Evidence:
18.

This fact was undisputed.
Ronald Arnold and Dorothy Arnold have never executed any legal document that

purported to grant to or memorialized in the Plaintitfs any common ownership interest in the
premises. The Plaintitfs have never, prior to the institution of this lawsuit. asked Ronald and
Dorothy Arnold to execute any legal document granting to or memorializing such an interest in
the Plaintiffs.

Evidence:
19.

This fact was undisputed.
At various times from February 15. 1983 to the present date, Ronald and Dorothy

Arnold have given the Sniders permission to use the premises. The Arnolds have set the times
and conditions of the Sniders' use. The Sniders have always used the cabin in accordance with
the schedule and conditions imposed by the Arnolds.

Evidence:

Arnolds testified to these facts. Sniders admitted that they have had equal use of

the cabin for the past 27 years. They claimed that their use was not based on permission, but a
matter of right based on their ownership claim.

20.

Since 1983 and up to the present date, Amolds have allowed Sniders to usc the

cabin approximately twelve weeks every year, without charging rent. The reasonable rental value
of that use is at least $50/day, for a yearly total of $4,200.
Sniders admitted that they have used the cabin approximately 12 weeks a year for

Evidence:

the past 27 years, and admitted that. at a minimum, the daily rental for the property would have
been at least $SOlday, for a yearly total of $4,200, and total for the 27 years of $113,400.
21.

Sniders have voluntarily contributed to payment of some of the maintenance

expenses of the cabin, although the Amolds have never required such payments as a condition to
granting them pennission to use the premises on occasion ..

Evidence:

Amolds testified that they didn't ask Sniders to reimburse any cabin expenses,

because Sniders were not part o\vners of the property. They accepted Sniders' voluntary
contributions because Toni Snider insisted on making them, and Amolds did not think it was
unreasonable in light of Sniders use of the cabin. Sniders presented evidence of contributions
totaling $4,437.09. Exh. 2080. Toni Snider testified that Amolds asked them to contribute "their

Yz" of the cabin expenses. Her testimony is suspect because Sniders' total contributions were
Ih

only 1/S of the cabin expenses (Exh. 2080, $20,424.S2) during the period for which Sniders
presented evidence of any contributions, and I 18 1h of the total expenses incurred by the Amolds
since they acquired the cabin. (Exh. 2077, $3S,616.(6). IfAmolds really believed Sniders owned
a

1/2

interest in the cabin. and really asked them to contribute "their

~/2

of the cabin expenses," the

amount that Sniders contributed \vould be much higher. The lower number only makes sense if
Amolds didn '( think that Sniders claimed to be part owners of the cabin, but \vere merely
contributing something to defray expenses because they had substantial use of the cabin .
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22.

Arnolds have documented cabin expenses from 1983 to the present date totaling

$35,100.65. Sniders have documented contributions to those cabin expenses from 1983 to the
present date totaling only $4,437.09. Arnolds did most of the work on cabin improvement
projects, including the permit process, preparation of project plans, purchase of materials, and
labor for the new root: shed construction, porch addition, electrical work, new flooring, and
outhouse construction.

Evidence:
23.

See #21 above, and testimony of Ron Arnold, and Exhibits 2019 - 20740
At some time prior to June, 2005, Steven Snider informed Ronald Arnold that

Sniders met with Mark Bingman, a U.S. Forest Service Ranger and asked him questions about
the ownership of the cabin and Permit. Steven Snider advised Ronald Arnold that Bingman told
him that the Forest Service had no record in its tile of the cabin being transferred from Bette
Arnold. Steven Snider advised Ronald Arnold that he should ask Bette Arnold to provide a
document that confirmed that the cabin had been transferred with the Permit.

Evidence:

This was undisputed.

24. Following that conversation with Steven Snider, Ronald O. Arnold met with Ranger
Bingman. He said it would be a good idea to have something in the tile that showed that Bette
Arnold was no longer the O\\l1er of the cabin.

Evidence:

This was undisputed. Toni Snider testified that the Ranger subsequently informed

them that the document was unnecessary because the 1983 Permit alone \vas sufficient record of
the transfer of title.
25.

Following his conversation with Steven Snider and Ranger Bingman, Ronald

Arnold asked Bette Arnold to provide a document memorializing the transfer of the cabin and
personal property. On June 9, 2005, Bette F. Arnold executed a written document that confirmed

the transfer of the cabin and other personal property located on the premises to Ronald D.
Arnold. That document stated, "I, Bette F. Arnold. sign over ,md relinquish all ownership and
interest of all structures and buildings at 103 Paradise Valley Rd .. lot #2, Wann Lake, Idaho. to
Ronald D. Arnold, who is legal lease holder of the property."

Evidence:

This was undisputed. Ron Arnold and Bette F. Arnold testitied to these facts, and

the document was admitted, Exh. 2014.
26.

In July, 2005, within a couple of weeks after Bette Arnold signed the document

regarding transfer of the cabin and personal property to Ronald Arnold, Steven Snider called and
asked Ron Arnold ifhe had obtained a document from Bette. Ron ackno\vledged that he Bette
had signed a document. Shortly thereafter, Ron met with Steven and Mary Snider at their home.
A day later, he sent them a copy of Bette Arnold's signed statement. At that meeting, Ron
Arnold reiterated to Steven and Mary Snider that he and Dorothy Arnold were the sole owners of
the Penn it, the cabin and the personal property, and that Bette's statement did not alter the
Arnold's intention to continue to give pennission to Sniders to use the cabin.

Evidence:

The parties agreed that there was a July 2005 meeting at Sniders' home to discuss

Bette Arnold's signed statement. Ron Arnold testified that he mailed the statement to Sniders the
next day. They claim that it was mailed a year later. They presented an envelope in which they
claim the document \vas mailed. It is highly questionable that Sniders would wait for a year to
see this document after being infonned of its contents by Ron Arnold. Toni Snider first testified
that it was no concern to her, but then admitted that she met with Bette F. Arnold twice to get her
to sign a new statement recanting the 2005 "bill of sale." Toni's friend and cousin, Betty Jean
Arnold. testified that when Bette refused her in October. 2009, that Toni was visibly upset.

27.

Later in July, 2005, after the meeting with Ronald Arnold, Mary Snider

approached Bette F. Arnold and asked her to sign a second statement stating that Mary Snider
had an oWl1ership interest in the Permit and cabin as well. Bette F. Arnold refused to sign the
document.

Evidence:

Bette Arnold testitied that Toni asked her to sign a statement, but couldn't recall

when the Sniders came to her home. Sniders testified that it was in 2009.
28.

The document executed by Bette F. Arnold on June 9,2005 included certain

precatory language that follo\ved the statement set out above. It stated, "This transfer is in
agreement with the intentions of my late husband. Francis Doyle Arnold. Further. his intent was
that the cabin and property be shared with Mary A. Snider (sister of Ronald D. Arnold.) That
precatory language does not impose any legal obligation on Ronald and Dorothy Arnold. When
Bette Arnold transferred her interest in the Pernlit, cabin and property to Ron Arnold. she did not
impose any legal obligation or requirement that he share the use of the Permit, cabin and
property with the Sniders.

Evidence:

Bette Arnold testified that she didn't impose any conditions or obligations on Ron

to share the cabin with Toni, and she didn't grant Toni any o\vl1ership interest in it. She testified
that she understood the language "cabin and property be shared" to mean "use" and not
··ownership." Ron Arnold drafted the document, Exh. 2014, and he testified that these words
referred to use only.
Toni Snider testified that she didn't believe that this document had any legal effect
because Bette had transferred her entire interest in the cabin and property in 1983, and that fact
\\'as contirmed to her later by the Ranger.

n
SNIDERS DID NOT CARRY THEIR EVIDENTIARY BURDEN
TO ESTABLISH AN AGREEMENT TO CREATE A TRUST
A. Sniden' testimony wu not credible.

On direct examination, Plaintiff Toni Snider admitted that her recoIlection of the
preparation and signing of the Application at the Cascade Ranger station was faulty. and that her
husband disagreed with her on the facts. This disagreement was not disclosed in the Affidavit she
tiled in opposition to Arnolds' Summary Judgment motion. Steve Snider testified that he
disagreed with Toni about where the parties signed the application from before the Complaint
was tiled, but kept silent. even in the face of his wife's misleading Atlidavit. It appears that the
Sniders created this alleged "disagreement" because Toni's story was entirely discredited by the
evidence presented in reply to her Affidavit. It was painfuIly obvious that the Application forms
were mailed to the Arnolds' home, and typed on the Arnolds' typewriter.
Toni Snider also admitted that she resigned from her teaching position at the Kuna
School District because she was accused of taking money from school district vault, and people
at the school distrusted her.
There were other inconsistencies in the Sniders' testimony. In her Affidavit and at trial,
Toni Snider testitied that Ron Arnold proposed an agreement in a phone call to her at which no
one else \vas present. In her testimony, Toni Snider did not mention any meeting at Arnold's
home, and said that Ron did not teIl her that the permit had already been issued. Steve Snider
contradicted his wife's testimony on several points when, on direct examination, he testitied that
he was present when Ron Arnold proposed the agreement to Toni. that Ron told them that the
permit had already been issued in the Arnolds' names. and told Sniders they could have a lawyer
draft up a document that he would sign. When confronted on cross examination with the fact

, ,..

that this testimony contradicted his wife's story, Steve Snider amended his testimony to assert
that these events occurred at a meeting at the Arnold's home. This was the tirst and only time
that claim was made.
Sniders' testimony about the reason for the purported agreement was also at odds with
the facts. They claimed that the Permit was not issued in the names of both families because the
Forest Service had initiated a new policy that limited issuance of a Permit to one person or
couple, and that the 217 / 1983 letter (Exh. 2005) supported this claim. But Bette Arnold testitied
that the limitation to one person or couple was an existing policy that she was informed of by her
husband Frances Doyle Arnold. Sniders' counsel then attempted to dicit testimony from Mrs.
Arnold that her decision to transfer the cabin and permit to Ron Arnold alone was based on that
existing policy. Bette responded that even if more than one person or couple could have been on
the pennit, she still would not have transferred any interest to Toni Snider. The Ranger's letter
referenced the prior "policy concerning having more than one person on a permit."
The Sniders testitied that the reason they didn't put the agreement in writing was that
they trusted Ron. That testimony was not credible because, they admitted going to the Forest
Service several times to see if they could get their names on the lease so there would be
something in writing showing their ownership interest. Moreover, they went to the Forest
Service even though it would have been much easier to simply ask Ron to sign a statement, if
there was any truth to Sniders' claim that Ron had otTered to do that. Toni Snider testified that
she didn't ask Ron to sign a statement because she thought he would get angry. That is simply
not a reasonable explanation if Ron had previously extended the offer. Nor does it make sense
that Sniders didn't ask to see the Permit or the Ranger's letter given the fact that these documents

were the cause of their concern and subject of their purported conversations with the Arnolds,
including according to Steve Snider, a meeting at the Arnolds' home.
Steve Snider's credibility was also called into question when he exaggerated his work on
the cabin to bolster their claims. He testified that he did all of the work on replacement of the
roof, because Ron couldn't get up on the roof due to back problems. Arnolds then produced a
photograph of Ron on the roof (Exhibit 2085) taken by Dorothy Arnold while Ron was
completing the new roof construction without Sniders' assistance. Dorothy and Ron Arnold
testified that Steve Snider was not even present when they replaced the roof with the help of BiB
Howell.
Steve Snider also claimed to have purchased a water heater for the cabin. But Arnolds
produced a receipt showing that the water heater actually came from their home. (Exh. 2048A,
p.2) Although he claimed to have shared expenses for materials for cabin repairs, Steve Snider
couldn't even estimate the total of those expenses. Ron Arnold testified that in total they were no
more than $1,700, making Sniders' contributions about $850 total.

B. Sniden' did not prove their claims with clear, cogent and convincing evidence.
In Erh v. Kohnke. 121 Idaho 328, 824 P.2d 903 (Idaho App.1992), the Court noted that a
resulting trust arises only where the parties intent to create a trust may be reasonably presumed. The
Sniders' burden of proof is a heavy one. In Erh v. Kohnke. supra. at 336. the Court noted:
..... the rule that "[t]here must be clear, cogent, convincing evidence to give rise to a
resulting or constructive trust." Mollendorfv. Derry, 95 Idaho 1,5,501 P.2d 199,203
(1972) {citing Shurrum v. Watts. supra)."
There was clear direct evidence that neither Bette F. Arnold nor Ron Arnold had any
intention of transferring a part ownership interest in the cabin and permit to Toni Snider, or

holding it in trust for her benetit. Toni Snider admitted that Bctte owned the cabin and permit
and had the right to transfer it to whoever she wanted.
Sniders' testimony in response was conflicting, improbable, and unsupported with any
corroborating evidence. Bette Snider testified that Sniders' names were not on the Application
when she signed it. Steve Snider admitted that they weren't present when Bette signed the form
and therefore couldn't know whether their names were on the form or not. Ron Arnold explained
that he only added Sniders' names as an accommodation with the knowledge that it was
. insignificant' and would not result in their names being added to the Permit.
In fact, it is proof that there was no such agreement. The Arnolds added Sniders' names
to the Application as a gesture of good faith. If Arnolds had originally intended to take title to the
Permit solely in their own names, but hold it in trust for the benefit of themselves and the
Sniders, the Permit Application would not have named the Sniders at all, but only the Arnolds.
The Sniders' claim that Ron Arnold agreed to hold the property in trust for their benefit is
based entirely on the purported conversation between Ron Arnold and Mary Snider that occurred
during a phone call after the permit was issued. Ron Arnold denies that he entered into any oral
agreement. The Sniders' testimony about the purported agreement is contlicting, with Toni
Snider stating that it occurred during the phone call, and Steve Snider testifYing that there was a
later in person meeting at Arnold's home.
The content of the Ranger's letter and Sniders' response to the letter does not support the
Sniders' trust claim either. The letter stated that if they wanted to have multiple owners of the
Permit and cabin they should create a legal document. Sniders knew that the Permit had been
issued solely in the Arnolds' names. Sniders' knev, the Ranger wrote a letter about it. But

.0

Sniders never pursued the creation or execution of such a document and none was ever signed.
Sniders didn't even ask to see a copy of the Permit of the letter.
The issue is what the Arnold's intended to do with the property in 1983. The Arnolds
knew the content of the Ranger's letter. It clearly directed them to draft a legal document if they
intended to hold the property jointly with the Sniders. But Arnolds didn't draft any document
because they did not have any intent to give Sniders an ovmership interest in the property.
The only other evidence Sniders assert in support of their trust claim is the fact that
Arnolds have allowed them to use the cabin and their contribution to reimbursement of cabin
expenses. But Arnolds have never said that they wouldn't let Sniders use the cabin. In fact, Ron
told Toni he \vanted them to use the cabin. But he also told her that Bette wanted to give
ownership to the Arnolds alone, and that they were the sole O\\'l1ers of the cabin. As for
reimbursement of expenses, although Sniders claim that they are

~

owners and that Arnolds

demanded that they pay their share of cabin expenses, the evidence shows that Sniders
contributed less than an \18 th of the total cabin expenses, (or 1I5 th of the expenses over the II
year period for which Sniders have any evidence of contributions), although they used the cabin
for 12 weeks a year, liz of the available time, for the past 27 years. Arnolds never demanded that
Sniders contribute at all to cabin expenses, and although they accepted voluntary contributions
from Sniders for a small portion of their expenses. there was no proof that Arnolds even told
Sniders what a

~'2

share of the expenses was, or that Sniders ever paid that sum.

Sniders claimed that they would not have made these contributions if they didn't believe
they were part o\mers of the cabin. That testimony is not credible. To put it in perspective,
Sniders contributed $4,437 towards cabin expenses and $850 for materials purchased for cabin

."

improvements, a total of $5,287 over a period of 27 years, or $195.8 I/year. They used the cabin
for 12 weeks a year.
But the issue is not whether Sniders would have made these contributions. Even if
Sniders made these payments only because they thought they were part owners of the property,
the material issue is whether Arnold's accepted those payments with the knov.ledge that Sniders
were making them only because they thought they were part O\mers of the cabin. If Arnolds
accepted these contributions \',:ith the belief that Sniders were merely contributing to expenses
because they were using the cabin 12 weeks a year. then Sniders' intent in making the payments
is immaterial.
Arnolds denied that Sniders ever made an ownership claim. and the documentary
evidence supports that testimony. If Arnolds knew of Sniders' claim when the payments were
made, and acquiesced in that claim, Arnolds would have required Sniders to contribute their
actualY2 share of the expenses. If Arnolds knew ofSniders' claim when the payments were
made, and disputed that claim, Arnolds would have refused to accept any payments from
Sniders. But Arnolds did not know ofSniders' claim. so they never advised Sniders of the actual
total cabin expenses, and they accepted amounts from Sniders that were substantially less than l;2
of the actual expenses, precisely because Arnolds viewed them as voluntary contributions. When
Sniders asserted their ownership claim for the tirst time in 2009, Arnolds refused to accept any
further contributions. Arnolds returned both payments made in 2009 and 20 I O.
Arnolds actions in allowing Sniders to use the cabin, and in accepting voluntary
contributions from Sniders, is consistent with the position they have taken since 1983 that they
were willing to allow Sniders to use the cabin. h is not evidence of o\\nership. Even if Sniders'
testimony on this issue were credible. the evidence is equivocal because the Arnolds' explanation

is also highly plausible. Permissive use of the cabin or acceptance of voluntary contributions to
reimburse cabin expenses is not 'clear, cogent, convincing evidence' of the existence of an
express trust agreement to grant ownership.
As the Court noted in Bliss v. Bliss. 20 Idaho 467. 119 P. 451 (1911). "The proof of
intention to establish the trust must be unequivocal." The clear and convincing evidence
standard required to establish the existence of such a trust is the same standard required to prove
a claim of fraud. In Matthews v, Boise City National Bank. 40 Idaho 437,233 P. 998 (1925). the
Court declared that equivocal evidence is not sufficient to carry that heavy burden.
"Slight circumstances or circumstances of an equivocal tendency. or circumstances of
mere suspicion, leading to no certain results, are not sufficient to establish fraud. They
must not be, when taken together and aggregated, consistent with an honest intent. If they
are, the proof of fraud is wanting." (Foster v, }leAlester. 114 F. 145, 52 C. C. A. 107;
Citizens' Bank v. Wi(jimg. 66 W.Va. 470, 66 S.W. 636; Tischler v. Rahim-ion. 79 Fla. 638,
84 So. 914.)

B. There was no evidence to support a constructive trust in favor of the Sniders.
Sniders have argued that the Court should impose a constructive or resulting trust if their
claim for an express trust tails. It should be noted that to support this alternative claim, Sniders had
to present clear and convincing evidence of fraudulent or inequitable conduct by Arnolds. Sniders
did not do so.
As the Supreme Court noted in Erb v. Kohnke. supra, at 336, wTongful conduct by the
Defendant must be present in order to apply the constructive trust doctrine.
"A constructive trust arises vvhere legal title to property has been obtained through actual
fraud, misrepresentations, concealments, taking advantage of one's necessities, or under
circumstances otherwise rendering it unconscionable for the holder of legal title to retain
beneticial interest in the property. Davenport v. Burke, 30 Idaho 599, 167 P. 481 (1917).
III Idaho at 168. 722 P.2d at 477."
There is no evidence of any fraudulent or inequitable conduct by Arnolds in this case.
They acquired title to the cabin and permit from Bette F. Arnold, the rightful owner of the

property. Sniders first claimed that Bette intended to transfer title to Arnolds and Sniders jointly.
But the evidence showed that Bette freely, willfully and voluntarily transferred it to the Arnolds
alone. She intended to transfer title solely to the Arnolds. She did not intend to transfer any part
of the property to Sniders. She had a legal right to do that. The pennit was issued to the Arnolds
as Bette F. Arnold intended.
The Arnolds had a right to retain title to the Pennit and had no legal obligation to share
ov.nership or use of the cabin with the Sniders. Although Sniders introduced the Will of Frances
Doyle Arnold to bolster their argument that Bette's transfer of the property to the Arnolds alone
\vas unfair to Toni Snider, the Court does not have the right or power to disregard the legal
authority of the rightful owner of property to convey it, or the rights of the recipient of the
property to acquire and possess it.
Article I of the Idaho Constitution provides:
SECTION l.INALIENABLE RIGHTS OF MAN. All men are by nature free and equal,
and have certain inalienable rights, anlOng which are enjoying and defending life and
liberty; acquiring, possessing and protecting property; pursuing happiness and
securing safety.
The Last Wi 11 of Frances Doyle Arnold dictated that title to the property pass to Bette F.
Arnold. It did. Bette then had a legal right to dispose of it. She did. Equity does not authorize the
Court to disregard her legal right to transfer her property. As the Court noted in Losee v. Idaho

Company. 148 Idaho 219, 220 P.3d. 575, 579 (2009):
..... courts do not possess the roving power to re\Hite contracts in order to make them
more equitable. Bakker v, 711UnderSpring-Wareham. LLC 141 Idaho 185, 191,108 P,3d
332,338 (2005)."
Sniders claim that Ron Arnold told them he would hold title for their mutual benefit. As
we have noted above, the evidence doesn't support Sniders' oral agreement claim. Moreover, if
that is the alleged misrepresentation that Sniders' claim is the basis for imposition of a

constructive or resulting trust. they were required prove it by clear and convincing evidence.
They have not sustained that burden.
Arnolds did not engage in any wrongful or unconscionable conduct in acquiring the cabin
or Penn it from Bette F. Arnold. Nor did they engage in any wTongful or unconscionable conduct
in holding title to the cabin and pennit over the past 27 years. In fact, the evidence proves just
the opposite. Although Arnolds had no obligation to share ovvnership of the cabin and Permit
with Mary Snider. they allowed Sniders use of the cabin for Y2 of the available time, vvithout
requiring that Sniders contribute

1/2

of the cabin expenses. Arnolds accepted voluntary

contributions from Sniders, but the amount of those contributions was far less than

~/2

of the

cabin expenses.
Under the terms of the initial Special Use Pennit, no restrictions were imposed on
Arnolds with regard to allowing guests to use the premises. (Exhibit 2003) Under the 1989
Penn it, Arnolds were allowed to let guests use the premises. (Exh. 2009, p.2, Art. I.C.) The 2009
Pennit changed the use restriction from "guests" to "non-paying guests." (Exh. 2012, p. 1, Art.

I.C.) Arnolds treated Sniders as their guests. They didn't rent or sublet the premises to them.
There was no testimony by either Sniders or Arnolds that their contributions to cabin expenses
were "renC or that the Sniders were subtenants. Additionally, Arnolds did not accept any
payments from Sniders after 2008. So, Arnolds did not violate the 2009 Penn it restriction.

C.

There was no evidence of unjust enrichment.

There vvas no evidence that Arnolds were unjustly enriched by accepting Sniders'
contributions to reimburse some of their cabin expenses. Sniders contributed only a small
amount compared to the actual expenses tor the cabin, but received the substantial benefit of use
of the cahin for the past 27 years. Toni Snider admitted that the value of that use ($113,400)

exceeded the amounts contributed ($4437) by at least 25 times. The Sniders presented no
evidence apart from Steve Snider's testimony that he did much work on cabin projects. In fact,
Arnolds presented the only documentary evidence to show that they did most of the work on the
cabin. including project plans, permits. and receipts for materials. Sniders did not present any
evidence that the work that he did on the cabin increased its value or conferred a benefit upon the
Arnolds disproportionate to the value of the Sniders' use of the cabin over the past 27 years.

D.

Incorporation of other defenses and claims.

In their Pre-Trial memorandum, Memorandum in Support of Defendants' ivlotion for
Summary Judgment, and Reply Memorandum, Defendants presented law and argument on all of
the issues discussed above as well as (1) the defense oflack of certainty as to the terms of the
purported trust agreement, (2) that the Plaintiffs' claims are barred by the Statute of Frauds, and
(3) that the Plaintiffs' claims are barred by the Statute of Limitations. Defendants incorporate

herein the law and argument cited in these other Memoranda on all of these issues.
Dated: December 1, 2010

TROUPIS LAW OFFICE, P.A.

~1)/)
Christ T. Troupi~~
Attorney for Defendants
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copy of Defendants/Counterclaimants Post Trial Memoranda by U.S. Mail, first class postage
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Michael G. Pierce
Attorney At Law
P.O. Box 1019
Cascade, Idaho 83611
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This matter came on before the Court for trial on November 22 nd and 23 rd , 2010.
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The Court allowed the parties to submit proposed trial memorandums on or before
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December 2,2010. The Court took the matter under advisement.
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This litigation concerns both parties seeking a declaration from this Court as to
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the respective ownership interests in a cabin that is located upon federal land.
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Initially, a Complaint was filed on November 27, 2009, with the Plaintiffs seeking
a declaration from this Court that, a resulting trust and a constructive trust, that the
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Plaintiffs are entitled to a one-half interest in the property that is the subject matter of
2

this dispute.

3

On December 31, 2009, the Court received a Notice of Removal from the

4

Defendants to Federal Court. The Court then received a Memorandum Decision and

5

Order from the Honorable Candy W. Dale, Chief United States Magistrate Judge, dated

6

May 19, 2010, that the matter would be remanded to the District Court of the Fourth

7

8

Judicial District for determination of these issues.
The Defendants, Ronald D. Arnold and Dorothy Arnold, then filed an Answer,

9

Affirmative Defense and Counterclaim on May 27, 2010.

In their counterclaim, the

10

Arnolds requested declaratory relief asking the Court to declare Ronald Arnold and
11

12
13

Dorothy Arnold as the sole owners of the cabin and other personal property situated on
the premises covered by the Special Use Permit.

14

On August 18, 2010, Plaintiffs sought a motion for summary judgment and the

15

Court issued a Memorandum Decision on November 4, 2010, finding that there were

16

material and sUbstantial issues of fact as to the Defendants' assertion that this action

17

was barred by the Statute of Limitations and by the Statute of Frauds.

18

FINDINGS OF FACT

19

The following facts are not in dispute. The subject of this dispute is a cabin,
20

together with a storage shed, outhouse, septic system and other related improvements
21
22

23

situated on .05 acres of land owned by the United States Department of Agriculture,
described as Lot 2 of Paradise Valley Tract, Valley County, Idaho. The Department of

24

Agriculture has a permit system wherein they retain fee simple title to the land with the

25

permit holder having the right to construct a residence upon the property with the permit

26
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holder owning the personal property.
2

In 1957, Francis Doyle Arnold originally obtained a Special Use Permit from the

3

Forest Service to occupy this parcel of land and to construct improvements on the land.

4

He subsequently constructed a cabin which was used by the family.

5

Arnold died on October 24, 1982.

6
7

8

Francis Doyle

The Plaintiff, Mary A. Snider (aka Toni Snider) and the Defendant Ronald D.
Arnold (aka Ron Arnold), are brother and sister, and are the children of Francis Doyle
Arnold. At the time of Francis Doyle Arnold's death in 1982, he was married to Bette

9

Marie Arnold, who was the step-mother of both Toni Snider and Ron Arnold. Steven
10

Snider is the husband of Toni Snider and Dorothy Arnold is the wife of Ron Arnold.
11
12

Prior to Francis Doyle Arnold's death, both he and Bette Arnold had executed

13

wills and both Francis Arnold and Bette Arnold set forth in their wills that all of the

14

property owned at the time of their death would be given to the surviving spouse. In the

15

event that there was not a surviving spouse the Special Use Permit, cabin and

16

appurtenances were to be given to, Ronald D. Arnold and Mary A. Snider, to share and

17

share alike.

18

The wills were executed on the 2ih of April, 1981.

However, prior to these wills

19

being executed, in correspondence set forth in Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 2(h), in March of
20

1977, after the Defendant Ronald Arnold had requested that the permit be placed in his
21

22
23

name, Mr. Arnold set forth that "we have decided that there will not be a transfer of
ownership of our cabin to Ronald D. Arnold, our plan is to include that transfer via the

24

drawing of a will." This letter by Francis Doyle Arnold is consistent with the Plaintiffs

25

Exhibit No. 2(e), where the Special Use Permit issued by the Department of Agriculture

26
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was issued to both Francis and Bette Arnold in February of 1978.
2

The Court heard conflicting testimony about the events that occurred after

3

Francis Arnold died in 1982.

4

following findings of fact:

5
6

7

8

After reviewing the record the Court will make the

After Francis Doyle Arnold's death in 1982. Ron Arnold sent a letter to the
Cascade Ranger asking for transfer forms for this term permit.

Ron Arnold then

approached Bette Arnold requesting a termination of the Special Use Permit by Bette
Arnold in January of 1983. Ron Arnold knew what both his father and step mother had

9

set forth in their wills at the time of this meeting. Bette Arnold signed the request for
10

termination on January 6, 1983. Bette Arnold testified that she intended to give the
11
12

property to Ron Arnold and his spouse at the time she was presented the transfer form

13

by Ron Arnold.

14

indicating to whom she was transferring the permit.

She did not at the time fill in the portion of the transfer document

15

The Court will find Bette Arnold's testimony is not credible in light of her prior

16

statements that she was giving the cabin to both of her late husband's children, her

17

poor memory in light of her age and the will that she executed along with her late

18

husband. There was also testimony that Ron Arnold had recently assisted Bette Arnold

19

with her financial affairs, in 2010, for which she was very grateful and the Court will find
20

that this has had an impact on her credibility as well. The Court will find that Bette
21

22

23

Arnold had no accurate recollection of the conversation that occurred between herself
and Ron Arnold in January of 1983 or what if any names were on the transfer form.

24

Although again. there is conflicting testimony that Steven and Toni went to Bette

25

Arnold's home to thank her for signing over the cabin. the Court will find that Steven

26
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and Toni's testimony is credible; that Bette Arnold said to them at that time that she
2
3

never considered the cabin to be hers and that the transfer was what Doyle had
wanted, that is that both Ron and Toni share and share alike the cabin.

4

Ron Arnold did not advise his sister Toni that the cabin had been conveyed to

5

him alone until 2009. The Court will find that this "failure" to communicate this critical

6

fact is consistent with the Court's finding that in fact the cabin was to be transferred to

7

8

both Ron and Toni, share and share alike.
Shortly after obtaining the signature of Bette Arnold terminating her interest in

9

the Special Use Permit, Ronald Arnold and his wife Dorothy and Toni Snider and her
10

husband Steven met to discuss the future ownership of this cabin.
11

12
13

Ron Arnold testified that he had placed his name and his spouse's name on the
bottom portion of the transfer form at the time of Bette Arnold's signature on that form.

14

Both Ron Arnold and his wife testified that they added Toni Snyder and her husband's

15

name to the transfer form after Bette Arnold had signed the upper portion of the transfer

16

form at this meeting between the parties. Toni Snyder testified that the names on the

17

permit were placed on the permit during a meeting between all the parties to this

18

litigation and she recalled that this occurred at the ranger station in Cascade. Though

19

Toni's recollection of the place of the meeting was incorrect the Court will find that her
20

testimony is more credible than that of Ron and Dorothy Arnold on this point.
21

The Court will find that all the signatures were placed on the transfer form at this
22

23

meeting subsequent to Bette Arnold signing the transfer form. Dorothy Arnold typed

24

the names Ronald D. or Dorothy A. Arnold and Steven J. or Mary A. Snider on Part" of

25

the application which is set out in Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 2(d), and all the parties signed

26
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that application and that was submitted to the Forest Service. The form directed that all
correspondence mailed to Ronald D. Arnold at his address in Meridian, Idaho.

2

3

On February 1, 1983, a new permit was mailed to Ron Arnold. On February 7,

4

1983, the Cascade Ranger sent a letter to Ron Arnold, Exhibit No. 2(1), explaining that

5

the Forest Service policy had changed and that the permit could not be issued in the

6

names of all parties, but could only be issued in the names of only one husband and

7

wife, unless some other legal entity was created by the "couples".

8

Ron Arnold testified that he had an understanding that submitting the application

9
I

with both he and his wife's name and the Sniders' names on the application, that it was

10

unlikely that the Forest Service would issue the permit in both parties' names. Despite
11

12

knowing this, he at no time advised his sister that he had this understanding at the time

13

he submitted the document. In addition he did not share with his sister that their step

14

mother, Bette Arnold, had indicated to him that she was transferring this "cabin" to him

15

and his wife only. For more than three decades Ron Arnold never asserted that he was

16

the owner of the cabin and that his sister Toni and her husband Steven were guests or

17

advised them that Bette Arnold had transferred the cabin to him solely.

18

A letter then was received on February 7, 1983 from the Cascade Ranger stating

19

the policy that only one husband and wife could be on the permit. The Court will find
20

the testimony of Toni is more credible than that of her brother. She testified that her
21
22

23

brother called her and said this couldn't be done; that they would have to set forth a
legal entity to hold title. The Court will find that Ron expressly told his sister that the

24

permit could remain in the names of Ron and Dorothy with the understanding that it

25

was being held for the Sniders as well. Steven and Toni Snider testified that this was

26
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the understanding and the clear agreement of the parties, that Ron Arnold may have
2

the permit in his name but they were both owners of this cabin and his testimony again,

3

is credible and accurate.

4

Toni Arnold testified that she thought about having this special legal entity

5

created put together so that the permit could be in both of their names, but in reliance

6

upon her brother's word and statements to effect that this was not necessary because it

7

would involve legal fees, she took no further action. Her reliance and her trust in her

8

brother that this property would be jointly held by both of them coupled with the fact that

9

both her father, Francis Doyle Arnold, and her step mother had set forth in their
10

respective wills that Ron and Toni share equally in this cabin is all consistent with her
11

12

actions in reference to the correspondence and permitting from the Forest Service

13

since the death of her father in 1982.

14

relationship with his sister Toni. They had been raised together; they had used this

15

cabin together before their father's death; they had been relatively close as brother and

16

sister.

17

changed in the use and sharing of this cabin that as brother and sister they had shared

18

Clearly Ron Arnold was in a confidential

Frankly, it wasn't until 2009, when Mary Snider, sensing that something had

this cabin equally from 1983 until 2009 -that she was advised for the first time that her

19

brother was claiming sole ownership of this cabin.
20

A compelling fact that came out during this trial that is consistent with this lack of
21

candor on the part of Ronald Arnold towards his sister that clearly demonstrates that
22

23

this cabin was to be transferred to both Ron and Toni, share and share alike, came

24

about when the parties decided to make a variation in this absolute shared use of this

25

cabin. In approximately 2005, according to testimony, Ron Arnold called his sister Toni

26
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and asked if it would be okay if, during the weekends where there was a Monday
2

holiday, that the party that had the cabin over that weekend be able to stay in the cabin

3

during that Monday holiday, if that was acceptable to Toni and her husband Steven.

4

Toni, clearly based upon the understanding that she was a part owner of this cabin,

5

acquiesced in such a request. It is highly unusual for someone that is contending from

6

1983 that he was the sole owner of this cabin, to call a "guest" and ask for

7

8

acquiescence or permission of the guest to use the cabin on a Monday holiday. That is
completely inconsistent with someone demonstrating a clear and unequivocal

9

ownership interest in this cabin. All of these actions by Ron Arnold are consistent with
10

joint ownership of this cabin.
11
12

13

Another compelling fact is that Toni Arnold consistently called and many times
spoke with Dorothy Arnold about payment of her share of the taxes, insurance, permit

14

fees and utility costs and proceeded to pay their share as disclosed. At no time did

15

either Ronald Arnold or Dorothy Arnold ever state that "you are our guests" or "we

16

appreciate your gift to us" or any type of indication to Mary or Steven, for that matter,

17

that they were simply guests and that these payments were gratuitous. Both Ron and

18

Toni and their spouses had dinners together over many years where they discussed the

19

cabin and the costs associated with the cabin, yet there were no statements at any time
20

by Ron Arnold to his sister that they were guests in this cabin and not co-owners.
21

The subsequent course of conduct by the Ron and Dorothy Arnold was in
22

23

complete accord with joint ownership.

The annual expenses, including permit fee,

24

insurance, taxes and electricity, to Toni Snider's knowledge, were being shared 50/50.

25

At no time did Ron Arnold or Dorothy Arnold ever step forth and say that more was

26
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owed; that there was a disparity in what was being paid. The Arnolds may view this as
2

consistent with sole ownership but they did not take these discussions about finances

3

as an opportunity to clarify the ownership interest that they now claim. Certainly there

4

was work and improvements to the cabin. Some of which was shared. some of which

5

was not shared equally and the evidence is clear that the Arnolds have paid a greater

6

share of these improvements and costs. However. this disparity was not the fault of

7

8

Toni and Steven Snider because they consistently asked for and were willing to pay
their fair share of costs and improvements to this property

9

In 2005, another issue came up regarding something more from Bette to transfer
10

the ownership of the improvements. which in fact had already been transferred in 1983.
11

12

Steven Snider offered to talk to her but Ron said he would do it. He drew up a Bill of

13

Sale, which is Plaintiffs' Exhibit No.3, and took it to Bette for her signature. It confirms

14

that the title was held by Ron but the intention of Doyle Arnold was that the cabin be

15

shared.

16

intentions of my late husband, Francis Doyle Arnold. Further, his intent was that the

17

cabin and property be shared by Mary A. Snider, sister of Ronald D. Arnold.

18

Again, the Bill of Sale sets forth: This transfer is in agreement with the

document was prepared by Ronald Arnold.

This

When Steve and Toni Snider saw the

19

document many months later in 2006, rightfully they were not concerned because the
20

document was consistent with joint ownership.
21

In addition to the testimony of Toni Snider and her husband, which was credible,
22

23

Earlene Taylor certainly indicated that Bette Arnold had indicated that she had signed

24

the cabin over to both Ron and Toni as their father had wanted. Frank Jardine, a friend

25

of both families, testified that in the mid-1980s, while working as an insurance agent, he

26
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had a conversation with Ron, where Ron inquired about obtaining insurance for the
2

cabin.

Because Mr. Jardine's company would not insure jointly owned properties,

3

based upon his friendship with the parties and upon having stayed at the cabin as a

4

guest, he knew that the cabin was jointly owned. When he visited with Ron about that

5

fact, Ron acknowledged the joint ownership. Bette Jean Arnold, who is the aunt to both

6

Ron and Toni, confirmed Bette's statement to Toni Snider on the way home from their

7

luncheon that the cabin had been signed over to "you kids."

8

What is compelling about this case is that certainly Ron did not convey to his

9

sister, Toni Snider that he had been told that Bette Arnold intended to only transfer the
10

cabin to him.

He was already aware that the Forest Service policy would prohibit

11

12
13
14

ownership by the Sniders and the Arnolds jointly but did so just to keep peace in the
family.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

15

Constructive trusts are raised by equity for the purpose of working out right and

16

justice where there is no intention of the party to create a relation and often directly

17

contrary to the intention of the one holding the legal title. Mikesell v. NewWorid

18

Development Corp., 122 Idaho 868; citing Hanger v. Hess, 49 Idaho 325 (1930). If one

19

party obtains legal title to property, not only by fraud or by violation of confidence or of
20

fiduciary relation, but in any other unconscencious manner, so that he cannot equitably
21

22

retain the property which really belongs to another, equity carries out its theory of

23

double ownership, equitable and legal, by impressing a constructive trust upon the

24

property in favor of the one who is in good conscience entitled to it and who is

25

considered in equity as the beneficial owner. Id. Furthermore, "Constructive trusts are

26
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created by courts of equity whenever title to property is found in one who in fairness
2

ought not to be allowed to retain it." Klein v. Shaw, 109 Idaho 237,240,706 P.2d 1348,

3

1351 (Ct. App. 1985) (citing G.G. Bogert & G.T. Bogert, The Law of Trusts & Trustees §

4

471 (1978)).

5
6
7

Constructive trusts have been recognized in Idaho since as early as the case of
Hanger v. Hess, 49 Idaho 325 (1930).

Andre v. Morrow, 106 Idaho 455 (1984) and

Mikesell v. NewWorid Development Corp., 122 Idaho 868 (1992). In this case, all of the

8

elements which warrant the imposition of a constructive trust are present.
9

First, statements made by Ron Arnold to his sister Toni that the cabin would be
10

jointly owned by both he and his wife and Steven and Toni Snider, was established by
11

12

clear and convincing evidence to this Court. In addition, the statements by Bette Arnold

13

that the property was not hers and she had given the property to both "kids"; that Ron

14

Arnold never told his sister Toni that this cabin had been transferred to him solely to

15

"keep the peace"; the placement of both parties' names on the initial application for the

16

permit; Ron Arnold's statements to others consistent with joint ownership; the sharing of

17

costs; the equal sharing of use of the property; the confidential relationship between

18

Ron and Toni; the subsequent bill of sale indicating joint ownership, all point to a

19

constructive trust of joint ownership between these parties. All of these facts establish
20

that in fact this property was transferred by Bette Arnold to both Ron Arnold and Toni
21
22

Snider and their respective spouses.

23

Clearly, from 1983 through 2009, Ronald Arnold took advantage of his

24

confidential relationship between himself and his sister, if he in fact believed he and his

25

wife were sale owners of this property.

"

Toni Snider had every reason to trust and

26
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believe her brother when he shared with her this joint ownership interest in this cabin.
1

2

Ron Arnold knew that this was a close relationship with his sister and had every reason

3

to know that she trusted him and Toni Snider was very reasonable in her trust of her

4

brother.

5

Based then upon the facts as set forth in the Findings of Fact and pursuant to

6

the Conclusions of Law, the Court will find that the Plaintiffs have established by clear

7

8

and convincing evidence that a constructive trust was created. A constructive trust will
be imposed on this property.

9

JUDGMENT
10

The Court therefore will enter Judgment in favor Mary Snider and Steven Snider
11

12

and will find and declare that they are joint owners of the improvements to the property

13

set forth as Parcel No.2, Paradise Valley Tract, Valley County, Idaho. Counsel for the

14

Plaintiff shall prepare a judgment with a IRCP 54(b) certification.

15

DATED this

/

Yday of January 2011.

16
17
18

MICHAEL McLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE

19

20

21

22
23
24
25
26
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
2

I hereby certify that on the
3
4

5

-&-

day of January 2011, I mailed (served) a true

and correct copy of the within instrument to:
VALLEY COUNTY COURT
VIA EMAIL

6
7

8

Christ T. Troupis
Attorney at Law
PO Box 2408
Eagle, 1083616
Fax: (208) 938-5482

9

10
11

12

Michael G. Pierce
ATTORNEY AT LAW
489 W Mountain Rd
PO Box 1019
Cascade, 1083611
Fax: (208) 382-3783

13
14

15

ARCHIE N. BANBURY
Clerk of the District Court

16
17
18

BY:_~""""~,...::..:I'.:.I-fl-+Jlt:--:,I-_ __

Deputy Clerk

19

20
21

22
23

24

25
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AJ;r~'5 N. BANBURY, CLERK

8y_"- - !t

Michael G. Pierce
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1019
Cascade, Idaho 83611
Telephone: (208) 382-3929
Facsimile: (208) 382-3783
Email: :\1ichacla.michaclpicrcclaw.com
Idaho State Bar Number: 1470
Attorney for PlaintitTs/Counterdefendants

' \.

J

),

eputy

Case NO·-___ lnst. No.

Filed

PlaintitTs/Counterdefendants,

)
)
)
)

RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY
A. ARNOLD, husband and wife,

)
)
)
)

'Z .' (f

A.M.

-----_P.M.

Case No. CV-2009-S49C

)

vs.

0

FEB 0 2 2011

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, husband and wife,

-

JUDGMENT WITH RULE
54(b) CERTIFICATION

)

Defendants/Counterciaimants, )
)

Findings of Fact. Conclusions of Law and Judgment were entered in this matter
on January 18,2011. In accordance therewith. the following Judgment is hereby entered:
Steven 1. Snider and Mary A. Snider, husband and wife. and Ronald D. Arnold
and Dorothy A. Arnold, husband and wife, are joint owners of the Term Special Use
Permit for Recreational Residences currently issued in the name of defendants Ronald
and Dorothy Arnold, expiring December 31. 2028. together with the cabin, storage shed.
outhouse. septic system. stone walkway. rock retaining wall. driveway, furnishings and
other improvements situated on .50 acres of land owned by the United States Department
of Agriculture, Forest Service. described as Lot 2 of the Paradise Valley Tract. Valley
County. Idaho.

JUDGMENT WITH RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATION - I

The Court hereby imposes a constructive trust for the mutual benetit of the parties
for the purpose of holding title to the permit and improvements, which may be designated
as the "Arnold-Snider Trust" under the date hereof.
Plaintiffs are awarded costs of $ _ _ _ _ _ and attorney's fees of
$_----

RULE 54 (b) CERTIFICATE
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby

CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), LR.C.P., that the court has determined that
there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the court has and
does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which
execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate
Rules.

DATED thi s _(__ day of - - - - " ' - - - ' - - - ' : 1 - - - - - 2011.
i

I
//'l(

/~
.<

L<

'-'"

. 1\-1ich~el McLaughlin
District Judge

JU[)GMENT WITH RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATION - 2

~..,.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on Friday, February 25, 201 L a true and correct copy of the
foregoing order was serwd by placing the same in the respective courthouse mail boxes or b)
regular postal service to the fiJI/owing:
Plaintirrs Counsel:
l\lichael G. Pierce
Interdepartmental Mail
Defendant's Counsel:
Christ T Troupis
T roupis Law Office
PO Box 2. W8
Eagle, ID 83616

Dated: February 25th, 20 II
Archie N. Banbury
Clerk Of The District Court
)

By: '''-~' lit, L t (
Deputy Clerk

1" ,-

1

N. BANBURY, CLERK

CHRIST T. TROUPIS
TROUPIS LAW OFFICE, PA
1299 E. Iron Eagle, Ste 130
PO 80:12408
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Telephone: 2081938-5584
FacsimUe:
2081938-5482
EmaU: ctroupis@troupislaw.com

-"'r-'"""""'"---~

FEB 2, 20ft
c.. No.
Fled

q:fi3'
-

!nit No
A. u

Attorney/iJr Defendants Ronald D. Arnold
And Dorothy A. Arnold

DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)
)

) CV - 2009-549C
RONALD D. ARNOLD and
DOROTHY A. ARNOLD, Husband
and Wife,

)
)

) NOTICE OF APPEAL
)

Defendants.
RONALD D. ARNOLD and
DOROTHY A. ARNOLD, Husband
and Wife,
Counterclaimant,
VS.

STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, Husband and Wife,
Counterderendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)

)
)

TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS. STEVEN 1. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER. and their attorney of record:

Notice of Appeal

'---

. '" --_..JP.M.

,
I.

The above-named Appellants, RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY A.
ARNOLD, hereby appeal against the above named Respondents to the Idaho
Supreme Court from the tinal judgment entered in the above-entitled action on
or about the IS 'h day of January. 20 II, The Honorable Michael McLaughlin,
District Judge Presiding.

2.

That the parties have the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the
tinal judgment described in paragraph 1 is an appealable order under and
pursuant to Rules II (a)( I). (5), (6), (7), and 11 (g) LA.R.

3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the Appellants intend to
assert, are as follows:
(a) Whether the District Court based its factual tindings upon substantial and
competent evidence, and whether that evidence supported the District Court's
conclusions of law and judgment;
(b) Appellants may assert other issues in addition to the foregoing.

4.

Appellants request the preparation of a Standard Reporter's Transcript in
compressed format. with no more than four (4) pages of original transcript
compressed on a single page;

5.

Appellants request pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 26.1

a computer-

searchahle disk of the standard transcript.
6.

Appellants requests and designate the following documents to be included in
the Clerk's Record on Appeal.
(a) The Standard Clerk's Record of the proceedings. and the following additional
pleadings. documents and records:
Documents listed on Attachment I to this Notice of Appeal.

Notice of Appeal

2

,
7.

I certify:
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal and any request for additional transcript
have been served on the reporter.
(b) That the District Court reporter will be paid an initial installment of $1,250.00
for preparation of the reporter's transcript pending a tinal detennination of the
total cost;
(c) That the initial estimated fee of $100.00 for preparation of the Clerk's record
has been paid;
(d) That the Appellants' tiling fee has been paid;
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to
Rule 20.

DATED this 22 nd day of February, 2011.

/)~~
'1 I
~--'
Christ T. Troupis
Attorney for Appellants
Ronald D. Arnold and Dorothy A. Arnold

By {;'1--?

Notice of Appeal

3

J

A IT ACHMENT 1 TO NOTICE OF APPEAL

Date Filed

Description of Pleading

1. 8/1 8/20 10

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment

2.81J8/2010

Memo in Support of Defendants' Ml)tion

J. 8/18/20 I 0

Statement of Undisputed Material Facts in Support of Defendants' Motion

4. 8/18!20 10

Atlidavit of Bette Arnold in Support of Defendants' Motion

5.8118/2010

Affidavit of Ronald Arnold in Support of Defendants' Motion

6.8/182010

Affidavit of Christ Troupis in Support of Defendants' Motion

7. 9/28/20 10

PlaintitTs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for
Summary Judgment

8.9/28/2010

Affidavit of Betty Jean Arnold

9. 9/28/20 I 0

Affidavit of Ben Wellington

10. 9/28/20 I 0

Affidavit of Earline Taylor

11.9/29/2010

Affidavit of Mary A. Snider

12. 9/29/2010

Affidavit of Michael G. Pierce

13. lOll 4/20 10

Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment

14. 1011 4/20 10

Second Affidavit of Ronald Arnold in Support of Defendants' Motion
for Summary Judgment

I 5. 10114/20 I 0

Second Affidavit of Bette Arnold in Support of Defendants' \lotion
For Summary Judgment

16.11/4/2010

i'.1emorandum Decision Re: \1otion for Summary Judgment

17. 11'15/2010

Plaintiffs Pre-trial Memorandum

18. I 1/15/20 \0

DefendantslC ounterc laimants' Pre-Trial \1emorandum

19. 12/2/20 I 0

PlaintitTs' Closing Argument

20. 12/02120 I 0

DefendantslCounterclaimants Post Trial \1emoranda

Notice of Appeal

4

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIfY that on the nnd day of February, :;0 I I. I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing NOTICE Of APPEAL BY RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY A.
ARNOLD to be scrwd upon the following person(s) in the following manner:

[xl
[ J

[I
[I
[I

Mail, Postage Prepaid
Express Mail
I land Deliwry
Facsimile Transmission
Federal Express
(I.S.

Michael G. Pierce
Attorney At Lav,
P.O. Box 1019
Cascade, Idaho 83611
Kasey Redlich. CSR
Ada County Courthouse
Transcript Department
200 W. Front Street
Boise. Idaho 83702

By

{}I~~

Christ T. Troupl
Attorney for Appellants
Ronald D. Arnold and Dorothy A. Arnold
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Date: 4/14/2011

udicial District Court - Valley County

Time: 0749 AM

User: GARRISON

ROA Report

Page 1 of 4

Case CV-2009-0000549-C Current Judge Michael McLaughlin
Steven J. Snider, eta!. vs. Ronald D. Arnold, eta!.

Steven J Snider, Mary A. Snider vs. Ronald D. Arnold, Dorothy A. Arnold
Date

Code

User

11/27/2009

NCOC

THOMPSON

New Case Filed - Other Claims

THOMPSON

Filing A - All initial civil case filings of any type not Michael McLaughlin
listed in categories SoH, or the other A listings
below Paid by Micahel Pierce Receipt number:
0014668 Dated: 11/27/2009 Amount: $88.00
(Check) For: Arnold, Dorothy A. (defendant) and
Arnold, Ronald D. (defendant)

APER

THOMPSON

Plaintiff: Snider, Steven J. Appearance Michael G. Michael McLaughlin
Pierce

APER

THOMPSON

Plaintiff: Snider, Mary A. Appearance Michael G.
Pierce

Michael McLaughlin

COMP

THOMPSON

Complaint Filed

Michael McLaughlin

DOSI

THOMPSON

Summons: Document Service Issued: on
11/27/2009 to Ronald D. Arnold; Assigned to .
Service Fee of $0.00.

Michael McLaughlin

DOSI

THOMPSON

Summons: Document Service Issued: on
11/27/2009 to Dorothy A. Arnold; ASSigned to .
Service Fee of $0.00.

Michael McLaughlin

NOTC

GARRISON

Notice of Removal to Federal Court (No Exhibits
or ROA attached) Fed. Case No.
1:09-CV-00684CWD

Michael McLaughlin

INAC

GARRISON

Inactive

Michael McLaughlin

STAT

GARRISON

STATUS CHANGED: inactive

Michael McLaughlin

RMAN

GARRISON

Remanded from Federal Court

Michael McLaughlin

STAT

GARRISON

STATUS CHANGED: Reopened

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

PERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Status 07/07/20100315
PM) Set trial - CourtCall

Michael McLaughlin

PERRY

Notice of Telephonic Status Conference Under
IR.CP 16(a) & 16(b)

Michael McLaughlin

GRINDOL

Michael McLaughlin
Filing 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by Arnold,
Dorothy A. (defendant) Receipt number 0002522
Dated 5/27/2010 Amount $58.00 (Check) For
Arnold, Dorothy A. (defendant) and Arnold,
Ronald D. (defendant)

ANSW

GRINDOL

Answer, Affirmative Defenses And Counterclaim

APER

GRINDOL

Defendant: Arnold, Ronald D. Appearance Christ Michael McLaughlin
T Troupis

APER

GRINDOL

Defendant Arnold, Dorothy A. Appearance Christ Michael McLaughlin
T Troupis

NOTC

PERRY

Amended Notice of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

CONT

PERRY

Continued (Status 06/29/20100300 PM) Set
trial - CourtCall

Michael McLaughlin

NOSV

PERRY

Notice Of Service Of Plaintiffs Discovery
Requests To Defendants

Michael McLaughlin

12/31/2009

512112010

5/24/2010

5/27/2010

6/1/2010

6/10/2010

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin

Date: 4/14/2011

Fou

Time: 0749 AM

User GARRISON

udicial District Court - Valley County

ROA Report

Page 2 of4

Case CV-2009-0000549-C Current Judge Michael McLaughlin
Steven J. Snider, eta!. vs. Ronald D Arnold, eta!.

Steven J. Snider, Mary A Snider vs. Ronald D Arnold, Dorothy A Arnold
Judge

Date

Code

User

6/10/2010

ANSW

PERRY

Answer to Counterclaim

Michael McLaughlin

6/29/2010

DCHH

PERRY

Hearing result for Status held on 06/29/2010
0300 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Sue Wolfe
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 7 minute hearing

Michael McLaughlin

OR DR

PERRY

Scheduling Order For Trial & Further
Proceedings

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

PERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 12/06/2010
09:00 AM) 2 DAY COURT TRIAL

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

PERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
11/03/201001:00 PM)

Michael McLaughlin

6/30/2010

NOSV

PERRY

Notice Of Service - Defendant's First
Interrogatories And Request For Production Of
Documents To Plaintiffs

Michael McLaughlin

8/10/2010

NOSV

HON

Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs' Answers to
Interrogatories and Request for Production of
Documents from Defendants

Michael McLaughlin

8/18/2010

MOTN

GARRISON

Defs' Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

MEMO

GARRISON

Memo in Support of Defendant's Motion

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

GARRISON

Statement of Undisputed Material Facts in
Support of Defs Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

GARRISON

Affidavit of Bette Arnold

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

GARRISON

Affidavit of Ronald Arnold in Support of Defs'
Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

GARRISON

Affidavit of Christ Troupis in Support of Motion for Michael McLaughlin
Summary Judgment

NOTH

PERRY

Amended Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

CONT

PERRY

Continued (Pretrial Conference 11/30/2010
0300 PM)

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

PERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 10/27/20100300 PM)

Michael McLaughlin

9/27/2010

NOTH

HON

Notice Of Hearing on Defendant's Motion for
Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

9/28/2010

MEMO

PERRY

Plaintiffs' Memorandum In Opposition To
Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

PERRY

Affidavit Of Betty Jean Arnold

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

PERRY

Affidavit of Ben Wellington

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

PERRY

Affidavit Of Earlene Taylor

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

PERRY

Affidavit Of Mary A Snider

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

PERRY

Affidavit Of Michael G. Pierce

Michael McLaughlin

MEMO

HON

Reply Memorandum in support of Defendant's
Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

9/24/2010

9/29/2010

10/14/2010

Date: 4/14/2011

Fou
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User GARRISON
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Case CV-2009-0000549-C Current Judge Michael McLaughlin
Steven J. Snider, etal. vs. Ronald D. Arnold, etal.

Steven J. Snider, Mary A Snider vs. Ronald D. Arnold, Dorothy A Arnold
Date

Code

User

10/14/2010

AFFD

HON

Second Affidavit of Ronald Arnold in Support of
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

HON

Second Affidavit of Bette arnold in Support of
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

NOTH

PERRY

Amended Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

CONT

PERRY

Continued (Court Trial 12/07/20100900 AM) 2 Michael McLaughlin
DAY COURT TRIAL

MISC

HON

Authorization to View and Copy Term Special Use Michael McLaughlin
Permit File

NOSV

HON

Notice Of Service - Supplement to Defendants'
Answer to Plaintiffs First Interrogatories and
Request for Production of Documents

DCHH

PERRY

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Michael McLaughlin
held on 10/27/20100300 PM: District Court
Hearing Held
Court Reporter: None
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 24 minute hearing

ADVS

PERRY

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Michael McLaughlin
held on 10/27/201003:00 PM: Case Taken
Under Advisement

NOSV

PERRY

Notice Of Service Re: Seond Supplement To
Defendants' Answers To Plaintiffs 1st
Interrogatories And Request For Production Of
Documents to Defendants

Michael McLaughlin

NOTH

PERRY

Amended Notice of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

CO NT

PERRY

Continued (Court Trial 11/22/20100900 AM) 2 Michael McLaughlin
DAY COURT TRIAL

HRVC

PERRY

Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on
11/30/20100300 PM Hearing Vacated

11/4/2010

MEMO

PERRY

Memorandum Decision Re Motion For Summary Michael McLaughlin
Judgment

11/10/2010

NOTC

DEREE

Notice of service of supplemental responses to
discovery requests

Michael McLaughlin

11/15/2010

MISC

GARRISON

Ptfs Pre-Trial Memorandum

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

GARRISON

Defs'lCounterclaimant's Pre-Trial Memorandum

Michael McLaughlin

EXLT

GARRISON

Defendants Exhibit List

Michael McLaughlin

WI TN

GARRISON

Defendants Witness List

Michael McLaughlin

LODG

GARRISON

Lodged Defendants Exhibits

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

DEREE

Plaintiffs Witness List

Michael McLaughlin

DCHH

PERRY

Hearing result for Court Trial held on 11/22/2010
0900 AM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 2 DAY COURT TRIAL

Michael McLaughlin

10/20/2010

10/29/2010

11/212010

11/16/2010

11/22/2010

Judge

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin

Date: 4/14/2011

Fou

Time: 0749 AM
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udlclal District Court· Valley County

ROA Report
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Case CV-2009-0000549-C Current Judge Michael McLaughlin
Steven J. Snider, etal vs. Ronald D. Arnold, eta!.

Steven J Snider, Mary A Snider vs. Ronald D Arnold, Dorothy A Arnold
Date

Code

User

11/22/2010

CTST

PERRY

Hearing result for Court Trial held on 11/22/2010
0900 AM Court Trial Started

Michael McLaughlin

11/23/2010

DCHH

PERRY

Hearing result for Court Trial held on 11/23/2010
0900 AM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kasey Redlich
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated 2 DAY COURT TRIAL

Michael McLaughlin

12/212010

MISC

HON

Plaintiffs' Closing Argument

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

HON

DefendantslCounterclaimants Post Trial
Memoranda

Michael McLaughlin

1/18/2011

MISC

PERRY

Findings Of Fact, Conclusions Of Law And
Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

1/26/2011

MEMO

HON

Memorandum of Attorney's Fees and Costs

Michael McLaughlin

APPN

HON

Application for Attorney's Fees and Costs

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

HON

Defendants Motion to Disallow Costs and
Attorneys Fees

Michael McLaughlin

MEMO

HON

Memorandum in Support of Defendants Motion to Michael McLaughlin
Disallow Costs and Attorneys Fees

2/112011

MEMO

HON

Memorandum in Support of Attorney's Fees and
Costs

2/2/2011

JDMT

GARRISON

Judgment With Rule 54(b) Certification--Case Not Michael McLaughlin
Closed, Attorney Fees Hearing Scheduled

2/9/2011

REPL

PERRY

Reply Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiffs
Memorandum Re Attorney Fees And Costs And
In Support Of Defendants' Motion To Disallow
Attorney Fees And Costs

Michael McLaughlin

2/16/2011

HRSC

THOMPSON

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
03/02/2011 02: 15 PM) Oral Argument cost and
attorneys fees

Michael McLaughlin

NOTC

THOMPSON

Notice of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

NOTA

HON

NOTICE OF APPEAL

Michael McLaughlin

HON

Filing L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Michael McLaughlin
Supreme Court Paid by Troupis, Christ T
(attorney for Arnold, Dorothy A) Receipt number
0000789 Dated: 2/25/2011 Amount: $101.00
(Check) For: Arnold, Dorothy A (defendant) and
Arnold, Ronald D. (defendant)

BNDC

GARRISON

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 805 Dated
2/25/2011 for 100.00)

DCHH

THOMPSON

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
Michael McLaughlin
03/02/2011 0215 PM District Court Hearing Hel(
Court Reporter None
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Oral Argument costs and attorneys
fees

DENY

THOMPSON

Motion Denied--Attorneys Fees

1/28/2011

2/25/2011

3/212011

Judge

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin

IN THE DISTRI

T OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, husband and wife,

)
)
)

SUPREME COURT NO.

Plaintiffs-CounterdefendantsRespondents,
-vs-

)
)

Dist. Court No. CV-2009-549*C

)
)
)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF APPEAL

RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY A.
~OLD, husband and wife,

~1!lt-2011

)
)

Defendants-CounterclaimantsAppellants.
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~

)
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)
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Appeal From:
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Fourth Judicial District, Valley County
Michael R. McLaughlin, Presiding

court Case No.:

,'I

') (:7
"

CV-2009-549*C

Order or Judgment Appealed From: Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and
Judgment filed January 18, 2011 and Judgment with Rule 54(b) Certification
Counsel for Plaintiffs-: Michael G. Pierce
Counterdefendants-P.O. Box 1019 Cascade,
Respondents
208-382-3929

ID

83611

Counsel for Defendants-: Christopher T. Troupis
Counterclaimants- 1299 E. Iron Eagle, Ste 130
Appellants
P.O. Box 2408 Eagle,
ID 83616
208-938-5584
Appealed By:

Ronald D. Arnold, et al

Appealed Against: Steven J. Snider, etal
Notice of Appeal Filed: 02/25/11
Notice of Cross-Appeal Filed: N/A
Appellate Fee Paid:

Yes

Request for Additional Reporter's Transcript Filed: N/A
Request for Additional Record Filed:
Name of Reporter:

N/A

Kasey Redlich, Ada County Courthouse,
200 W. Front,
Boise,
ID 83702

Was Reporter's Transcript Requested: Yes
DATED this

4th day

of March, 2011.
ARCHIE N. BANBURY, CLERK
By:

~d£L J=¢krv

MM - 82011

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

STEVEN J. SNIDER and
MARY A. SNIDER, husband and
Wi

)
)

Plaintiffs-CounterdefendantsRespondents,

)
)
SUPREME COURT NO. 38572

)
)
)

-vs-

Case No. CV-2009-549*C

)
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

)

RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY A )
ARNOLD, husband and wife,
)
)

Defendants-CounterclaimantsAppellants.

)
)

--------------------------------)

I,

ARCHIE

N.

Fourth Judicial

BANBURY,

Clerk of

the

District of the State of

County of Valley,

District
Idaho,

Court

in and

of

the

for

the

do hereby certify that the following is a list

o f t he ex h i bit s , o f fer e d

0

r

a dm itt e d a Ii d whi c h h a ve bee n 1

with the Supreme Court or retained as indicated:
DESCRIPTION

NO.

OFFER/Am'HT

SENT/RETAINED

ne Request
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
the

seal

of

the

said

I have hereunto set my hand and a f fixed

Court

this

day

of

2011.
ARCHIE N. BANBURY,
Clerk of t
strict Court

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A. SNIDER)
Husband and wife,
)
Plaintiff/Counterdefendants)
Resp0:1dents,

SUPREME COURT NO.

38572

Dist. Court No. CV-2009-549*C
-vsCLERK'S CERTIFICATE
TO RECORD

RONALD D. ARNOLD a:1d DOROTHY A
ARNOLD, husband and wife,
Defendant/CounterclaimantsAppellants

)
)

-------------------------------------)

I,
Fourth

ARCHIE

N.

Judicial

BANBURY,

District

County of Valley,

Clerk

of

the

of

the

State

District

of

Idaho,

Court

of

the

and

for

the

in

do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in

this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and contains
true

and

correct

designated
Appeal,

to

be

copies

of

included

all
under

pleadings,
Rule

any Notice of Cross-Appeal,

documents

28,

IAR,

and

the

papers

Notice

of

and any additional documents

requested to be included.
I

do

pictures
cause,
Court

further certify that all documents,
offered

if any,
along

or

admitted

as

exhibits

in

x-rays,
the

charts and

above

entitled

will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme

with

the

Court

Reporter's

Transcript

and

Record as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

Clerk's

IN WITNESS

~'JHEREOF,

I have hereunto set my hand and affixed
day of

the seal of the said Ccurt this
2011.

ARCHIE N. BANBURY
Clerk of the District
By

ourt

~J-~
,
Deputy

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

~HE

IN

DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

STEVEN J. SNIDER and MARY A.
SNIDER, husband and wife,
SUPREME COURT NO.

38572

Plaintiffs-CounterdefendantsResp0ndents,
Case N0. CV-2009-S49*C
-\7S-

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
RONALD D. ARNOLD and DOROTHY A.
ARNOLD, husband and wife,
Defendants-CounterclaimantsAppellants.

)
)

-------------------------------------)
I,
Fourth

ARCHIE

N.

Judicial

District

County of Valley,
or mailed,
Clerk's

BANBURY,

Clerk

of

the

of

the

State

of

District
Idaho,

in

Court

of

the

and

for

the

do hereby certify that I have personally served

by United States Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the

Record

and

any

Reporter's

Transcript

to

each

of

the

Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
Michael G Pierce

IN WITNESS WHEREOF,

Christopher T Troupis
1299 E Iron Eagle, Ste 130
PO Box 2408
Eagle, ID 83616

I

have hereunto set my hand and affixed

the seal of the said Court this

day of
ARCHIE N.

BAN

2011.
, CLERK

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

